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[!] Object-Oriented System Testing: The FREE Approach
Mr. Robert V. Binder
System Consulting, Inc.
This tutorial presents a complete and coherent approach to system testing
based on object-oriented software requirements . Participants will learn
how to develop an efficient and effective system test plan from use cases,
scenarios, and object-interaction diagrams.

[!] Overview of Testing Unit, Integration, System
Dr. Boris Seizer
Independent Consultant
ANALYSIS, Inc., Huntingdon Valley, PA
This overview of software testing introduces newcomers to software testing to the technical and conceptual vocabulary of testing in order to prepare them to understand the conference material. In the past, this has
been one of the most popular pre-conference tutorials. It assumes only
basic programming knowledge and no prior experience with formal testing
methods. It is updated each year to assure currency.

~ Understanding Software Productivity
Dr. Walt Scacchi
University of Southern California
This tutorial examines what is currently known and unknown about software productivity through: (a) review and comparative analysis of published empirical studies and measures of software productivity, and what
affects it; as a basis for (b) synthesizing what can be done to better measure, understand and improve software productivity.

llfl BOOTSTRAP: A European Software Process
L:J Assessment and Improvement Method
Mr. Lech Krzanik
CCC Software Professionals Oy

BOOTSTRAP, which was developed based on the experience of SEI and
ISO 9001/9000-3, is expected to become the first complete, widely used
methodology and tool suite for process assessment and improvement to
become fully SPICE-compatible. In an up-to-date review of other software
process assessment and improvement approaches, the BOOTSTRAP
methodology, tools and experiences are demonstrated.

[!]software Reliability Engineered Testing
Mr. John D. Musa
AT&T Bell Labs
Software-reliability-engineered testing (SRET) is engineered to test software as efficiently and reliably as possible. This tutorial teaches the major
activities of SRET: developing an operational profile, defining "failure" with
severity classes, setting system failure intensity objectives, allocating system failure intensity objectives among components, certifying failure intensities of acquired software components, testing the system to the failure
intensity objectives, and rehearsing customer acceptance tests.
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[!]software Quality Evaluation and Certification
Mr. Hans-Ludwig Hausen
German National Research Center for Computer Science
This tutorial will show the development of the technology of software quality evaluation and certification, and provide practical approaches to the
problem of quality. The results and findings of several European projects
on software quality and productivity are presented with the needs of software managers and developers in mind.

f7f]Software Reliability Engineering for Client-Server
L:JSystems
Professor Norman F. Schneidewind
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA
This tutorial addresses multi-node client-server and distributed systems, in
which software entities executing on multiple nodes must be modeled as
systems if realistic reliability predictions and assessments are to be made.
It covers specifying client-server software reliability requirements, identifying critical and non-critical client and server functions; specifying a clientserver architecture to meet software reliability requirements; modeling and
predicting client-server software reliability, and integrating modeling and
prediction with testing of client-server systems.

ri:flModels for Software Quality- Comparing the SEI
L.:..:JCapability Maturity Model (CMM) to ISO 9001
Mr. William J. Deibler and Mr. Bob Bamford
Software Systems Quality Consulting
This course provides overviews and detailed examinations of both ISO
9001 and the SEI CMM. It explains how to determine criteria for applying
each model to particular organizations; how ISO 9000-3 supports the
application of each clause in ISO 9001; how to avoid misinterpretations;
how to organize the Key Process Areas in Version 1.1 of the CMM; how to
define overlaps and differences between the two models; and how to anticipate the impact of specific quality assessment programs.

[!]An Overview of Formal Methods
Mr. Dan Craigen and Mr. Ted Ralston
ORA Canada and Blackwatch
This tutorial provides a high-level briefing about Formal Methods. Formal
Methods can extend our capability to predict the behavior of systems and
complement analyses of conventional approaches to software quality. The
tutorial presents the basic concepts of Formal Methods, summarizes some
major successes in industry, and addresses some popular myths. An overview of the capabilities of the technology covers what is currently feasible
and what is being investigated.

[!]software Inspection
Mr. Tom Gilb
Independent Consultant
This tutorial will correct misconceptions about software inspection and
update participants to a more advanced level of practice. Advances made
over the last 20 years will be discussed, and participants will hear how to
get the most out of inspections, how to improve the present state of
inspections, and whether inspections complement or compete with tests.
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Tutorial A

Object-Oriented System Testing:
The FREE Approach

Mr. Robert

v.· Binder

System Consulting Inc.

Robert V. Binder has over 22 years of software development experience.
He is President of RBSC Corporation, providing consulting and training in
software engineering and software process improvement since 1984. He is author
of "Application Debugging" (Prentice-Hall, 1985). "Testing Object-Oriented
Systems" is under contract with Addison-Wesley. He writes a regular column on
testing for "Object" magazine. His articles have appeared in American Programmer, Communications of the ACM, Computerworld, CASE Outlook, CASE
Trends, Database Programming and Design, IEEE Computer, Journal of
Knowledge Engineering, Journal of Software Testing, Verification, and Reliability, and Software Development. He is the of Chair a newly formed study group
to develop an IEEE standard for built-in test for object-oriented software. Mr.
Binder has an MS in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from the
University of Illinois at Chicago, and a BA and MBA from the University of
Chicago. He is an IEEE Senior Member, a member of the ACM, and holds the
CDP and CCP.
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Object-Oriented System Testing:
The FREE Approach
This tutorial was developed by

RBSC Corporation
Three First National Plaza
Suite 1400
Chicago, Illinois 60602
(312) 214-3280

© 1994-1996 by RBSC Corporation, Chicago,
Illinois. All rights reserved. No part of these course
materials may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means
without written permission of RBSC Corporation.

Trademark Acknowledgements.
All terms mentioned in these course materials that are known to be trademarks or service marks are
listed below. Use of a term in these materials should not be regarded as affecting the validity of any
trademark or service mark.

Case Study Sources.
Persons, organizations, places, and events portrayed in workshop case studies are fictitious. The
case study fact situations are based on general experience and library research. Cases are
prepared as the basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate either effective or ineffective
handing of a technical or administrative situation.

THE FREE SYSTEM TEST STRATEGY

Tutorial Overview
Preliminaries
• What is FREE?
• System Test Strategy
• Use-case Primer
• OOA/D: Test-Ready Or Not?
Level 1: Use-case Compliance
• Extended Use-cases
• The Operational Relation
Level 2: Reliability Optimization
• Reliability Considerations in System Test
• The Operational Profile
• Test Resource Management
Level 3: Integrity Verification
• Message Path Models
• FREE Mode Machine
• Thread Coverage
Example/Exercises
• Acme Widget Co. Order System
• AutoCash A TM
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What is FREE?
• OOA/D-based test case design methodology.
• Rattened REgular Expressions.
• Covers all basic testing scenarios/ scopes:
• Implementation-based class test.
• Responsibility-based class/small cluster test.
• Architecture-based large cluster/ subsystem integration.
• Usage-based system test.

• Capability-driven, state-space confirmed.

©
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What is FREE?

Implementation-based Class Test

• Class Flow Graph: supports intra-class, inter-method path
coverage.
• Derived from method flow graphs and FREE state model.
• Applicable to modal and non-modal classes

Responsibility-based Class/Small Cluster Test

• Exercise all exported features.
• Produces message sequence which exercises sequential
constraints.
• Regular expression/ dataflow expansion for non-modal classes.
• Expanded transition-tree for modal classes.
• Explicit sneak-path strategy.
• Explicit conditional-transition strategy.
• Coverage: state-space vertices, n-switch sequence, or interface

DU.
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What is FREE?

Architecture-based Large Cluster /Subsystem Integration
• Coverage of end-to-end threads ("operations".)
• Threads derived synthesized mode machine.
• Test suite produced by same technique used for modal
Class/Small Cluster.
• Explicit mapping to use-cases.

Usage-based System Test (today's topic.)
• Level 1: Use-Case Compliance.
• Level 2: Reliability Optimization.
• Level 3: Integrity Verification.

Capability-driven
FREE test suites are derived from OOA/D representations at all levels.

State-space confirmed

FREE test suites support state-space coverage determination.

©
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System Test Strategy

System test cases must be derived from some kind of external,
implementation-independent specification of capabilities.
Typical sources of this information include
• User documentation
• Product literature.
• Line item narrative requirements.
• System requirements models, etc.
• Reverse-engineering and good guessing.

Use-cases provide nearly all of the information necessary for system testing:
"... the collection of use-cases is the complete functionality of the system."
Uacobson 92]
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Does Implementation Matter?
In a word, NO.
• System test may be conducted for 00 implementations in much
the same way it is conducted for conventional implementations.

BUT, a system test suite must be derived from a representation of
capabilities visible at the boundary of the system under test (SUT.)
• Use-cases provide this information.
• Object interaction diagrams can support system level coverage
analysis.

Implementation doesn't matter, but representation does.

• At the system level, FREE leverages (and thereby encourages)
investment in good Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
(OOA/D.)
• With iterative development, it is crucial to minimize the
"distance" between representation and implementation.

©
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Use-case Primer

A use-case is an abstraction of a sequence of external inputs to a system.
This sequence accomplishes a task which is important from a user's point of
view.

Use-cases were originated by Jacobson and have been adapted to many
OOA/D approaches including:
• The Unified methodology.
• Wirfs-Brock's Responsibility-Driven Design.
• Booch OOD.
• Object Modeling Technique (OMT).
• Bhur's real-time method.
• Demeter OOD.
• Object Behavior Analysis (as "scripts".)
• Fusion.

©
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Use-Case Primer

Use-cases support development of:
• Functional requirements.
• Classes (objects).
• Allocation of functionality to classes (objects.)
• Object interaction and object interfaces.
• User interfaces.
• User documentation.

Non-technical uses include:
• Determining development increments.
• Establishing traceability.
• Conceptualization and prototyping.
• Determining system boundary.
• Development resource and effort sizing.
• Architectural partitioning. Uacobson 95b]

@
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Use-Case Primer
The key elements of a use-case model Uacobson 92] are:
• Actors.
• Blocks.
• Messages.
•

Operations.

• Events.
• System Boundary.
•

Courses.

• Interaction Diagrams.
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Use-case Primer
Definitions

Actor. Any person or system submitting or receiving information
from/ to the system under test.
Block. An object, class, cluster, or subsystem participating in a use-case.
Message. A interface between two blocks. This includes object-to-object
messages, interprocess communication mechanisms, RPC, etc.
Operation. A specific sequence of messages that constitute all or part of a
use-case. An operation is atomic from an Actor's perspective.

Event. The sending of a message to a block.
Course. A subset of a use-case. Analogous to a conditional path in a flow
graph.
Basic course. The most common or typical course.
Alternative course: An optional, unusual, or fault-handling course.
Scenario. A specific instance of a use-case. A use-case with specific values
specified for the use-case parameters and the state of the SUT.
Interaction Diagram. A graph which shows the sequence of messages
among blocks.
System Boundary. An abstraction of the physical interface(s) for the SUT.
Includes sources producing messages accepted by blocks in the SUT and
sinks which accept messages generated by blocks in the SUT.

©
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Use-case Primer

The System Under Development

Use Case 1

Actor B

Use Case 2
Use Case 3
Actor A

Actor C

The Basic Use-Case Model

System
Boundary

Block 1

Block 2

: Operation 1

~

Block 3

Time

---------

: Operation 2

Interaction Diagram
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Use-case Primer
Use-cases represent many views of a system.

An Actor participates in one
or many Use-cases

A Use-case involves
one or many Actors

A Use-case may
be a kind-of some
other Use-case
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A Block supports one or many Use-cases
A Use-case is implemented by one or many Blocks
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Use-cases: Test Ready or Not?
Jacobson Uacobson 92] suggests four general kinds tests be derived from
use-cases:
• Basic courses, or "the expected flow of events".
• Odd courses, i.e., "all other flows of events".
• Tests for any line-item requirements traceable to each use-case.
• Tests for features described in user documentation traceable to
each use-case.

From a testing perspective, this is good as far as it goes. But some basic
questions are unanswered:

• How do I choose test cases?

•

In what order should I apply my tests?

• How do I know when I'm done?

©
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Use-cases: Test Ready or Not?
How do I choose test cases?
• Jacobson suggests using Myers' equivalence class heuristic,
beginning with an equivalence class for each course, but does not
elaborate.
• The equivalence-class strategy is technically problematic [Hamlet
90], subjective, and not easily automated.
• With the exception of Fusion, OOA methods do not require
explicit domain constraints for use-case parameters. These
constraints must be specified (or assumed) to develop test cases.
• We'll see how extended use-cases and the operational relation
provide a systematic means of identifying test cases.
• This is testing for use-case compliance Qevel 1.)

In what order should I apply my tests?
• Jacobson is silent on the order for a set of use-case tests.
• We'll see how the operational profile provides an order of testing
which maximizes reliability.
• This is testing for reliability optimization Qevel 2.)

How do I know when I'm done?
• Jacobson argues that all use-cases should be tested, and that each
equivalence classes derived from courses be tested at least once.
• We'll see how to assess coverage of use-case test suite with

hierarchic dynamic interaction diagrams.
• This is testing for integrity verification Qevel 3.)

@
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Use-cases: Test Ready or Not?
A use-case specifies a class of interactions but does not tell us how often the
interaction occurs or what the content of the interaction will be.
We need to determine the when, where, and how for each use-case.

Use-cases, as defined in 00SE and other 00 methodologies, are necessary but
not sufficient for system test design.

Extended use-cases are sufficient. They include the following additional
information:
• A complete inventory of operational variables.
• A complete specification of domain constraints for each
operational variable.
• An operational relation for each use-case.
• The relative frequency of each use-case.
• Interaction diagrams annotated with selection, iteration, and
dynamic binding.

Extended use-cases may be prepared in conjunction with any OOA/D
technique which calls for use-cases.

©
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The FREE System Test Strategy

The FREE system test strategy may be applied at three levels.
Level

Use-case Coverage

0

Operational Profile
Coverage

Thread coverage

'No

Np

Testing-By-Poking-Around*

1
Use-Case Compliance
2
Reliability Optimization
3
Integrity Verification

No

100%
Coverage
Required
100%
Coverage
Required
100%
Coverage
Required

100%
Coverage
Required
100%
Coverage
Required

100%
Coverage
Required

The preconditions for effective and efficient FREE system testing are:
• Each small cluster has been tested (FREE switch, data-flow, or
state-space cover recommended.)
• The components of each large cluster and subsystem have been
integrated (FREE thread-cover recommended.)
• All OOA/D representations have been verified and validated.
• All OOA/D representations are complete and consistent with
respect to the SUT.

Additional system-level tests (performance, stress, security, etc.) [Myers
79], [Beizer 84] may be developed as needed.

'~ TPBA Oevel 0) is a negative baseline - not recommended practice!
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Level 1: Use-case Compliance
Motivation
Since use-cases represent "the complete functionality" of the system under
test, we need to be sure that:
•

No use-cases are omitted by the implementation.

•

Implemented use-cases produce correct results.

This means we must test each use-case.

Strategy.
The key steps in level 1 testing are:

1. Amend the development process to produce a system requirements
model with extended use-cases. Any OOA/D technique that calls for
use-cases and interaction diagrams will do as a basis.

2. Develop a formal test plan for every use-case from the operationalrelation. When all such tests pass without failure, the system under test
has attained use-case compliance.

©
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Extended Use-cases
How might we identify the variables involved in a use-case?

System Boundary Inventory
We can look at the variables that are visible at the system boundary -- the
objects visible in the View component of an MVC application.
• This can miss key characteristics of the user or environment
• This can miss key state information.

Scenario Inventory
An OOA scenario is a specific instance of a use-case.
• We could simply dream up (or observe) some arbitrary number
of scenarios, and use these as test cases.
• This approach is weak from a testing point of view because we
can't be sure that we've systematically probed combinations.

Operational Variables
Operational variables are the factors which vary from one scenario to the
next.
• Variables visible at the system boundary.
• Factors that result in significantly different actor behavior.
• Abstractions of the state of the system under test (e.g. ATM
state: out of service, out of cash, ready, ...)

©
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The Operational Relation
When the operational variables are defined, we model logical relationships
among the operational variables and then select test cases based on these
relationships.
The operational variables are cast into an operational relation. For
example, with a vending machine, we might have:

none

DC

no

no

Less than nee

DC

no

no

Price

Available

yes

no

Price

Empty

no

no

More than Price

Available

yes

yes

More than Price

Em ty

no

no

This is a decision table: when all the conditions in a row are true, the
expected action is to be produced.
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The Operational Relation

The operational relation allows systematic selection of test cases.

• At minimum, every row should made true once, false once.

• If any operational variable specifies a range, tests that probe the
boundaries of the range should be added.
•

Beyond this, there are well-established algorithms for generating
tests from decision tables (Boolean formulas) [Beizer 90],
[Weyuker 94 ].

We'll see in our discussion of level 2, how to establish a budget for each
use-case.

©

•

The budget gives the number of test cases.

•

Additional test cases are developed for each use-case until the
budget for that use-case is exhausted.
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The Acme Widget Order System

We'll concentrate on the Manifest Shipment use-case (a Manifest is a list of
shipments loaded on a truck. The actors in this use-case are:
• The Dispatcher.
• The Loading Boss.
This use-case accomplished assignment of shipments to regularly
scheduled carriers. If the shipment has unusual requirements, the system
notifies the Dispatcher who will call the carrier and request additional
service.
When the truck arrives, the shipment is physically loaded. The Dock Boss
confirms and then prints the Manifest.
There are several distinct operations in this use-case:
• Display pending shipments.
• Display scheduled pickups.
• Assign carrier to shipment.
• Enter carrier lading information.
• Print load manifest.
• Enter on-truck timestamp.

The blocks are:
• Shipping Assistant GUI.
• Shipment.
• Carrier.
• Manifest.
©
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ACME Widget Manifest Shipment Use-case
Shipping
Assistant GUI

Shipment

Carrier

Manifest

Display Pending
Shipments

Display Scheduled
Pick Ups

Assign Carrier to
Shipment

Enter Lading Data

Print Manifest

Enter On-Truck
Timestamp
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The Acme Widget Order System
The operational variables include

• Service Level: best way, priority, rush
• Shipment size: less than 2 m, 2-3 m, over 3 m
• Shipment weight: less than 1000 kg, 1000-10000 kg, over 10000
kg.

• Special Handling: None, Refrigeration, Hazardous Material
• Carrier Type: class 1 (small truck), class 2 (small trailer), class 3
Oarger trailer), class 4 (refrigerated trailer), class 5 (small trailer,
hazardous material rated), class 6 Oarge trailer, hazardous mat
rated.) Available means the carrier is assigned by the Dispatcher.
The system assigns carriers to shipments of the appropriate class and
notifies the dispatcher if non-scheduled services are needed.
Service Level
Best Way
Best Way
Best Way
Best Way

Shipment Weight
< 1000
< 1000
>= 1000
>= 1000

Shipment Size
<2
>=2
<2
>=2

Special Hnd
no
no
no
no

Carrier Type
1
2
2
3

< 1000
>= 1000

DC
DC

Haz Mat

5

< 1000

DC

none

Available

DC
DC

<2
>=2

none
none

1
Available

. ..

DC
DC
.. .

Rush

.. .
Priority
Priority
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Exercise: CashBox ATM
We'll develop a test plan for the hypothetical CashBox Automatic Teller .
Machine. The CashBox use-cases are:
•

Cash withdrawal

• Deposit
• Balance inquiry
• Funds transfers.
• Deposit removal.
•

Cash restocking.

• Preventative maintenance.
After considering scenarios for use of the CashBox A TM, we can see they
differ by the amount of the transaction, the state of the customer's
account, the state of card, the number of times a wrong PIN is entered, the
amount of cash in the A TM, the state of the A TM, etc.
These are operational variables.
Use-case
A TM Withdrawal

Actor
Bank Customer

ATM Cash
Replenishment

A TM Operator with
Armed Guard

Scenario
(1) Wrong pin entered once, requests $50.
(2) Pin entered ok, requests $100, account
closed.
(3) PIN entered ok, requests $155.39,
Account Okay, $150 dispensed.
(4) Stolen card inserted, valid PIN entered.
(1) ATM opened, Cash dispenser is empty,
$15,000 is added.
(2) ATM opened, Cash dispenser is full.

Exercise: Devise an operational relation for the CashBox A TM. Use the
worksheet on the following page.
Identify at least non-obvious one test case.
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Exercise: CashBox A TM
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Level 2: Reliability Optimization
Motivation
We need to decide what order to run our use-case based tests.
• The operational profile provides an answer which also
maximizes reliability for a given testing budget.
• The operational profile is a strategy for complex systems which
assumes bugs are randomly distributed.
• Code which is used more often will therefore cause system
failures more often than infrequently used code.

The operational profile model is well-suited to object-oriented systems.
• Object-oriented systems are typically composed of small
components and mosaic modularity.
• There are more externally visible behaviors than we can ever
hope to test.

• If "good" unit and integration testing have been performed, we
have few clues about where remaining bugs are hiding. The
random bug is a good proxy for the actual bug model.

©
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Level 2: Reliability Optimization
Strategy
Level 2 testing requires level 1 testing be conducted in accordance with the
operational profile. Use-cases and operations are ranked according to
relative frequency; testing resources are allocated according to this profile.
This maximizes reliability for a given testing budget. The additional main
steps for level 2 testing include:

©

3.

Prepare an operational profile for the SUT.

4.

Estimate your testing productivity.

5.

Establish your system testing effort budget.
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The Operational Profile
Musa's operational profile concepts [Musa 93] have been adapted to follow
OOSE:
• Task = Scenario.
• Use-case = Function.
• Operation = Operation.
• Test case = Run

The notion of an "average" or "typical" user can be misleading.
• Different people use a system differently.
• These usage patterns have a significant effect on system
reliability.
The operational profile is a list of all tasks supported by the SUT in order
of relative frequency of occurrence.

There are two main parts in an operational profile:
• The operations that comprise all the use-cases in a system.
• The relative frequency of each operation.

To prepare an operational profile:
• Identify categories of users who use the system in significantly
different ways.
• We need to know about users, the activities they perform, and
the environment for different activities.

©
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The Acme Widget Order System
Users
• There are 1,000 users of the Acme Widget order system.
• Their usage patterns differ according to how often they use the
system. Of the total group, 300 are experienced, about 500 will
use the system on a monthly or quarterly basis, and the balance
will use the system less than once every six months.

Environment
Several locations have significantly different usage patterns.
• Plant, office, customer site, and hand held access (devices used by
delivery, sales, and service people on the road.)
• Some locations are only visited by certain users (e.g., only
experienced users go to customer sites.)

Usage
• The main user tasks are order entry, order inquiry, order update,
manifesting a shipment, and producing periodic reports.
• After studying the usage patterns, we find proportions vary by
user type and location.
• For example, the infrequent user will never manifest a shipment
but is likely to request periodic reports.

This information is arrayed in a table.
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The Acme Widget Order System

User Type
Experienced

Cyclical

Infrequent

Location

Activity

0.3
0.3
0.3

Plant
Plant
Plant

0.80
0.80
0.80

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5

Office
Office
Office
Customer Site
Customer Site
Customer Site
Plant
Plant
Plant

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Office
Office
Office
Hand Held
Hand Held
Hand Held
Plant
Plant
Plant
Office
Office
Office

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.95
0.95
0.95

Inquiry
Update
Manifest
shipment
Order Entry
Update
Inquiry
Order Entry
Update
Inquiry
Inquiry
Update
Manifest
shipment
Order Entry
Update
Inquiry
Order Entry
Update
Inquiry
Report
Update
Inquiry
Inquiry
Update
Report

0.05
0.05
0.90

Task
Probability
0.0120
0.0120
0.2160

0.70
0.20
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.70
0.05
0.05
0.90

0.0210
0.0060
0.0030
0.0030
0.0060
0.0210
0.0025
0.0025
0.0450

0.30
0.20
0.50
0.95
0.02
0.03
0.75
0.15
0.10
0.60
0.10
0.30

0.0750
0.0500
0.1250
0.1900
0.0040
0.0060
0.0075
0.0015
0.0010
0.1140
0.0190
0.0570
1.0000
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The Acme Widget Order System
There are two main parts in an operational profile: tasks and task
probability, or:
operational profile = tasks + probabilities
The factor proportions are multiplied to get task probability.
• For example, looking at the first factor in table 1,
• About 30 percent are experienced users.
• The second factor Qocation) shows that 80 percent of the
experienced group uses the system in the plant.
• Nine times in 10, an experienced user in the plant will use the
system to create a shipping manifest.

The column on the far right gives the probability of this task. Out of all
uses of the system, about 22 percent will be by experienced users in the
plant to manifest a shipment

The individual task probabilities must add to 1.0.
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The Acme Widget Order System
,

Location

J

Activity

Experienced

0.3

Plant

0.80

Cyclical
Cyclical
Infrequent
Cyclical
Infrequent
Cyclical
Cyclical

0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5

Hand Held
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Plant

0.40
0.50
0.95
0.50
0.95
0.50
0.10

Experienced
Experienced
Infrequent
Experienced
Experienced
Infrequent
Cyclical
Experienced
Experienced
Cyclical
Experienced
Experienced
Cyclical
Cyclical
Infrequent
Infrequent

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.2

Office
Customer Site
Office
Plant
Plant
Plant
Hand Held
Customer Site
Office
Hand Held
Customer Site
Office
Plant
Plant
Plant
Plant

0.10
0.10
0.95
0.80
0.80
0.05
0.40
0.10
0.10
0.40
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05

Manifest
shipment
Order Entry
Inquiry
Inquiry
Order Entry
Report
Update
Manifest
shipment
Order Entry
Inquiry
Update
Update
Inquiry
Report
Inquiry
Update
Update
Update
Order Entry
Inquiry
Inquiry
Update
Update
Inquiry

Task
Probability

0.90

0.2160

0.95
0.50
0.60
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.90

0.1900
0.1250
0.1140
0.0750
0.0570
0.0500
0.0450

0.70
0.70
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.75
0.03
0.20
0.20
0.02
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.10

0.0210
0.0210
0.0190
0.0120
0.0120
0.0075
0.0060
0.0060
0.0060
0.0040
0.0030
0.0030
0.0025
0.0025
0.0015
0.0010
1.0000
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Exercise: CashBox A TM
Assume the CashBox use-cases are as below. Based on your experience, estimate
the relative frequency of each use-case.
Use Case

Your
Probability

Class
Average

1.00

1.00

Cash Withdrawal
Checking Deposit
Savings Deposit
Funds Transfer
Balance Inquiry
Restock
Collect Deposits
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Test Process Model
With the operational profile in hand, we can allocate testing effort and
roughly fix the number of test cases.
The simple case is top-down allocation under a fixed budget: assume a total
project budget (in hours) of B.

First, we determine several parameters:
1. D -- average time to design and prepare one test case.
2. X -- average time to setup and execute one test case.
3. F -- probability that a test case reveals a failure or that the test
case is incorrect.
4. R -- average time to repair a failure.
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Exercise: CashBox A TM

Estimate test effort parameters based on your experience.
Parameter
D
Average time to design and prepare one test case.

Your Estimate

Class Average

X
Average time to setup and execute one test case.

F
Probability that a test case reveals a failure or that the test
case is incorrect.
R
Average time to repair a failure.
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Exercise: CashBox A TM
Suppose our total budget for system testing and debugging of the A TM
software is 1,000 hours.
Solve for the total number of test cases, T, using the class averages for the
parameters E (average test effort), F (failure rate), and R (average repair
effort.)

TE + TFR = 1000
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Exercise: CashBox ATM
Now allocate testing effort, in terms of number of test cases to each use case.
Use the class averages for use-case probability.
Use-Case

Probability
(Class
Average)

Number of tests
per use-case

Cash Withdrawal
Checking Deposit
Savings Deposit
Funds Transfer
Balance Inquiry
Restock
Collect Deposits

1.00
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Level 3 Integrity Verification
Motivation
• During black-box unit testing, coverage tells us which statements
(paths) have and have not been exercised by a test suite.

• If we've tested every facet of a specification and all reachable code
still has not been exercised, either we've found a surprise, or our
black-box tests are insufficient.

• If the unexercised code is extraneous, it will probably lead to
failures.

• If the unexercised code is non-extraneous and reachable, we need
to develop and run more tests.

Strategy
Level 3 testing requires demonstration that a Level 2 test suite provides
thread coverage. Level 3 testing establishes an unambiguous measure of
system test completeness in the same way that code coverage establishes
completeness of unit tests.
We can find system surprises and untested threads by checking the thread
coverage of a level 2 test suite. The additional key steps for level 3 testing
include:
• Identify all end-to-end activation threads. This may be done by
synthesizing a state model for the entire application or by
identifying each possible event trace in an activation diagram.
• Evaluate thread coverage of the level 2 test suite. Develop
additional tests to achieve complete thread coverage or decide
how to safely deal with extraneous code.
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Thread identification
There are several possible ways to identify threads.
• FREE Mode Machine
• Object-interaction Diagram paths
• Hierarchic Dynamic Object-Interaction Diagrams

Considerations

The size of the SUT determines the feasible level of thread abstraction
• We can't determine every possible message binding, at an object level
• We can consider interfaces among large clusters or subsystems.
• The object-interaction diagrams should be developed to this level of
abstraction.
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OVERVIEW OF TESTING
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Copyright Boris Beizer 04/14/96

READ THIS FIRST
1. OBJECTIVES.
This is an overview of the testing field. Its purpose is to provide you with the technical and conceptual
vocabulary of testing. Testing has emerged as a field within software engineering and has acquired a big
vocabulary. It has progressed, in the past 20 years, from intuition to science-from personal heuristics to
well-understood practices rooted in theory and confirmed by use and experiments. The objectives of today's
lecture are to:
1. Expose you to the ideas and terminology so you can begin learning the field.
2. Give you a perspective from which you can judge for yourself the parts of this field that are likeliest to
be useful to you-in the short and long term.
3. Understand enough of the concepts and terminology so you can talk to, and understand those who know
the details.
4. Help you plan how to best learn this technology.

5. Establish a basis that will enable you to communicate with people who are using this technology.
It is not the purpose of this overview to teach you the material in depth. This is an overview of an
introductory testing course and an advanced testing course whose combined duration would be about 10
days. The material is based on my two books: Software Testing Techniques-Second Edition, and Software
System Testing and Quality Assurance-published by International Thomson Publications.
2. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS.
The terminology and definitions used are the mainstream terms of testing and follow the IEEE standard
glossary for software engineering. Much of the time is spent on the testing vocabulary-the definitions
come fast and heavy-some say that it's like drinking from a fire hose. A complete set of definitions is in
the glossary of Software Testing Techniques (Second Edition). If I use a term with which you are not
familiar or if you can't remember the definition, you'll find the definition in Software Testing Techniques.
But don't be timid about asking.
3. QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION.
There's a 1/2 hour discussion buffer built-in to this overview. The discussion time is distributed (e.g., used)
throughout the session. Don't be timid about asking so-called "dumb" questions- they're the most important
kind you can ask. If you don't understand, or if I misspoke, then others also may have misunderstood, and
I'd rather clear up a problem as it occurs.
4. SCHEDULE AND BREAKS.
There is a 10 minute break every hour at 10 minutes to the hour (e.g., 8:50, 9:50, etc.) except the last hour,
which runs until noon. I will start promptly on time, on the hour, so please cooperate.
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5. NOTES VERSUS LECTURE.
Although I generally follow the notes, don't expect me to lecture precisely in that order. The notes are
provided for your convenience and later review-they are not a script for the seminar. All the material in
the notes will usually be covered but the exact sequence may vary depending on questions.
6. TRANSPARENCY NUMBERING.
Every transparency is numbered and dated. The order of the transparencies in your notes are not sequential
because they are taken from the much larger set of transparencies that I use in my 3-5 day seminars on
testing, advanced testing, integration testing, system testing, and software quality assurance. If there is any
question about the order, please refer to the detailed index that follows. The pages are numbered in the
lower right-hand side. If you have any questions or comments on these notes, please refer to the lecture note
page number and the transparency number.
7. ERRORS AND TYPOS.
Please bring typographical or technical errors to my attention during the breaks or after the end. Mark them
on your note set and show them to me so I can schedule a correction-unless, of course, the error is such
that the transparency doesn't make sense or might be misleading: then tell me immediately. I thank you for
all such errors brought to my attention. You are my test group and primary QA.
8. VIDEOTAPING AND/OR VOICE RECORDING.
Any form of recording is forbidden. The sole exception to this rule is made for blind students who can make
audio tapes for their personal use. Such recordings may not be reproduced.
9. COPYRIGHT NOTICE. These lecture notes are the sole property of Boris Beizer and is a copyrighted
document. Your copy has been provided under copyright law. Please note the copyright notification on
each module and on each transparency. Copying these lecture notes or any part thereof without the author's
written permission is a violation of U.S. and International laws. Use of these lecture notes to present a
course or seminar by other than the author is also a copyright violation and a trademark violation under the
Lanham act. .
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OVERVIEW, DEFINITIONS
OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW
Testing, a mature technology
Seminar objectives
Some signs of maturity
The dimensions of testing
That's Just Theory? (I)
That's Just Theory (II)
Fundamental testing techniques
Auxiliary testing techniques
Application scope
Testability design is the goal
Techniques are tool-intensive
THE PURPOSE OF TESTING
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1184
1185
1186
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0130.5-1235
1220
1160
1161
1230
1235
1170
1201
0130.5

DEFINITIONS
1205-1270
Unit, component, integration
1205
Don't confuse integration with system testing
1208
System, structural, functional, testing
1210
Clean test, dirty test
1211
Equivalency, progressive, regression testing
1240, 1245, 1250
A universal experience (manual regression testing) 1251
Single-thread, multi-thread testing
1255, 1260
Stress testing defined
1271
Stress testing
1270
UNIT, INTEGRATION, SYSTEM TESTING 09:00-09:50
STRUCTURAL vs BEHAVIORAL
1700-1715
Behavioral versus structural testing
1700
Structural testing advantages
1706
Behavioral testing advantages
1711
Structural testing disadvantages
1707
Behavioral testing disadvantages
1712
Structural testing effectiveness
1708
Behavioral testing effectiveness
1713
There is no conflict
1715

UNIT T£STINC OV£RVI£W

1M0-1MO
1300a, 1300b
1310

Unit testing is the foundation
Unit testing as a model
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1315
1335
1340

Prerequisites to unit testing
Test techniques and mental models
Coverage concepts
INTEGRATION TESTING OVERVIEW

3030-3050

Goals of integration testing
What1s this jazz about trust?
The debugging process
Integration with and without trust
Integration is a process
Prerequisites to integration (overview)
SYSTEM TESTING OVERVIEW

3030
3035.1
3035.2
3035.3
3040
3050
1500-1530

1500
1505
1515
1529
1530

System testing goals
Prerequisites
Bottom-line Behavioral testing
System tests
Other system tests
TESTING TECHNIQUES

10:00-10:50

CONTROL-FLOW TESTING (Path Testing)

1345-2260

1345
1345.1
2010
2011
2015
2015.1
2081
2015.2
2015.3
2260
2261

Why Testers Should know Path Testing
Unit testing for systems testers?
Path testing consists of selecting
Control Flow testing strategies
Parts of path test design
Select covering paths
Path selection criteria
Sensitize the paths
Instrument the paths
Path Testing review
Path Testing tools
TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING

2800-2830.5

2800
2805
2815
2822.2
2825
2830
2830.5
2831

The concept
Principles
Transaction flow components
Transaction flow example, chart
Path Selection criteria
Test design procedures--overview
Execution and test driving
Automation tools
DATA FLOW TEST STRATEGIES

4601-4640

A question
Data Flow Testing Criteria (structural)
Data Flow Testing Criteria (behavioral)
Data Flow Definitions
Examples of Data Objects

4601
4610
4610.5
4605
4605.1

Data Flew T~sting is V~ry Old.

4611
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TOOLS AND PERSPECTIVE
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7900
7901
7501
1188

MANUAL TESTING LIMITATIONS
Why Automated testing is mandatory
TEST TOOLS OVERVIEW
A basic tool kit

COVER CERTIFIERS
7800-7805
Coverage Analyzers
7800
Path cover analyzer
7810
Side benefits of coverage tools
7801
Present status of commercial coverage tools
7805
DRIVERS
Test Drivers
Overview of driver function
Setup phase
Execution phase
Post-testing phase
Status of execution automation tools

7750-7806

7750
7760
7770
7780
7790
7806

TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOLS
Prerequisites
Objectives
Test design automation tools
Capture/replay tools
Structural test generators (hypothetical)
Structural test generator (real)
Data flow test generators
Specification Based Generators
Regression and maintenance tools
Not Enough Tools?
Status of test design automation tools
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7710
7715
7920
7725
7725.1
7727
7730
7734
1191.1
7745

6900-6912
PERSPECTIVE ON TESTING
6900
Perspective on testing
6902
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6904
Tool building versus tool buying
6905
Tool Building and Buying
Tools and automation importance (Japan survey) 6906
6908.1
Realistic payoff projections
6910
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ORIENTATION•-i!EHAYIORAL VERSUS STRUCT\JRAL

I181 08/27192

"THAT'S JUST THEORY"???
•

EVERY TECHNIQUE DISCUSSED HERE HAS BEEN AND IS BEING USED DAILY AT

•

AT&T, BoeNG, HP, HITACHI, IBM, INTEL, M1cROsoFT, MOTOROLA,

•

No

e

BRANCH

e

SoMe TECHNIQUES

LEADING sonwARE DEVELOPERS.

NCR, NovELL, SAS, S.EMENs, SuN, TANDEM, XEROX.
ONE USES EVERY TECHNIQUE, BUT EVERY TECHNIQUE IS USED BY

SOMEONE.

& STATEMENT COVER IS THE DE-FACTO MNIMUM TEST

STANDARD.

(BRA.NCHfSTATEMENT1 DATA FLOW, STATE) HAVE BEEN IN

REGULAR USE FOR OVER 25 YEARS.
11

''THEORY ?? IT's ALL PRACTICE, FOLKS.
PRACTICE BASED ON THEORY AND EXPERIENCE.
1184.] 08/29/92
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"THAT'S JUST THEORY"???
e

ALL ENGINEERING ADVANCES BY TIIE INTERPLAY OF EXPERIENCE AND TIIEORY.
T EmNG 1s No EXCEPTION.

TEmNG TIIEORY IS MATURE AND PROVIDES SOUND GUIDANCE TO PRACTICES

e

AND TOOLS.

e

"INTUfllVE" TESTING IS NO BETTER TllAN INTUITIVE AIRCRAFT DESIGN-OULD

e

PRAcncE PREDATES TIIEORY BY OVER TWO DECADES-AND TIIEORY IS BEING

.!!2!! FLY

IN ONE?

CORROBORATED BY PRAcncE AND EXPERIENCE.

e

THE INTUITIVE TESTER WON'T BREAK NE.W GROUNDS, OVER•TESTS MANY
AREAS, AND MISSES SOME TESTS ALTOGETIIER.

1182 08/29/92

FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES
•

CONTROL-FLOW TESTING-BASED ON TIIE CONTROL
FLOWGRAPH-A SIMPLER AND MORE MATURE VERSION OF THE FLOWCHART LEADS TO STATEMENT AND BRANCH COVER AS FUNDAMENTAL STRATEGIES.

•

DATA-FLOW TESTING-BASED ON DATA FLOWS, BTHER IN UNIT
TEmNG OR SUPPORTED BY DATA-FLOW DESIGN DIAGRAMS.

•

DOMAIN

TESTING-TIES NUMERICAL PARAMETERS TO

REQUIREMENTS, TESTS CONSISTENCY AND COMPLETENESS OF SPECIACATIONS.

THESE TECHNIQUES ARE RELATED TO ONE ANOTHER BY A COHESIVE TIIEORY
ALL HAVE DEEP TESTABILITY DESIGN -UCATIONS.

1183 08/29/92

AUXILIARY TECHNIQUES
•

TRANSACTION

FLOW TESTING -

18 TO SYSTEM 1'ESTING

WHAT CONTROL-FLOW TEBTING 18 TD UNrTICow>oNENT TEBTING.

•

SYNTAX TESTING -

•

FINITE-STATE MACHINE TESTING- A TECHNIQUE

A TECHNIQUE ESPECIALLY aunED TO 1'ESTING

ESPECIALLY 8UITED TO TESTING MENU-DRIVEN INTERFACES •

THESE TECHNIQUES CREATE A DETALED AGENDA l'Oft TESTING AT ALL

LEVELS AND HAVE A DIRECT BEARING ON TESTABR.ITY DESIGN

1184 08/29192
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APPLICATION SCOPE
•

UNIT/COMPONENT TESTING-v PROG-ERS, FUNDAMENTAL
TECHtMQUES, TEST TOOLS, SOLID THEOREllCAL FRAMEWORK.

•

•

INTEGRATION TESTING-DOMAIN TESTING, DATA-FLOW TESTING, CALL
TREE COVER. PROBES THE INCONSISTENCIES AT COMPONENT INTERFACES.
INTEGRATION STRATEGIES AND GUIDANCE.
SYSTEM TESTING••TRANSACTION FLOW,

SYNTAX

TEmNG, STATE

TEfflNG, STRESS TESTING.

•

MAINTENANCE-cuRRENT AREA OF INTENSIVE R&D. PROTOTYPE
TOOLS AND EARLY, USEFUL, THEORY RESULTS.

•

DE-BUGGING•-NEW ALGORITHMS

PROMISE TO

REVOLUTIONIZE DEBUGGING.

1185 08/29192

TESTABILITY DESIGN IS THE GOAL
•

BUG PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN BUG DETECTION

•

TESTABILITY DESIGN IS THE NEW OBJECTIVE BEYOND STRUCTURE

•

STRUCTURED DESIGN RULES FOLLOW FROM TESTABILITY

•

TESTABILITY IS NOT A VAGUE WISH BASED ON
INTUmON AND OPINION - TESTING TECHNOLOGY
GIVES CLEAR, QUANTITATIVE DIRECTIONS ON HOW TO
DESIGN TESTABLE SOFTWARE
THIS IS THE TESTABILITY DECADE!l!I

1186 08/29/92

TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
e ALL BUT THE SIMPLEST TECHNIQUES NEED TOOL SUPPORT
e "MANUAL TESTING" IS SELF-CONTRADICTORY
•

TESTING IS NOT KEY-POUNDING

•

THArs THE WAY IT WAS FOR HARDWARE TESTING.
SHOULD WE EXPECT DIFFERENTLY FOR SOFTWARE?
IMPLICATION -

CAPITAL ..- . LONG-.-M PA'l'OFF, TOOL ANO TB:HNIQUOS

1187 08/29/ 92
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"

THE FOUR PHASES OF TEST
AWARENESS

•

PHASE O THINKING:

•

PHASE 1 THINKING:

TO PROVE TIIAT TllE SOFTWARE WORKS

•
•

PHASE 2 THINKING:

TO PROVE TIIAT TllE SOFTWARE DOESN'T WORK

PHASE 3 THINKING:

PROVE NOTIIING, BUT REDUCE TllE ACTUAL AND

•

PHASE 4 THINKING:

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TESTING AND

DEBUGGING

PERCBVED RISK OF USING TllE SOFTWARE TO AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL
TESTING IS A STATE OF •ND AND PROCESS BY

WHICH CODE 18 DESIGNED SO AS TO REQUIRE LITTLE OR NO TESTING

©[[]
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-

....

.....

.

WE MUST CHANGE OUR
OBJECTIVES FROM:
• ABSOLUTE PROOFS TO PROBABILITIES
• DEDUCTIONS TO SEDUCTIONS
• FORMALISM TO A WARM TUMMY FEELING
• PROVING THAT THERE ARE NO BUGS TO
DEMONSTRATING THAT THERE ARE

@[[]

1160 O!Y19'92
. '

A RISK-DRIVEN PROCESS
THE PURPOSE OF TESTING IS TO GIVE MANAGEMENT
THE INFORMATION IT NEEDS TO RATIONALLY EVALUATE
RELEASE RISK

•
•
•
•

THE NIGHTMARE UST {AN ORDERED
QUANTIFY {cOST PER

UST OF CONCERNS)

NIGHTMARE)

DESIGN TESTS TO REDUCE THE NIGHTMARE'S
PERCEIVED PROBABILITY
STOP TESTING AND SHIP THE SOFTWARE
WHEN YOU CAN LIVE WITH YOUR
NIGHTMARES

©~
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IMPLICATIONS FOR CLEAN AND
DIRTY TESTS
e

CLEAN:DIRTY RATIO CHANGES FROM 5:1 TO 1:5
THE NEW PROBLEM IS HOW TO CULL TESTSINSTEAD OF HOW TO DESIGN TESTS

•

TEST TECHNIQUES PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO
REVEALING TESTS

•

QA FEEDBACK ON TEST EFFECTIVENESS

•

RISK-DRIVEN METHODOLOGY RATHER THAN
INTUITION

©[a:]
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•

PESTICtES KILL a=F 98%a= lHSYEAR'S\l'EAK
BUGSLEA\11\GARESIWE a= STIDG ~

•

EFFECT1VE TESTIOO PtEANS THATnE REMAINOO
BUGS NE EVERMORE SUB1lE, EVERMORE
IE\IIOUS, EVERMOREINlRECT ~

•

GRCN\IOOSOFT'MRE~~

F~tEXTYEAR

EVERMOREBUGS

~-

~

~

awdusiON: lESTING M U
G£TER
ST~

banR
1235 Ol/27/93

.

'-

8

LIMITATIONS OF TESTING
•

STATISTICAL QC OF WIDGETS vs.
SOFTWARE QC/QA ISSUES.

• TESTING BLINDNESS
• EVERY TECHNIQUE IS BLIND TO SOIIE KINDS OF BUGS.

e NO TEST TECHNIQUE CAN AND REQUIREMENTS BUCS.
e EVERY TECHNIQUE ASSUMES 8011£1MNG ABOUT BUCS.

•

CLEAN AND DIRTY TESTS

1170 08/19192
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THE TESTING TRIAD AND THEN SOME
•

THREE MAJOR TESTING PHASES
•

UN1T/co11PONENT TEBTlllG (oEVELOPER8)

•

INTEGRATION TE8T1IIG (DEVELOPER&, IIIDEPEIIDEIIT

•

8Y8TEII TE8TIIIG (utDEPEIIDENT)

• ADDITIONAL TESTING
•

ALPHA TEmNG (8111UL.ATED UBER IN•HOU8E)

•

BETA TEmNG (FRENDLY1 EXTERIIAL, REAL UBER)

•

FELD TEmNG (REAL U8ER8 1 FRIEIIDLY TO HOmLE)

•

U8ABLITY TE8T111G (INTERNAL, EX1ERIIAL)

1201 09/16192

OVERVIEW OF TEST TECHNIQUES

•

UN1T/CoMPONENT TESTING -

•

PATH TESTING, SENSITIZING, COVERAGE

•

TEST TECHNIQUES

e

THE FOUNDATION

SYNTAX TESTING

•

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING

•

STATE TESTING

•

DOMAIN TESTING

•

DATA•FLOW TESTING

WHICH IS BEST??
0130.5 811/Y!/2

DEFINITIONS

...

•

UNIT TESTING: aimed at exposing bugs in the
smallest component, the unit.

•

COMPONENT TESTING: aimed at exposing
bugs in integrated components of one or
more units.

•

INTEGRATION TESTING: aimed at exposing
interface and interaction bugs between
otherwise correct and component-tested
components.

•

FEATURE TESTING: aimed at exposing
functional bugs in the features of an
integration-tested system.

1205 fV21/92
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DON'T CONFUSE
•

DON'T CONFUSE "INTEGRATION TESTING"
WITH TESTING AN ALREADY INTEGRATED
SYSTEM.

•

THE LATTER IS CALLED "SYSTEM TESTING"

•

INTEGRATION TESTING IS THE SPECIAL
TESTING DONE TO SUPPORT THE
PROCESS BY WHICH UN-INTEGRATED
COMPONENTS BECOME INTEGRATED.

1208 09116192

MORE DEFINITIONS
•

SYSTEM TESTING: tests aimed at exposing bugs and
conditions usually not covered by specifications,
such as security, robustness, recovery, resource loss.

•

STRUCTURAL TESTING: test strategies based on a
program's structure-e.g., the code. Also called "white
box" and "glass box" testing.

•

BEHAVIORAL TESTING: test strategies based on a
program's required behavior--e.g., specifications.
Also called "functional
testing" and "black-box
testing."
TESTING: the act of specifying, designing, testing,
and executing tests.

•

1210 08/21192

CLEAN VERSUS DIRTY TESTS
•

CLEAN TESTS:

TESTS AIMED AT SHOWING THAT THE

COMPONENT SATISFIES REQUIREMENTS.

Ai.so

CALLED

"POSITIVE TESTS".

•

DIRTY TESTS:
SOFTWARE.

TESTS AIMED AT BREAKING THE

Ai.so

CALLEO "NEGATIVE TESTS".

= 5:1

•

IMMATURE PROCESS:

CLEAN:DIRTY

•

MATURE PROCESS:

CLEAN:DIRTY:

1:5

OBTAINED BY INCREASING THE NUMBER OF DIRTY TESTS

lilt 121108/21192
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TESTING MODALITIES
EQUIVALENCY TESTING
•

WHAT: ISl!HAVIORAL REGRE88ION TUTINO OF ALL OLD
FEATURES ON NEW VU8ION.

•

WHY: TO UTAISLl8H A CORRECTAISLI! ISA8ELINI!.

•

PREREQUISITES: UNIT, COMPONan", INTEGRATION
TUTINO. SonwARE RUNS To CLEAN OUTPUT FOR EASY
CA81!8.

•

PREREQUISITES: l'l!RMANl!NTTl!8T PRODUCT8. TeaT
1:Xl:CUTION AUTOMATION.

©ID
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TESTING MODALITIES
PROGRESSIVE TESTING

•

WHAT:

BEHAVIORAL TESTING OF NEW FEATURES ON NEW

VERSION

•

WHY:

TO EXPOSE NEW FEATURE BUGS;

INTER-ACTION BUGS

OF NEW FEATURES WITH OLD FEATURES.

•

1.
I.

r

PREREQUISITES:

EQUIVALENCY TESTING.

1245 09116/92

,.
TESTING MODALITIES
REGRESSION TESTING
•

WHAT:

RERUN OF TEST SUITE (BEST IF COMPLETE RERUN}

AFTER ANY CHANGE OF: REQUIREMENTS, SOFTWARE, TEST,
TARGET PLATFORM, OR CONFIGURATION.

e

WHY:

TO ESTABLISH A CORRECTABLE BASELINE, TO AVOID A

RUNAWAY PROCESS.

•
•

WHEN:

WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OCCURS TO YOU.

PREREQUISITES:

PERMANENT TEST PRODUCTS,

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION.

©ID
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A UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE
•

THE (ALMOST) UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE WITH
REGRESSION TESTING IS THAT MANUAL
REGRESSION TESTING NEVER GETS DONE.
•
•
•
•
•

.

EQUIVALENCY TESTING IS COMPROMISED
PROGRESSIVE TESTING IS COMPROMISED
BOTH ARE COMPROMISED
MANUAL RETEST ERROR RATES ARE HIGH
EVERYBODY HATES THE JOB

1251 09/ 16192

,,.

TESTING SIMULTANEITY
SINGLE THREAD
•

WHAT:

•

SEVERITY:

•

BUGS CAUGHT:

•

PREREQUISITES:

ONE TESTER ON THE PRODUCT AT A TIME
THE GENTLEST OF ALL TEST MODES
SIMPLE, LOCALIZED, OBVIOUS
INTEGRATED, TESTABLE PRODUCT

©!B:I.....
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TESTING SIMULTANEITY
MULTl-THREAD
•

WHAT:

THREE OR MORE TESTER ON THE PRODUCT

SIMULTANEOUSLY

•

SEVERITY:

•

BUGS CAUGHT:

•

PREREQUISITES:

TOUGH-BEGINS TO CATCH SUBTLE BUGS
REENTRANCE, INTERRUPTS, RESOURCE
DUAL-THREAD TESTING

©ID.
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STRESS TESTING DEFINED
•

SUBJECTING SOFTWARE TO AN UNREASONABLE
OVERLOAD WHILE DENYING IT THE RESOURCES
NEEDED TO PROCESS THAT LOAD.

•

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT IS NOT STRESS-IT'S WHAT
THE SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED TO DO.

•

IF THE LOAD IS REASONABLE, IT'S NOT STRESS.

•

IF THE RESOURCES ARE ADEQUATE, IT'S NOT
STRESS.

1271 09116192

r

TESTING SIMULTANEITY
STRESS TESTING
•

WHAT:

•

SEVERITY:

•

BUGS CAUGHT:

BACKGROUND OF STRESS TRANSACTIONS
MUCH WORSE THAN EXPECTED REALITY
REENTRANCE, INTERRUPTS, RESOURCE

LOSS BUGS, COMPLEX INTERACTIONS

•

PREREQUISITES:

MULTI-THREAD WITH BACKGROUND

1270 09/16/92
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BEHAVIORAL VS. STRUCTURAL
TESTING
• STRUCTURAL TESTING:

CONFIRM THAT THE

ACTUAL STRUCTURE (E.G., CODE) MATCHES

THE INTENDED STRUCTURE.

•

BEHAVIORAL TESTING:

CONFIRM THAT THE

1

PROGRAM S BEHAVIOR MATCHES THE

INTENDED BEHAVIOR (E.G., REQUIREMENTS).
INPUT

-

RESPONSE

1700 09/02192

STRUCTURAL TESTING
ADVANTAGES
•

EFFICIENT

• THEORETICALLY COMPLETE
• CAN BE MECHANIZED
•

..

(THEORETICALLY)

INHERENTLY METHODICAL

1706 09/02/92
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BEHAVIORAL TESTING
ADVANTAGES
• INHERENTLY UNBIASED
• ALWAYS USEFUL AND MEANINGFUL
• CATCHES THE BUGS THE USERS SEE
• LESS ANALYSIS REQUIRED

.._.._

©~
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....

..

STRUCTURAL TESTING
DISADVANTAGES
• INHERENTLY BIASED BY DESIGN
• MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL OR USEFUL
• CAN'T CATCH MANY IMPORTANT BUGS
• FAR REMOVED FROM USER

.

©~...
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...,

BEHAVIORAL TESTING
DISADVANTAGES
• INEFFICIENT--TOO MANY BLANK SHOTS
• THEORETICALLY INCOMPLETE
• CANNOT BE FULLY AUTOMATED
• INTUITIVE RATHER THAN FORMAL

.....

1712 09/02/92
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STRUCTURAL TESTING
EFFECTIVENESS
• CATCHES 50%-75% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN UNIT TESTING (25%-50% OF TOTAL)
• BUT THEY'RE THE EASIEST ONES TO
CATCH
• AT MOST 50% OF TEST LABOR CONTENT

1708 09/02/92

BEHAVIORAL TESTING
EFFECTIVENESS
• CATCHES 10-30% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN UNIT TESTING (5%-15% OF TOTAL)
• CATCHES 50%-75% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN SYSTEM TESTING
• CATCHES TOUGH, EMBARRASSING BUGS
• ABOUT 50% OF TEST LABOR CONTENT

1713 09/02/92

•

STRUCTURAL

D BEHAVIORAL

INTERNAL
INTERFACES
UNIT
TESTING

LOW
INTEGRATION
HIGH
INTEGRATION
SYSTEM
TESTING
ACCEPTANCE
TESTING
USABILITY
TESTING

THERE IS NO
CONFLICT!
1715 09/02/92
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UNIT TESTING IS THE FOUNDATION
1300b 9/18192 I I I
I.
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UNIT TESTING IS A MODEL FOR"
ALL TESTING
•

WHATS GOOD FOR SUBROUTINES IS GOOD FOR
SUBSYSTEMS

•

USES THE SAME, ALBEIT MODIFIED, TECHNIQUES

•

THE SAME OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE GOALS
CONFESSION:

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO DO SYSTEM
TESTING
I ONLY KNOW HOW TO APPLY UNIT
TESTING TECHNIQUES TO SYSTEM
TESTING PROBLEMS

©[[I
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~

PREREQUISITES TO UNIT
TESTING
•
•

BUILDER'S CONFIDENCE
A TESTABLE COMPONENT

•

INSPECTIONS

•

THOROUGH PRIVATE TESTING

•

A DESIGNED, DOCUMENTED, UNIT TEST PLAN

•

TIME, PREREQUISITES, TOOLS, RESOURCES .

©ii...
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MENTAL MODELS
•

EVERY TEST TECHNIQUE IS BASED ON A DIFFERENT MENTAL
MODEL OF WHArs IMPORTANT ABOUT A ROUTINE

•

EACH SUCH MODEL ASSUMES SOMETHING ABOUT THE
LIKELIHOOD OF CERTAIN BUG TYPES, FOR EXAMPLE:
• CONTROL BUGS DOMINATE]
• LOOPS ARE BUGGY
• PROGRAMMERS CAN'T HANDLE INTERFACES
• INITIALIZATION BUGS DOMINATE

•

THERE ARE AS MANY POTENTIAL TEST TECHNIQUES AS THERE
ARE WAYS OF LOOKING AT SOFTWARE'S BEHAVIOR OR
STRUCTURE

•

EACH POINT OF VIEW REPRESENTS A TEST TECHNIQUE

©[[I
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COVERAGE CONCEPTS
e

"COVERAGE" IS

A

MEASURE

OF

TESTING

COMPLETENESS WITH

RESPECT TO A PARTICULAR TESTING STRATEGY.

•

"100%

COVERAGE" NEVER NEVER MEANS "coMPLETE TESTING", BUT

ONLY COMPLETENESS WITH RESPECT TO A SPECIFIC STRATEGY.

e

IT FOLLOWS

THAT EVERY STRATEGY ANO THEREFORE EVERY

ASSOCIATED TEST TECHNIQUE WILL HAVE AN ASSOCIATED COVERAGE
CONCEPT.

e

AN INFINITE NUMBER OF STRATEGIES.
AN INFINITE NUMBER OF ASSOCIATED TECHNIQUES.
AN INFINITE NUMBER OF COVERAGE METRICS.

e

NoNE IS BEST, BUT SOME ARE BETTER THAN OTHERS.

1340 11103/92

GOALS OF INTEGRATION TESTING
OBJECTIVE GOALS:
•

DEMONSTRATE THAT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
ARE INCONSISTENT WITH ONE ANOTHER

•

BUILD A HIERARCHY OF WORKING COMPONENTS

SUBJECTIVE GOALS:
•

BUILD A HIERARCHY OF TRUST

3030 09/18192
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WHAT'S THIS JAZZ ABOUT
"TRUST"???
•

~

OCCAM'S RAZOR: FIRST TRY THE SIMPLEST
HYPOTHESIS THAT FITS ALL THE FACTS.

•

....

WHICH IS THE SIMPLER HYPOTHESIS?
THE BUG IS IN ONE OR THE OTHER
COMPONENTS
• THE BUG IS IN NEITHER COMPONENT, IT
ARISES FROM THEIR UNPREDICTED
INTERACTION.

.

©[[]
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THE DEBUGGING PROCESS

I

BUG HYPOTHESIS

SYMPTOM

L

l

TEST
OUTCOME

___J
©~
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INTEGRATION WITH AND
WITHOUT TRUST
e INTRA-COMPONENT BUGS ARE SIMPLER THAN INTERCOMPONENT BUGS
•

WITH TRUST, DEBUGGER REJECTS THE SIMPLER UNIT
BUG HYPOTHESIS AND GOES DIRECTLY FOR THE MORE
COMPLEX INTEGRATION-INTERFACE BUG

•

WITHOUT TRUST, THE DEBUGGER WASTES HOURS OR
DAYS LOOKING FOR COMPONENT BUGS THAT DON'T EXIST

RIGHT DOWN TO THE SUBROUTINE LIBRARY, THE
COMPILER, OR EVEN THE HARDWARE

©[[]
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INTEGRATION IS NOT AN EVENT
IT IS A PROCESS
A PROCESS THAT BEGINS WHEN THERE ARE
TWO OR MORE TESTED COMPONENTS
AND ENDS WHEN THERE IS AN ADEQUATELY
TESTED SYSTEM

3040 09/18192

PREREQUISITES TO INTEGRATION
• TRUSTED SUBCOMPONENTS
• INTERFACE STANDARDS
• CONFIGURATION CONTROL
• DATA DICTIONARY
• AN INTEGRATION PLAN
• TIME, TOOLS, RESOURCES

©[[]
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SYSTEM TESTING GOALS
•

BOTIOM-LINE BEHAVIORAL VERIFICATION

•

FOCUS ON USERS' PERSPECTIVE AND CONCERNS

•

RISK MINIMIZATION

•

GLOBAL, INTERACTIVE, TIMING, BUGS

©[[]
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'

PREREQUISITES TO SYSTEM "
TESTING
•

A SUFFICIENTLY FLESHED BACKBONE TO BEGIN TESTING

•

A DETAILED, WRITTEN, FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION

•
•
•
•
111,,.

A DESIGNED, DOCUMENTED, SYSTEM TEST PLAN
A

CONTROLLED

TEST

DATA

BASE

A FAILURE REPORTING MECHANISM
TIME, TOOLS, RESOURCES

1505 09/18192

BOTTOM-LINE BEHAVIORAL
TESTING
•

USUALLY INDEPENDENT TESTING

•

DOMINATED BY BEHAVIORAL TESTING

• STRUCTURE KNOWLEDGE HELPS CUT
USELESS TESTS
• THE USERS' POINT OF VIEW
• GETS RISK CONTROL DATA
1,,..

151509/ 18/J2
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SYSTEM TESTS
•

FEATURE INTERACTION TESTING:

SHOW
THAT INTERACTING FEATURES DON'T HAVE
UNWANTED BYPRODUCTS OR SIDE EFFECTS.

• CONFIGURATION TESTING:

SHOWTHATTHE
SOFTWARE DOES NOT HAVE UNPLANNED
INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER PACKAGES

• BOUNDARY INTEGRITY TESTING:

SHOW THAT
THE SOFTWARE RESPECTS THE MEMORY
BOUNDARIES SET FOR IT BY OS.

@[[I
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()

OTHER SYSTEM TESTS
•

"

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION SENSITIVITY:
SHOW THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL WORK FOR EVERY TARGET
HARDWARE PLATFORM

•

PERFORMANCE TESTING:

•

RECOVERY TESTING:

SHOW THAT SYSTEM

HARDWAREisoFTWARE RESOURCES CAN MEET TARGET
THROUGHPUTS AND DELAYS
SHOW THAT THE SYSTEM DOES

NOT LOSE OR CORRUPT DATA OR ACCOUNTABILITY FOR
DATA AFTER A FAILURE

•

...

SECURITY TESTING:

SHOW THAT THE SYSTEM CAN

PROTECT ITSELF AGAINST POSTULATED ATTACKS

©[[I
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WHY ALL TESTERS SHOULD KNOW
CONTROL FLOW (PATH) TESTING
•

FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUE THAT ILLUSTRATES ASPECTS OF OTHER

•

PATHS EXISTANDTHEY'REIMPORTANTEVEN IFYOU DON'T DO PATH

TEST TECHNIQUES.

TESTING.
•

DEVELOPERS' TESTING: DESIGNERS OFTEN USE PATH TESTING
METHODS IN UNIT TESTING. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THEIR TESTS.

•

DOMAIN TESTING IF USED AS A BEHAVIORAL TEST METHOD REQUIRES AN

•

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING: A BEHAVIORAL TEST METHOD USED IN

•

DATA-FLOW TESTING: IN EITHER BEHAVIORAL OR STRUCTURAL FORM,
PRESUPPOSES KNOWLEDGE OF PATH TESTING METHODS.

UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNDERLYING PROGRAM PATHS.
SYSTEM TESTING, IT IS ALMOST IDENTICAL TO PATH TESTING.

1345 09/ 19192

UNIT TESTING FOR SYSTEM TESTERS?
WHY SHOULD A SYSTEM TESTER WHO WILL PROBABLY NEVER
TEST INDIVIDUAL UNITS BE CONCERNED WITH UNIT TESTING

?

•

HOW DO YOU PROPOSE TO TEST YOUR TESTING MACROS?
MOST
MACRO LANGUAGES ARE ACTUALLY FULL-BLOWN PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES.

•

THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF TESTING-FLOWGRAPHS, BRANCH COVER,
DATA-FLOW, ARE MOST EASILY EXPLAINED IN TERMS OF PATH
(CONTROL-FLOW) TESTING. A BASIC UNIT TEST METHOD

•

CAN YOU DO SQA AND BE AN EFFECTIVE CRmc OF SOFTWARE
DEVELOPERS IF YOU DON'T KNOW THEIR TEST METHODS?

©[[I
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CONTROL FLOW TESTING CONSISTS
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CONTROL FLOW (PATH) TESTING
CONSISTS OF SELECTING AND
EXECUTING ENOUGH PATHS
THROUGH A PROGRAM TO
CONVINCE US THAT THE
1
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INTENDED STRUCTURE
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CONTROL-FLOW (PATH) TESTING
STRATEGIES
•

STATEMENT COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO

ASSURE THAT EVERY PROGRAM STATEMENT HAS BEEN TESTED
AT L£AST ONCE.

•

IEEE/ANSI STANDARD.

BRANCH COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO ASSURE

THAT EVERY PROGRAM BRANCH ALTERNATIVE HAS BEENTESTED AT
LEAST ONCE.

•

(MINIMUM RATIONAL STANDARD)

PATH COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO ASSURE THAT

EVERY POSSIBLE PATH THROUGH THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN TESTED
AT l.£AST ONCE. IMPRACTICAL, INEFFICIENT, UNNECESSARY.

...

©[[I
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THE THREE PARTS OF PATH
TEST DESIGN
• SELECT THE COVERING PATHS IN
ACCORDANCE TO THE CHOSEN
STRATEGY
• SENSITIZE THE PATHS:

FIND INPUT VALUES THAT

FORCE THE SELECTED PATHS,

• INSTRUMENT THE PATHS:

CONFIRM THAT YOU

ACTUALLY WENT ALONG THE CHOSEN PATH.

'-..
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SELECT COVERING PATHS
•

SELECT YOUR PATHS TO SATISFY THE
CHOSEN STRATEGY

•

USE FUNCTIONALLY SENSIBLE PATHS IF
POSSIBLE

•

USE COVERAGE TOOL TO MONITOR
TEST COMPLETENESS

©[[]
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PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
•

MANY SHORT PATHS BETTER THAN A
FEW LONG, COMPLICATED PATHS

•

FUNCTIONALLY MEANINGFUL PATHS
BETTER THAN OBSCURE PATHS

•

•

ABILITY TO PREDICT OUTCOME

•

ABILITY TO SENSITIZE

COVER MORE IMPORTANT THAN WHICH
PATHS YOU PICK

©il
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SENSITIZE THE PATHS
•

"

FIND A SET OF INPUT VALUES FOR EACH
SELECTED TEST PATH THAT WILL
MAKE THE SOFTWARE GO DOWN
THAT PATH

• THEORETICALLY DIFFICULT, BUT IN
PRACTICE EASIER DONE THAN SAID

•

SENSITIZATION DIFFICULTIES USUALLY
INDICATE CONCEPTUAL OR DESIGN
PROBLEMS

©[[]
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INSTRUMENT THE PATH
•

BECAUSE OF BUGS, YOU MAY NOT TAKE
THE PATH YOU INTENDED TO TAKE

•

INSTRUMENTATION IS USED TO
CONFIRM THE ACTUAL PATH TAKEN

• TODAY, USUALLY PART OF THE UNIT
TEST TOOL

...

©ii
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REVIEW OF PATH TESTING
•

PICK A STRATEGY:

STATEMENT COVER, BRANCH

COVER, PATH COVER

• SELECT THE PATHS TO

SATISFY THE STRATEGY

• SENSITIZE THE PATHS
•

PREDICT THE OUTCOMES

•

RUN THE TESTS

•

CONFIRM THE OUTCOMES AND PATHS

2260 09121/92

PATH TESTING TOOLS
TYPICAL TOOL TODAY IS A MULTl-PURPOSE
TOOL THAT INCLUDES
•
•
•

COVERAGE RECORDING
PATH CONFIRMATION
TEST SET-UP

•
•

TEST EXECUTION
SMART OUTCOME COMPARISON

2261 09121/92
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TRANSACTION FLOW
TESTING
A BEHAVIORAL TEST TECHNIQUE
BASED ON A STRUCTURAL MODEL
(CONTROL FLOW TESTING)

2800 09121/92

PRINCIPLES
•

IDENTIFY THE MAJOR TRANSACTIONS

•

DESCRIBE THE SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS USING
FLOWCHARTING (FLOWGRAPH) LANGUAGE

•

TREAT THAT FLOWGRAPH AS IF IT IS AN ACTUAL
PROGRAM (E.G., CONTROL FLOWGRAPH)

•

APPLY STRUCTURAL TEST TECHNIQUES (E.G., PATH
TESTING, LOOP TESTING, ETC.)

©~...
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.,.I PROGRAM A ~

PROGRAM

ALTERNATES/
BIRTHS
MERGERS/
JUNCTION

-C?XC::
--------..
-0

..

~

PROCESS QUEUES

-

TRANSACTION FLOWGRAPH COMPONENTS
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PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
PATH SELECTION CRITERIA ARE THE SAME AS FOR
CONTROL FLOWGRAPHS FOR CLEAN TESTING

•

•

COMPLETE LINK BRANCH COVER IS MANDATORY MINIMUM
HIT LOOP END POINTS WITH SPECIAL VALUES
PATH SELECTION CRITERIA ARE DIFFERENT THAN
CONTROL FLOW GRAPHS FOR DIRTY TESTING

•
•

•

EMPHASIZE STRANGE, DEVIOUS, FUNCTIONALLY SILLY
PATHS
TRY THE LONGEST NON-REPEATING PATH
DO AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF NORMAL TRANSACTIONS

©[83...
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TRANSACTION FLOW TEST
DESIGN STEPS
1. FIND AND DEFINE A COVERING SET OF
TRANSACTION FLOWS
2. SELECT THE TEST PATHS

3. SENSITIZE THE PATHS
• PREPARE INPUTS
• PREDICT OUTCOMES

4. INSTRUMENT THE PATHS
5. DEBUG AND RUN THE TESTS

©[[]
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TEST EXECUTION
•

EXECUTION AUTOMATION ESSENTIAL

•

SUPPORTING DATA AND STRUCTURES
25% TO 50% OF THE EFFORT

•

INDIRECT VERIFICATION AS IMPORTANT
AS DIRECT VERIFICATION

.
.
.

TRANSACTION CORRUPTION OR LOSS
RESOURCE CORRUPTION OR LOSS
PROGRAM SPACE OR OTHER MEMORY
VIOLATIONS

@[Bj
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AUTOMATION TOOLS
•

CAPTURE/PLAYBACK:

•

SCRIPTING LANGUAGE:

EASIEST WAY TO MAKE
THE TRANSmON TO AUTOMATED TESTING.

CASL-IV

SUCH AS
1
FOR THOSE WHO D RATHER SCRIPT THAN PLAY,

PROVIDES BETTER TEST CONTROL.

•

DEDICATED GENERATOR/DRIVER:

•

PC/WORKSTATION:

FoR
MASS TRANSACTIONS (E,G, 1 BANK TELLER MACHINES)
AND COMPLICATED SCENARIOS,
INDISPENSABLE.

@[Bj
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A QUESTION
•

COMMON SENSE DICTATES PATH TESTING
BECAUSE IT DOESN'T MAKE SENSE TO
RELEASE UNTESTED CODE

• DOES IT MAKE SENSE TO RELEASE CODE
FOR WHICH DATA DEFINITIONS AND
USE ARE UNTESTED?
•AT LEAST; WE SHOULD VERIFY THAT:
• DATA ARE DEFINED AS WE INTEND
• THEY ARE CREATED BEFORE NEEDED
• THEY ARE USED (PROPERLY) IF CREATED

@[[]
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DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA
{STRUCTURAL)
•

MORE GENERAL THAN PATH TESTING FAMILY

•

STRONGER THAN BRANCH BUT WEAKER THAN
ALL PATHS

•

MUST BE DONE SEPARATELY FOR EACH DATA
OBJECT

•

BASED ON CONTROL FLOWGRAPH ANNOTATED
WITH DATA FLOW RELATIONS

4610 09122192
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DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA
(BEHAVIORAL)

•
•

HEURISTIC BUT SENSIBLE AND EFFECTIVE
TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING IS A KIND OF
DATA FLOW TESTING

•

MUST BE DONE SEPARATELY FOR EACH DATA
OBJECT IN YOUR DATA MODEL

•

BASED ON DATA FLOWGRAPHS USED IN MANY
DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

.

©[[]
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DATA FLOW DEFINITIONS
COMPUTATIONAL USE:

VARIABLE USED IN A COMPUTATION;

E.G., APPEARS ON THE RIGHT•HANO-SIDE OF AN ASSIGNMENT
STATEMENT.

PREDICATE USE:

VARIABLE USED IN A CONTROL FLOW

PREDICATE.

USE:

A COMPUTATIONAL ANolOR PREDICATE USE.

DEFINE:

A VARIABLE IS DEFINED WHEN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING

HAPPEN

• CREATED: E.G. IN A DECLARATION
• NEW VALUE ASSIGNED
• INITIALIZED TO A NEW VALUE

©[[]
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EXAMPLES OF DATA OBJECTS
• EXPLICIT VARIABLES: X, Y, PAYROLL_ENTRY
•
•
•
•
•

ARRAYS: EACH ELEMENT IS A SEPARATE OBJECT
POINTERS: TO ARRAYS, RECORDS, FILES
FILES: FILES, RECORDS, DATA STRUCTURES
PROGRAMS: WHEN MANIPULATED AS DATA (E.G.,
OBJECTS: AS IN OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

LOAD, INITIALIZE)

ANY OF THESE CAN BENEFIT
FROM DATA FLOW TESTING

©[[]
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DATA FLOW TESTING IS VERY OLD
• USED AT IBM FOR OVER 25 YEARS
• IMPLICIT IN MANY DESIGN METHODS:

H1Po,

SOFTECH, BENDER

• A NATURAL ADJUNCT TO DATA FLOW DESIGN
• COMMON SENSE BASIS
• KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING WITH DATA
• TEST THAT WHAT YOU DID IS WHAT YOU WANTED TO DO

• TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING IS DATA FLOW
TESTING

©[[]...
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THEORY AND PRACTICE
• PRACTICE: VERY OLD
• INTUITIVE, HEURISTIC, COMMON SENSE
• BEHAVIORAL TEST TECHNIQUE

• THEORY: 10 YEARS OLD
• FORMALIZATION OF COMMON SENSE
• STRUCTURAL TEST TECHNIQUE
• TOOL INTENSIVE

• CONCLUSIONS
• EITHER BEHAVIORAL OR STRUCTURAL
• APPLICABLE TO ALL TESTING LEVELS
• BASIC PART OF TESTERS' TOOL KIT

©[[]
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DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA

•
•
•

ALL PREDICATE USES:

ALL USES IN CONlROL-Fl.OW PREDICATI:S ,

ALL COMPUTATIONAL USES:
ALL DEFINITIONS:

ALL USES IN CALCULATIONS •

ALL POINTS AT WHICH OBJECTS ARE DECLARED

ANDfoR ASSIGNED NEW VALUES,

• ALL USES: ALL POSSIBLE USES OF OBJECTS.
• ALL DU-SEGMENTS (DEFINED THEN USED): ALL SIMPLE
PATH SEGMENTS ON WHICH AN OBJECT IS DEFINED AND THEN USED
WITHOUT INTERVENING VALUE CHANGES,

NOTE: apply to every data object separately
NOTE: each criteria has its own coverage metric

©~
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ALL PATHS

•

ALL DU PATHS

'

ALL USES
ALL-C/SOME-P . . . - - - - - - - - . . . . ALL-P/SOME-C

ALL PUSES

ALLC USES

'

BRANCH

ALL DEFS

t

STATEMENT

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF STRUCTURAL TEST STRATE GIES

@[[]
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RELATIVE COST (TEST CASES PER BRANCH) OF
VARIOUS STRUCTURAL STRATEGIES
STATEMENT

BRANCH

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

CONCLUSION: FOR NOT MUCH MORE TESTING THAN
EITHER STATEMENT OR BRANCH, ALL DU-PATHS IS
ALMOST AS GOOD AS TESTING ALL POSSIBLE PATHS.

©ii
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TOOLS AND AUTOMATION
STATUS
•

BEHAVIORAL DATA FLOW TESTING DOESN'T NEED
SPECIAL TOOLS, ONLY THE WILL TO DO IT.

•

STRUCTURAL DATA FLOW TESTING NEEDS TOO
MUCH BOOKKEEPING TO DO MANUALLY. IT IS
TOOL INTENSIVE.

•

MANY PRIVATE STRUCTURAL DATA FLOW TOOLS IN
USE

•

NO COMMERCIAL TOOLS AS OF 9/22/92

©[[]
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LIMITATIONS OF MANUAL TESTING
• NOT REPRODUCIBLE
• TESTING AND TESTER ERRORS
•
•
•
•
•

INITIALIZATION BUGS
DATA BASE AND CONFIGURATION BUGS
INPUTBUGS
VERIFICATION AND COMPARISON BUGS
INPUT ·CORRECTIONS·

• VARIABLE REPORTS, NO SUPPORT FOR
METRICS, POOR TRACKING
• VERY LABOR INTENSIVE: TESTERS

SHOULD DESIGN TESTS,

NOT POUND KEYS.

©ii
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WHY AUTOMATED TESTING
IS MANDATORY
•

MANUAL TEST EXECUTION ERROR RATES ARE MUCH
HIGHER THAN THE SOFTWARE RELIABILITIES THE
USERS DEMAND

• HOW CAN YOU TEST A 0.000001 PACKAGE WITH A 0.01
PROCESS?
• WHAT MUST BE JUSTIFIED IS CONTINUED USE OF MANUAL
METHODS ON AUTOMATION PRODUCTS
• MOST COST-BENEFITS ANALYSES THAT CLAIM TO SHOW
THAT MANUAL TESTING IS CHEAPER ASSUME NO
TESTING BUGS-SILLY ASSUMPTION!

~901 09/22/92
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TEST TOOLS OVERVIEW
FUNDAMENTAL TOOLS:

•

COMPILERS, SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER,

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS, HARDWARE, HUMAN ENVIRONMENT.

•

ANALYTICAL TOOLS:

THAT TELL

us

SOMETHING ABOUT THE

SOFTWARE: FLOWGRAPH GENERATORS, CALL TREE GENERATORS.

•

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION TOOLS

•

TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION AIDS

•

CAST: ~OMPUTER ~IDED ~OFTWARE IESTING

7501 09122192

A BASIC TOOLKIT
• CAPTURE/PLAYBACK (BEHAVIORAL

TOOL)

• UNIT COVERAGE ANALYZER &
DRIVER (STRUCTURAL TEST TOOL)
•

REQUIREMENTS BASED TOOL
(BEHAVIORAL TEST TOOL)

~188 09/10/92

COVERAGE ANALYZERS
•

EACH TECHNIQUE HAS A DIFFERENT NOTION
OF COVERAGE

•

EACH TECHNIQUE THEREFORE NEEDS A
DIFFERENT COVERAGE ANALVZER
• PATH TESTING: BRANCH AND STATEMENT COVER
• DATA-FLOW TESTING : VARIOUS COVER METRICS
• STATE TESTING: STATE AND TRANSITION COVER

7800 09122192
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PATH COVERAGE TOOL

"

• TRACE-LIKE OPERATION OR MODIFIES
SOURCE CODE
• USUALLY INCLUDES TEST DRIVER
• USUALLY PROVIDES PATH CERTIFICATION
• EFFECTIVELY LIMITED TO UNIT AND LOWLEVEL COMPONENT TESTING
• CAN MASK HEISENBUGS

©[B:]
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SIDE BENEFITS OF
COVERAGE TOOLS

".
,,

• PROGRAMMERS (ESPECIALLY) HAVE
INFLATED VIEWS OF THE COVERAGE THEY
ACHIEVE IN TESTING
• THEY THINK THAT IT IS 95% BUT IN FACT, 1rs
CLOSER TO 50%
• FUNDAMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT DATA
• QUANTIFICATION-A METRIC OF
COMPLETION

©lB:l
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PRESENT STATUS OF COMMERCIAL
COVERAGE TOOLS
• ONLY STATEMENT, BRANCH, CALL TREE,
AND PATH COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
• MANY EXCELLENT PRIVATE DATA FLOW
COVERAGE TOOLS
• HEURISTIC BEHAVIORAL COVERAGE
TOOLS (E.G., FUNCTION POINT, SPECIFICATION COVER).
• COMMERCIALIZATION HINDERED BY LACK
OF DEMAND, NOT TECHNOLOGY

©lB:l
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TEST DRIVERS
• WHAT: TOOLS THAT AUTOMATE THE SETUP,
INITIALIZATION, EXECUTION, OUTCOME
RECORDING, AND CONFIRMATION OF
TESTS, ESPECIALLY FOR UNIT TESTING
• WHY: ELIMINATION OF TEST EXECUTION
ERRORS SIMPLIFIES TEST DEBUGGING
AND MAKES REGRESSION TESTING
POSSIBLE
• PREREQUISITES: FORMAL, DESIGNED TESTS
UNDER CONFIGURATION CONTROL

©[[]
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OVERVIEW OF DRIVER
FUNCTIONS

• SETUP PHASE
• EXECUTION PHASE
AND POST MORTEM
• ANALYSIS
PHASE
©~
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DRIVER SET-UP PHASE

.,j

{IDEAL)

• CONFIRMS THE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
CONFIGURATION
• LOADS PRE- AND CO-REQUISITE
COMPONENTS
•FETCHES AND INSTALLS STUBS
• INITIALIZES ALL HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE
•INITIALIZES PATH INSTRUMENTATION
•SETS UP ACCESS TO DATA STRUCTURES

©[[]
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DRIVER EXECUTION PHASE (IDEAL)
• RE-INITIALIZES TO BASE
CONDITION FOR EACH TEST
. • LOADS AND CONTROLS INPUTS
• EVALUATES ASSERTIONS
•RESETS PATH INSTRUMENTATION
• TEST DEBUG SUPPORT
• PERFORMANCE DATA GATHERING

©~
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ANALYSIS AND POST-MORTEM
PHASE (IDEAL)
• VERIFY PATH CORRECTNESS
• COMPARE ACTUAL OUTCOME TO
PREDICTED OUTCOME
• PASSES CONTROL TO DEBUG PACKAGE
ON TEST FAILURE
•PASSES TEST STATUS TO COVERAGE
TOOL
• CHECK FOR RESIDUES AND
BYPRODUCTS

.

©~
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EXECUTION AUTOMATION
STATUS
•

MOST COMMERCIAL TOOLS ARE STRAP-ON

•

SOME INTEGRATION WITH CASE TOOLS

•

SOME INTEGRATION WITH CONFIGURATION
CONTROL

•

COMMON TOOL BACKPLANE ON THE WAY

•

BUT STILL A LONG WAY TO GO

'7.806 05112/92
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PREREQUISITES TO DESIGN
AUTOMATION
•

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION: BECAUSE
ALL TEST GENERATORS PRODUCE VAST
NUMBERS OF TESTS

•

TEST CONFIGURATION CONTROL

•

UNDERSTAND GENERATOR'S METHODS
• THE UNDERLYING TEST TECHNIQUE (IF ANY)
• THE CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS
• THE HIDDEN ASSUMPTIONS

©ii
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DESIGN AUTOMATION
OBJECTIVES
• MORE COMBINATIONS OF FACTORS
• BEITER COVERAGE
• MORE REVEALING TESTS
• FULL CONFIGURATION SUPPORT
• REDUCE TEST DESIGN LABOR CONTENT

7710 09123/92
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DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOLS
•

{c)
BEHAVIORAUREQUIREMENTS BASED {c)

•

SYNTAX TESTING

{c)

•

STATE TESTING

•

STRUCTURAL TEST "GENERATORS"

{c)
{c)

•

DATA FLOW TEST "GENERATORS"

•

REGRESSION GENERATOR/ANALYZER

•

CAPTURE/PLAYBACK

"C"

MEANS COMMERCIAL TOOLS AVAILABLE

7715 09123192
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CAPTURE/PLAYBACK TOOL: WHAT
• HARDWARE AND/OR SOFTWARE
• INSERTED BETWEEN (OR IN) TEST TERMINAL
AND TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION SYSTEM
• CAPTURES TESTERS KEYSTROKES AND
SYSTEM RESPONSES
• COMPARES OUTCOMES TO PREVIOUSLY
RECORDED OUTCOMES
• REPORT BY EXCEPTION
• TEST EDIT FACILITY (E.G.,

LINK TO WORD PROCESSOR)

"- 7920 09123192

STRUCTURAL TEST GENERATOR
(HYPOTHETICAL)

• GENERATES COVERING TEST SET
DIRECTLY FROM SOURCE CODE
• PREDICTS OUTCOME
• SENSITIZES PATHS
• COORDINATES WITH DRIVERS

"--7725 09123192
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STRUCTURAL TEST GENERATOR
(REAL)

• SUGGESTS COVERING TEST SET
BASED ON SOURCE CODE
•-PREDICTS OUTCOME
• SENSITIZES PATHS

(RESctcRe11 'feeLs)

(RESEARe11 TeeLs)

• COORDINATES WITH DRIVERS
• MORE A METHOD THAN A TOOL
• REVERSE ENGINEERING AID

....

©l[I
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DATA FLOW TEST GENERATOR
•

POINTS OUT UNCOVERED DATA FLOW
RELATIONS AND SUGGESTS PATHS

•

OYlCOME PREDICllON, SENSllllAllON

•

COORDINATION WITH DRIVER

•

MULTIPLE STRATEGIES INCLUDED

•

MANY PRIVATE TOOLS, NONE COMMERCIAL

•

THE FUTURE OF UNIT TEST TOOLS

©l[I
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REQUIREMENTS-BASED
GENERATOR
• CAPTURES REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYZES FOR
COMPLETENESS AND CONSISTENCY
• GENERATES TEST SUITES BASED ON A VARIETY
OF FORMAL AND HEURISTIC METHODS
• ESPECIALLY GOOD AT GENERATING
COMBINATORIAL TEST CASES
• GOOD FUNCTIONAL COVERAGE

©l[I
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REGRESSION/MAINTENANCE TOOLS
• SELECTS OR CONSTRUCTS STRUCTURAL TESTS
BASED ON SOURCE CODE AND CHANGES TO IT
• IDENTIFIES WHICH TESTS MUST BE MAINTAINED AND
HOW
• RE GENERATES PREDICTED OUTCOMES AND
SENSITIZES NEW INPUT VALUES
• NO COMMERCIAL TOOLS
• AREA OF INTENSIVE RESEARCH THAT PROMISES A
REVOLUTION IN THE NEXT GENERATION OF TEST
DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOLS

'1f734 09/2YJ2
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NOT ENOUGH TOOLS?
e

1200+ TEST TOOLS ON MARKET

e AT LEAST 50 OF THEM ARE GOOD
e 200+ PAPERS ON R&D TOOLS PUBLISHED
30-40 NEW ONES EACH YEAR

e

UNTOLD NUMBER OF UNPUBLISHED
INTERNAL TOOLS DEVELOPED AND USED

e TOOLSMITHS AT WORK WORLDWIDE
WE HAVE FAR MORE TOOLS THAN THE INDUSTRY CAN SUPPORT

1,.

1191.1 09/10/92

TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION
STATUS
• WEAK EXECUTION AUTOMATION SUPPORT
•

UN-INTEGRATED COMMERCIAL TOOLS

• AD-HOC, SPECIAL INTERFACES
•

BIG GAP BETWEEN LABS AND PRACTICE

•

HEAVY TRAINING INVESTMENT

•

POOR INTEGRATION WITH CASE

7745 05112/92
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PERSPECTIVE ON TESTING
AMMUNITION TO USE ON NON-BELIEVERS

•

ALL ADVANCED TEST TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL
INTENSIVE

•

IMPORTANCE OF TOOLS AND TEST AUTOMATION

•

TOOL BUILDING VERSUS TOOL BUYING

•
•

REALISTIC PAYOFF PROJECTIONS
TOOL PENETRATION-REALITY VS ASPIRATIONS

•

SOLUTION TO THE TOOLS PENETRATION PROBLEM

©[[]
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TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
• MOST ADVANCED TEST TECHNIQUES, BE IT FOR UNIT
TESTING, INTEGRATION TESTING, SYSTEM TESTING,
REGRESSION TESTING-ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
• MANUAL ALGORITHM USE IS POSSIBLE BUT NOT
COST-EFFECTIVE
• SO WHAT! DOES IT MAKE SENSE THAT THE VERY
HEART OF AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE
TESTING OF THAT TECHNOLOGY BE BASED ON
MANUAL METHODS? WHY NOT STONE AXES?
eWE ARE JUST FOLLOWING THE PATH THAT OUR
HARDWARE COUNTERPARTS STARTED ON 20 YEARS
AGO. WHY SHOULD ANY ONE EXPECT IT TO BE
DIFFERENT FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT?

... 6902 09/231:)2
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TOOL BUILDING AND BUYING
•ABOUT 5% OF THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
BUDGET SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO TEST
TOOL BUILDING AND/OR BUYING
• CENTRALIZING TOOL KNOW-HOW IN A
TOOLSMITH GROUP IS A GOOD INVESTMENT
• EVEN IF YOU BUILD YOUR OWN, BUYING
COMMERCIAL TOOLS IS A GOOD WAY TO LEARN
WHAT YOU NEED
• SOME TOOLS, ESPECIALLY FOR SYSTEM TESTING
SUPPORT, YOU WILL HAVE TO BUILD
6905 09123192

TOOLS AND TEST AUTOMATION
IMPORTANCE IN JAPAN
200

A SURVEY OF
JAPANESE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
GROUPS (T. NOMURA, "UsE OF SonwARE ENGINEERING TooLs
IN JAPAN-9'TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING, MONTEREY CA 3/30 - 4/2, 1987) RANKED
SOFTWARE TEST TOOLS AS HAVING THE HIGHEST PRODUCTIVITY
RETURN ON INVESTMENT.

e
e
e
e

AHEAD OF ADOPTING A STANDARD METHODOLOGY
AHEAD OF CASE
AHEAD OF ANY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOL
AHEAD OF REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS

IS THERE A LESSON IN THAT FOR US?
6906 09/10/92

REALISTIC PAYOFF PROJECTIONS
e
e
e

PAYOFF IS LONG-TERM ONLY. 2-4 YEARS AND
SEVERAL PROJECTS
A CAPITAL INVESTMENT-NOT JUST AN EXPENSE
THE TRIAL PROJECTS NEED MORE TIME AND MORE
LABOR, NOT LESS

e

COST AND TIME BREAK-EVEN ON THE FIRST
PROJECT IS A ROARING SUCCESS, BUT UNLIKELY

e

SOFTWARE QUALITY WON'T IMPROVE AT FIRST-IT

IS A CUMULATIVE EFFECT THAT REQUIRES THE
BUILDUP OF AUTOMATED TEST SUITES AND A
CONTROLLED TEST ENVIRONMENT.

\._6908.1 09/10/92
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THE TOOL PENETRATION PROBLEM
• THE PROBLEM:

SURVEYS OF TOOL BUYERS, BUILDERS, AND USERS A

YEAR OR TWO AFTER THE TOOL WAS BOUGHT SHOWED THAT THE TYPICAL
USAGE WAS ONLY ABOUT

5%.

USUALLY, THE TOOL WAS ONLY USED BY

THOSE WHO SPONSORED IT1 DESPITE THE OBVIOUS PAYOFF

• THE REASON:

NO ALLOWANCE HAD BEEN MADE FOR THE TIME IT

TAKES TO BECOME ADEPT AT USING THE TOOL. TESTERS AND
PROGRAMMERS WERE EXPECTED TO LEARN IT ON THEIR OWN TIME AND
STILL MEET TIGHT SCHEDULES. IT WAS EASIER TO CONTINUE MANUALLY

DESPITE TOP MANAGEMENT, MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, AND
GRASS ROOTS SUPPORT AND ENTHUSIASM!

©ii
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PENETRATION PROBLEM SOLUTION
• ADEQUATE (COMPANY) TIME TO LEARN TOOL IS
ESSENTIAL. A WEEK FOR SIMPLE TOOLS SUCH AS
CAPTURE/PLAYBACK, MONTHS FOR ELABORATE
TOOLS, TOOL KITS OR TESTING ENVIRONMENTS
• ADJUST SCHEDULES AND HUMAN RESOURCES
ACCORDINGLY
• MANAGEMENT MUST ASSURE WORKERS THAT THE
INITIAL PRODUCTIVITY DROP AND SCHEDULE DELAY IS
EXPECTED AND WON'T BE HELD AGAINST THEM AT
REVIEW TIME
• EXPECT BREAK-EVEN NO SOONER THAN SECOND OR
THIRD PROJECT.
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THE MESSAGE RECAP
• ,rs AN OLD AND MATURE TECHNOLOGY
• ,rs A TOOL-INTENSIVE TECHNOLOGY
•

MORE THAN ENOUGH TOOLS OUT THERE TO
GET STARTED WITH

•

THERE'S A LOT MORE TO SOFTWARE TESTING
THAN "BE SURE TO TEST THOROUGHLY"!

• TESTING IS NOT KEY-POUNDING!
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Introduction
• What affects software productivity?
• How do we improve it?
• How much might it be worth to achieve a 20% improvement
in U.S. software productivity [10]?
• Goal: review international sample of empirical studies of
software productivity for large-scale software systems
(50K-500K SLOC), from the 1970's through the early 1990's.

Introduction (con't)
• Exisiting software productivity studies are inadequate and
misleading.
• How and what you measure determines how much
productivity improvement you see.
• Prior work shows that small-scale programming productivity
has more than an order of magnitude variation across
individuals and languages [19].
• Overall, we find contradictory findings and repeated
shortcomings in productivity measurement and data analysis,
among the few nuggets of improved understanding.

Return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Notes on the Science of Measurement
• Measurement is a quest for certainty and control [18].
• The relationship between measurement and instrumentation
must be clear.
• Instrumentation choices lead to trade-offs concerning:
o Who/what should perform measurement
o What types of measurements to use
o How to perform the measurements
o How to handle problematic measurement data
o How to categorize and analyze measurement data
o How to present results to minimize distortion
• Most software productivity studies assume ratio measurement
data is preferred.
• However, nomimal, ordinal, or interval measures may be very
useful.
• Thus, what types of measures are appropriate for
understanding software productivity?
Return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

A Sample of Software Productivity
Measurement Studies
• IBM Federal Systems Division
• IBM DP Services Organization

• Equitable Life Organizations

• TRW Defense Systems Group
• Australia-70 Study
• NASA/SEL
•IBM
• ITT Advanced Technology Center
• Australia-SO Study
• Commerical U.S. Banks
• U.S. vs. Japan Study
• Other studies of Productivity and Cost
• Information Technology and Productivity
• Summary of Software Productivity Drivers
Return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

IBM Federal Systems Division (mid 1970's)
• Walton and Felix [56] measured lines of code per person-hour
(LOC/Effort).
• Effort measured duration of complete development project,
not just time spent programming.
• No indication of the relative distribution of effort of different
development activities.
• Thus, this omission may distort the results of their analyses.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

IBM DP Services Organization (late 1970's)
• Albrecht [2][3] introduces composite measures called
"function points" as an alternative to LOC,

• Albrecht reports 3X productivity improvement over 5 years,
substantiated with function point measurements, due to:
o
o
o
o

Use of modern programming and database languages
Structured coding
Top-down implementation
HIPO documentation guidelines

• Use of these techniques may tend to naturally increase
number of function points found in software.
• Albrecht's formula for determining productivity relies upon
"weighting multipliers" of unclear origin.
• Albrecht, as department manager, required his programming
supervisors to collect function point data, and then reward
them if their productivity improved.
• Thus, it is unclear what lead to the 3X improvement in
software productivity he reports.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Equitable Life Organizations (1980-81)
• Behrens [5] utlizes function point measures to assess software
productivity across 25 insurance application software
development projects.
• Results are consistent with Albretch's.
• Finding: small teams produce more function points when
compared to large teams for comparable effort.
• Finding: online development produces more function points
than batched development.
• Does not address the limitations of function points (e.g.,
weighting multipliers).

Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

TRW Defense Systems Group (late 1970's)
• Boehm's [9][12] software cost estimation studies which give
rise to COCOMO.
• Reports that software cost drivers resemble the inverse of
productivity or benefits drivers.
• Finding: personnel/team capability has greatest effect in
driving costs and productivity:
o High staff capability and low product complexity lead to high productivity
or low cost software.
o Low staff capability and high product complexity lead to low productivity
or high cost software.

• Finding: develops quantitative suport for relative

contribution of different software development product,
process, or setting characteristics.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Australia-70 Study (late 1970's)
• Lawrence [39] examined the development of 278 commercial
software applications in 23 Australian organizations.
• Used multi-variate (vs. univariate) analysis to examine
software productivity variance.
• Finding: LOC, number of procedure invocations, number of
functional units, and numb~r o[ tran5fers of control are

highly correlated.
• Finding: individual programmer productivity increases with
faster turnaround time, but decreases with online source code
testing and interfacing to a database (cf. IBM DP).
• Finding: experienced programmers, structured coding, and
code walkthroughs contribute little to productivity
improvement (cf. IBM DP), (cf. TRW).
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

NASA/SEL (late 1970's)
• Bailey and Basili [4] found higher productivity over the entire
system life cycle is associated with a disciplined programing
methodology.
• Finding: productivity measurements and resource utilization
must be specific to the organizational setting and local
computing environment.
• Finding: program (or product) based productvity measures
and cost estimates are less accurate and less reliable than
measures that account for organizational and computing
environment characteristics.
• Mohanty [44] and Kemerer [30] independently confirm this
last item.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

IBM (early 1980's)
• Thadhani [54] and Lambert [37] examined the effects of

computing service support (e.g., response time, programmer
skills, and program complexity) on programmer productivity.
• Finding: A 2X productivity improvement occurs when
computer response time is less than 0.25 seconds vs. greater
than 2 seconds -- faster computers are better!
• Assertion: Unexpected delay in response time is
"psychologically disruptive" to programmers performing
simple but frequent tasks.
• Conte and colleagues [17], in contrast, report that its not the
amount of response time that causes the disruption, but more
the unexpected variance in response time.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

ITT Advanced Technology Center (early 1980's)
• Vosburg and associates [55] produced one of the best studies
to date.
• Systematic data on programming productivity, quality, and
cost was collected from 44 projects in 17 corporate
subsidiaries in 9 countries, accounting for 2.3M LOC and
1500 person years of effort.
• Finding: product-related and process-related factors account
for approximately the same amount (-33 % ) of productivity
•
variance.
• Finding: you can distinguish productivity factors that can be
controlled (process-related) from those that cannot
(product-related).

ITT Advanced Technology Center (con't)
Process-related factors (more easily controlled)
•
•
•
•
•

concurrent hardware-software development
development computer size
requirements and specification stability
use of "modern programming practices"
personnel experience

Program-related factors (not easily controlled)
•
•
•
•

computing resource constraints
program complexity
customer participation
size of program product

Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Australia-SO Study (mid 1980's)
• Jeffrey [26] compared productivity measurements among
small teams (1-8 members) in 38 development projects in
three Austrailian firms.
• Each firm used a different programming language.
• Finding: there is an optimal staff level depenging on language
used, and size of resulting system.
• Finding: adding staff beyond optimal point decreases
productivity and increases total development elapsed time.
• Concern: individual programmer productivity variations [19]

were not taken into account.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Commerical U.S. Banks (mid 1980's)
• Cerveny and Joseph [15] report ~n software maintenance
productivity in 200 U.S. banks.
• Each bank had to implement the same software
enhancements, due to external regulatory changes.
• Finding: banks using structured design and structured coding
techniques experienced 2X effort (0.SX productivity?) change,
compared to banks which did not, and to banks which
purchased packaged software solutions.
• No measures of software LOC or function points were
reported.
• Most banks did not use CASE tools.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

U.S. vs. Japan Study (late 1980's)
• Cusumano and Kemerer [21] compared productivity in 24
U.S. and 16 Japanese software development firms [20].
• Data collected from software project managers via
questionnaires.
• Managers may have reported only on their best projects.
• Fortran-equivalent noncomment source lines of code was the
output measure [27], and person-years of effort as the input

measure

• Parametric and non-parametric data analyses were
employed.
• Finding: apparently higher rates for software productivity in
Japan were not statistically significant.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jones78
Chrysler78
King and Schrems78
Mohanty81
Romeu and Gloss83
Scacchi84
Boehm et al.84
Jones86
Boehm87
Bendifallah and Scacchi89
Norman and Nunamaker89
Kraut et al.89
Bhansali et al.91

Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Jones78 [27]
• Recognized measures of productivity using lines of code, and
for cost of detecting and removing code defects are inherently
paradoxical.

• Paradox emphasizes that "more (SLOC produced) is better."
• Higher-level languages may therefore lead to ''lower
productivity'' as fewer source statements (or Function Points)
are produced to realize a given functionality
• Similarly, cost to detect and remove defects shows its cheaper
to repair poor quality programs than high quality programs.
• Therefore, separate productivity measures into work units
and cost units.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Chrysler78 [16]
• Sought to identify what characteristics of programming effort
can be objectively measured before the task begins, and what
programmer skills are related to effort efficiency.
• Studied 36 COBOL development projects in one
organization.
• Does not describe resulting program size or number of
programmers involved.
• Results are similar in kind to Albretch's IBMDP study.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

King and Schrems78 [34]
• The classic survey in applying cost-benefit analysis to system
development and use.

• ''Benefits'' represent commonly cited productivity
improvements.
• Costs are usually underestimated and difficult to control,
while benefits are usually overestimated and difficult to
achieve.
• Omission of significant costs and hidden costs are among the
most common estimation (or measurement) errors made.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Mohanty81 [44]
• Compared 20 software cost estimation models using actual
data from one development project.
• Finding: range of costs estimated covered an order of
magnitude (l0X)!
• However, each model may embed different assumptions
about cost accounting practices and weighting factors.
• Hence, different cost/productivity measures can lead to
different outcome values, for the same project.

• Kemerer's [30] study corroborates this.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Romeu and Gloss83 [48]
• Argues that most software productivity measurement studies
employ inappropriate statistical analysis techniques.

• Most productivity data is ordinal, rather than interval or
ratio.
• This implies non-parametric statistical analysis techniques
should be employed, otherwise apparently stronger
relationships may be observed.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Scacchi84 [50]
• Poorly managed or poorly organized software projects have
low productivity.
• Identifies number of strategies for improving the organization
of software development work, which can improve software
productivity and quality.
• Example: Focus on cultivating and enhancing the commitment
of software developers to project goals and career growth.
• Highly committed developers will work diligently and more
effectively together, hence more productively, then compared
to low commitment developers.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Boehm et al.84 [11]
• Sought to identify how to improve software productivity at
TRW by 2X(4X) in 5(10) years.
• Focused on building a software development environment to

improve productivity.
• Environment contained many tools for managing project
communications and document production.
• First developers using this initial environment "believed"
their productivity improved 25-40% (1.25X-1.4X).
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Jones86 [28]
• Provides an account of problems and paradoxes involved in
measuring software productivity and quality.
• Finding: a line of code (or source statement) is not an
economic good!
• Identifies more than 40 project variables that affect software
productivity.
• However, "empirical" data used to support his argument is
over-smoothed and from unnamed sources.
• Similarly, he does not explain how his model works, or what
equations its solves, in contrast to Boehm's COCOMO model
[9].
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Boehm87 [10]
• Boehm reports that software productivity measurements
often ignore many important input and output measures.

• Inputs include:
o different life cycle phases requiring different levels of
effort and skill.
o production of documentation, facilities management, staff
training, etc.
o support personnel: contract administrators and project
managers.
o computing platforms, communication facilities, and other
organizational resources.
• Outputs include:
o both simple and complex source code statements are
counted equally.
o whether/how to count non-executable code, reused code,
or carriage returns as "source statements."
o whether to count source statements before or after
post-processing or optimization transformations.
• Result: metrics other than source statements are (still)
correlated with number of source statements, and do not offer
better understanding.
• Source statements (or other metrics of program syntax) are
best treated as no more than ordinal indicators when trying to
understand what affects software productivity.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Bendifallah and Scacchi89 [7]
• Empirically examined the effect of teamwork in developing
both formal and informal software specifications.
• Finding: observed v11ri11tion in productivity and specification

•

•
•
•

quality could be best explained in terms of recurring
teamwork structures.
Six teamwork structures (patterns of interaction) were
observed across five teams, and team frequently shifted from
one structure to another.
High productivity and high product quality results could be
traced back to observable patterns of teamwork.
Lakhanpal's [38] study corroborates this.
Teamwork structures, cohesiveness, and shifting patterns of
teamwork are also salient productivity variables.

Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of

Contents.

Norman and Nunamaker89 [45]
• Surveyed the "beliefs" of software engineers as to the
effectiveness of CASE tools on improving productivity.
• Finding: SE'rs believe the greatest improvement in
productivity will come from the use of CASE tools that
enhance their ability to produce various reports and analyses,
interactive screen displays, and structured diagrams.
• however, there is no systematic data or study that validates
these beliefs.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of

Contents.

Kraut et al.89 [36]

• Studied organizational changes in worker productivity and
quality of work life resulting from introduction of large
automated system.
• Some workers experienced productivity increases, while
others experienced productivity decreases.
• Recurring tasks were made easier, while uncommon tasks
became more difficult to complete.
• Distribution of organizational know-how shifted among users.
• Finding: attempts to improve productivity through
introduction of new environments may not be pareto optimal,
but instead may differential and unequally distributed.
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Bhansali et al.91 [8]
• Report that programmers are 2X-4X more productive when
coding Ada versus Fortran or Pascal-like languages.
• However, they do not report whether the language constructs
that programmers' used are comparable.
• They also do not indicate whether program measures were
applied before or after post-processing, since Ada code
formatters have been found to as much as triple source
statement counts (cf. [10]).
Return to Other studies of Software Productivity and Cost return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Information Technology and Productivity

• Brynjolfsson [14] provides a wide-ranging review of empirical
studies examining the relationship between information
technology and productivity.
• IT is defined to include software systems for transaction
processing, strategic information systems, and other
applications.
• Examines studies drawn from multiple economic sectors in
the US economy.
• Finding: apparent "productivity paradox" in the
development and use of ITs is due to:
o Mismeasurement of inputs and outputs.
o La,gs due to adaptation and learning curve effects.
o Redistribution of gains or profits.
o Mismanagement of IT within industrial organizations.
• Thus, one significant cause for our inability to understand
software productivity is found in the mismeasurement of
productivity data.
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Summary of Software Productivity Drivers
•
•
•
•

What affects software productivity: a naive manifesto:
Software development environment attributes
Software system product attributes
Project staff attributes

Return to Summary of Software Productivity Drivers return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Software development environment attributes
• Provide substantial (and fast!) computing resource
infrastructure
• Use contemporary SE tools and techniques
• Employ development aids that help project coordination
• Use "appropriate" programming languages
• Employ process-center development environments
Return to Summary of Software Productivity Drivers return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Software system product attributes
•
•
•
•

Develop small-to-medium complexity systems
Reuse of software that already addresses the problem
No real-time or distributed software to develop
Minimal constraints for validation of accuracy, security, and
ease of modification
• Stable requirements and specifications
• Short schedules to avoid slippages

Return to Summary of Software Productivity Drivers return to Overview, or return to Table of
Contents.

Project staff attributes
• Small, well-organized project teams
• Experienced development staff
• People who collect their own productivity data

• Shifting patterns of teamwork structures
Return to Sample of Software Productivity Studies, return to Overview, or return to Table of Contents.

Challenges for Software Productivity
Measurement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why measure software productivity?
Who should measure software productivity data?
What should be measured?
How to measure software productivity?
How to improve software productivity?
Summary Challenges

Return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Why measure software productivity?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase software production productivity or quality
Develop more valuable products for lower costs
Rationalize higher capital-to-staff investments
Streamline or downsize software production operations
Identify production bottlenecks or underutilized resources
But trade-offs exist among these!

Return to Challenges for software productivity measurement, return to Overview or return to Table of
Contents.

Who should measure software productivity

data?
•
•
•
•
•

Programmer self report
Project or team manager
Outside analysts or observers
Automated performance monitors
Trade-offs exist among these

Return to Challenges for software productivity measurement, return to Overview or return to Table of
Contents.

What should be measured?
• Software Products
• Software Production Process and Structure
• Software Production Setting
Return to Challenges for software productivity measurement, return to Overview or return to Table of
Contents.

Software Products
• Delivered source statements, function points, and
reused/external components
• Software development analyses
• Documents and artifacts
• Application-domain knowledge
• Acquired software development skills
Return to What should be measured, return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Software Production Process
• Requirements analysis: frequency and distribution of
requirements changes, and other volatility measures.
• Specification: number and interconnection of computational
objects, attributes, relations, and operations in target system.
• Architectural design: design complexity; the volatility of the
architecture's configuration, version space, and design team
composition; ratio of new to reused architectural components.
• Unit design: design effort; number of potential design defects
detected and removed before coding.
• Coding: effort to code designed modules; ratio of
inconsistencies found between module design and
implementation by coders.
• Testing: ratio of effort allocated to spent on module,
subsystem, or system testing; density of known error types;
extent of automated mechanisms employed to generate test
case data and evaluate test case results.
Return to What should be measured, return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Software Production Process Structure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ad hoc problem solving and articulation work
Project-oriented job shop
Batched job shop for product families
Pipeline or concurrent development
Flexible software factory
System integration assembly line

Return to What should be measured, return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Software Production Setting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programming language(s)
Application type
Computing platforms
Disparity between host and target platforms
Software development environment
Personnel skill base
Dependence on outside organizations
Extent of client or end-user participation
Frequency and history of mid-project platform upgrades
Frequency and history of troublesome anomalies and
mistakes in prior projects

Return to What should be measured, return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

How to measure software productivity?
• Productivity measurement research design and sampling
strategy
• Unit of analysis
• Level and terms of analysis
Return to Challenges for software productivity measurement, return to Overview or return to Table of
Contents.

Productivity measurement research design and

sampling strategy
• Quantitative surveys using sample populations and statistical
analysis
• Qualitative "field" observations and experiments
• Triangulation studies: combining the best of qualitative and
quantitative research designs, sampling, and analysis
• Simulation studies
Return to How to measure software productivity, return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Unit of analysis
• The life history of a software project in terms of its products,
processes, and production setting
Return to How to measure software productivity, return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Level and terms of analysis
Levels:
• Individual, Group/team, Department or organizational unit,
Division or company, or Industrial sector.
Terms (Perspectives):
• Technology-centered; Organization-centered; Customer
satisfaction and staff relations centered; Who controls,
benefits most, or wins (politically centered); Social

interaction, discourse, and negotiation of reality.
• Multiple concurrent analytical perspectives
Return to How to measure software productivity, return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

How to improve software productivity?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get the best from well-organized people.
Make development steps more efficient and more effective.
Simplify, collapse, or eliminate development steps.
Eliminate rework.
Build simpler products or product families.
Reuse proven products, processes, and production settings.

Return to Challenges for software productivity measurement, return to Overview or return to Table of
Contents.

Summary of Challenges
• Understanding software productivity requires a plethora of
qualitative and quantative data from multiple sources.
• The number and diversity of variables indicate that software
productivity cannot be understood simply as a ratio source
code/function points produced per unit of time/budget.
• A more systematic understanding of interrelationships,
casuality, and systemic consequences is required.
• We need a more robust theoretical framework, analytical
methods, and support tools to address current shortcomings.
Return to Challenges for software productivity measurement, return to Overview or return to Table of

Contents.

Alternative Directions for Software Productivity
Measurement and Improvement
• Develop Setting-Specific Theories of Software Production
• Identify and Cultivate Software Productivity Drivers
• Develop Symbolic and Qualitative Measures of Software
Productivity
• Develop Knowledge-Based Systems that Model Software
Production
• Simulate and measure the effects of productivity
enhancements
• An Approach
Return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Develop Setting-Specific Theories of Software
Production
• Conventional measures of source statements and function
points do little in helping to understand or improve software
productivity.
• We lack an articulated theory of software production.
• We need to construct models, hypotheses, or measures that
account for software production in different settings.
• These models and measures should be tuned to account for
the mutual influence of software products, processes, and
setting characteristics specific to a development project.
Return to Alternative directions for software productivity measurement and improvement, return to

Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Identify and Cultivate Software Productivity
Drivers
• Why are software developers so productive in the presence of
technical and organizational constraints?
• The potential for productivity improvement is not an inherent
property of any new software technology.
• Software developers must realize the potential for
productivity improvement.
• Technological impediments and organizational constraints
can nullify this potential.
• Thus, a basic concern must be to identify and cultivate
software productivity drivers.
• Examples include workplace and career incentives, teamwork
structures, new technology investments, high commitment
staff, etc.
Return to Alternative directions for software productivity measurement and improvement, return to
Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Develop Symbolic and Qualitative Measures of
Software Productivity
• Nominal, ordinal, and interval measures can be employed
when constructing qualitative process models of software
production.
• These measures can incorporate subjective and

impressionistic data from local software development experts.
• These models and data can then be iteratively refined to
determine what further qualitative or quantitative data to
collect.
• Quantitative data can then be used to substantiate or refute
the frequency or distribution of the findings described in
qualitative terms.
Return to Alternative directions for software productivity measurement and improvement, return to
Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Develop Knowledge-Based Systems that Model
Software Production
• New software process modeling, analysis, and simulation
technology is becoming available.
• Knowledge-based software process technology supports the
capture, description, and application of causal and
interrelated knowledge about what can affect software
development.
• Knowledge acquisition
• Knowledge representation
• Knowledge operationalization
• See
http://www.usc.edu/dept/A TRIUM/Papers/Business_Process_Modeling.ps
Return to Alternative directions for software productivity measurement and improvement, return to
Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Knowledge acquisition
• Knowledge can be acquire via interviews, observational field
studies, and other enthographic strategies.
• Seek to collect data amenable to extremal and comparative
analysis.
• The challenges of what should be measured provide a starting
point.
• Goal: to develop a descriptive model of software production
such that any conclusion can be traced back to the orginating
data.
• Goal: to develop the descriptive model so that it can be
represented and processed within a knowledge-based system.
Return to Develop Knowledge-Based Systems that Model Software Production, return to Overview or
return to Table of Contents.

Knowledge representation
• We need to employ a knowledge representation scheme that
can accomodate the kinds of data and measures already
noted.
• Suggestive examples include the Schema Representation
Language [49][47] and the Software Process Specification
Language [40][41][ 42].
• Goal: to facilitate computational analysis, simulation,
querying, and explanation of software production situations,
events, and activities.
Return to Develop Knowledge-Based Systems that Model Software Production, return to Overview or
return to Table of Contents.

Knowledge operationalization
• Requires a knowledge base for storing facts, hueristics, and
reasoning strategies about software production.
• Requires a question-answering subsystem for retrieving facts
stored or deduced from known relationships among facts.
• Requires a simulator for exploring alternative trajectories for
software development given different production data.
• Can facilitate the automated construction of knowledge-based
software production support environments [40][42][22] .
Ream to Develop Knowledge-Based Systems that Model Software Production return to Overview or
return to Table of Contents.

Simulate and measure the effects of productivity
enhancements
• Requires an underlying computational model of development
states, actions, plans, schedules, expectations, histories, etc. in
order to answer dynamic "what-if" questions.
• Goal: the simulation should embody a deep model of software
production that can be substantiated and refined with
quantified data on the frequency and distribution of states,
actions, etc. arising during software production.
Return to Alternative directions for software productivity measurement and improvement, return to
Overview or return to Table of Contents.

An Approach

• Initiate comparative case studies or surveys of current
software practices.
• Clean and analyze collected data, via knowlege acquisition.
• Codify structured or patterned data in a knowledge
specification language, via knowledge representation.
• Simulate and iteratively refine, acquire, represent, and
analyze expanding knowledge of software production
variables, and the interrelationships.
• Embed knowledge-based software productivity support
within advanced software development or project
management environment.
Return to Alternative directions for software productivity measurement and improvement, return to
Overview or return to Table of Contents.

Conclusions
What affects software productivity and how do we improve it?
• State of the art in software productivity measurement falls
short of what's needed.
• Software productivity is affected by the interplay of software
products, production processes, and production settings.
• Software productivity must be measured using nominal,
ordinal, interval, and ratio measures.
• Multiple measures are needed to help articulate causal
patterns of software production.
• We can accept the naive results from current studies, or
choose to persue a new initiative for software productivity
knowledge engineering.
• Initinl efforts Rt knowl~dge-based software process

engineering have produced encouraging results, and the
growth of new understandings about what affects software
productivity.
Return to Top, or return to Overview or return to Table of Contents.
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OBJECTIVES

To introduce:
•

background,

•

principles,

•

characteristics,

•

future development, and

advantages
of the BOOTSTRAP Assessment and Improvement
Methodology.
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OUTLINE

• Introduction
• Background and main principles
• Assessment instrument
• Assessment process
••

Scoring and rating pfll\ciples

••

Result presentation

••

Assessment steps

• Guidelines for process improvement
• Assessor training and accreditation
• Planned evolution
• Advantages of BOOTSTRAP
• References

INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS SOFTWARE PROCESS (1 OF 2)

• ISO 8402:

"A set of inter-related resources and activities which
transforms inputs to outputs. Notel: resources may
include personnel, facilities, equipment, technology and
methodology." [1]
• W. Humphrey:
"Set of tasks that, when properly performed, produces
the desired results. Clearly, a fully effective software
process must consider the relationships of all required
tasks, the tools and methods used, and the skill, training
and motivation of the people involved." [2]
• SEI:

"A set of activities, methods, and
practices that guide people (with
supportive software Tools and
Technology) in the production of
software." [3]

------------~?.~~~~--WHAT IS SOFfWARE PROCESS? (2 OF 2)

• BOOTSTRAP:

"A temporal set of interactive activities that
accepts requests and delivers outputs
using supportive methods, tools and
practices. SW process is something
between an industrial process and
teamwork that requires highly skilled,
trained and motivated human resources
under skilled management." [4]

OlITPUiS
Skills,
Training,
Motivation, and
Management

Supportive
Tools and
Technology

WHY FOCUS ON PROCESS?

• "No magical "silver bullet"
• Fundamental process management premise:
"The quality of a software system is governed by the
quality of the process used to develop and evolve it."
• Process Quality and Product Quality:

Process Quality

•

Existence of specific characteristics as:

Product Quality:
Existence of specific characteristics
to meet user's needs

• comprtlliwNN
- proc:IUe;tquallty

WHAT IS AN ASSESSMENT?

An appraisal of an organization's current software process
done by a trained team of experienced software
professionals by reviewing and a SPU and at least two of
its projects using an engineered assessment methodology
that:
• is based on a well-defined software process model and
practices;
• contains at least a questionnare-based assessment
instrument supported with a well-defined scoring
principles and SW tools;
• contains a well-defined assessment process including
assessment steps, and assessment results rating and
presentation principles; and
• improvement action planning to complete the
assessment activity.

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES

• To understand the status of an organisation's current
software practice by providing analytical profiles for
each process of an SPU and its projects to show their
strengths and weaknesses
• To identify key areas for process improvement based
on the analytical profiles that present their status
against the process model the assessment methodology
used
• To facilitate the initiation of process improvement
actions by defining overall improvement action plan
• To transform the action plan into a series of
improvement action implemetation plans as " mini
projects" that implement the recommended action plan

BOOTSTRAP
I •
I
t
I
•
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,
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ASSESSMENT VS. CAPABILITY
DETERMINATION (1 OF 2)
Software Process Assessment:
• Used by organization to improve software process;
• Results confidential
• Assesses current practice;
• Acts as catalyst for process improvement;
• Provides input for improvement action plan;
• Findings may include issues not explicit in capability
model;
• Collaborative - members of organization must be on
team;
• Applies to organization, not individual projects or
contracts

ASSESSMENT VS. CAPABILITY
DETERMINATION (2 OF 2)

Software Process Capability Determination:
• Used in quality sertification and contrator evaluation;
• Results known by the capability deter-mination body
and orderer of the determination;
• Substantiates current practice;
• Assesses contractor commitment to improve;
• Analyses contract performance;
• Analyse contract performance potential;
• Findings restricted to capability model issues;
• Audit-oriented - members of organisa-tion not on
team;
• Applies to performance on one specific contract.

AUDIT, ASSESSMENT ... DEFINITIONS

ISO and IEEE definitions:
ISO 8402 1986

ISO DIS 8402 1991

Audit Quality Audit A system- the same as ISO 8402 1986
atic and independent
examination to determine
whether quality activities
and related results comply
with planned arrangements are implemented
eHect-ively and are
suitable to achieve
obiectives
See Evaluation
Asses srnen

IEEE Std-610.12-1990
An independent examination of a work product

or set of work products
to assess compli ance
with specifications,
standards, contractual
agreements or other

criteria.

-

t
Evalu
ation

-

Inspe Activities such as
ction

measuring, examining,
testing, gauging one or
more characteristics of a
product or service and
comparing these with
specified requirements to
determine conformity

Sellasses

-

smen
t

-

Quality evaluation: A
system-atic examination of
the extent to which an
entity is capable of
fulfilling specified requirements. (Note 4. In English,
qua-lity evaluation is
sometimes in specific
circumstances called
"quality assess-men!",
"quality appraisal" or
"quality survey".
An activity such as
measuring, examining,
testing or gauging one or
more characteristics of an
entity and com-paring the
results with specified
requirements in order to
establish whether
conformity is achieved for
each characteristic

A static analysis
technique that relies on
visual exam-ination of
development pro-ducts
to detect errors, violations of development
standards, and other
probl-ems. Types
include code inspection;
design insoect-ion.

-

-

PROCESS ASSESSMEN T IN THE
CONTEXT OF PROCESS
IMPROVEMENT
W . S. Humphrey's cycle:
Understand the current status

Develop a vision of the desired process

Establish a list of required process improvement actions in
order of priority

Produce a plan to accomplish
the required actions

Commit the resources
to execute the plan

Start over at step 1

IMPROVEMENT

"Action taken to change organisation's processes in order
that they better meet the organisation's business needs so
that customers' requirements are met more exactly and
efficiently"
• Increased "capability" to fulfil requirements in a
predictable and repeatable way
• Increased effectiveness as ability to achieve process
goals aligned to business needs
• Increased conformance to best practice, taking into
account specific organisation needs and characteristics

PRINCIPLES OF PROCESS CHANGE

•

Major changes must start at the top.

•

Fix the process, not the people.

•

Understand the current process first.

•

Change is continuous.

•

Improvement requires investment.

• Retaining improvement requires periodic
reinforcement.

-------------~?-~~~~
ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENT
MILESTONES - EARLY HISTORY

1930 -W.A. SHEWHART- Bell labs
1982 - yv.E. DEMING
J.M . JURAN
1987 - S.E.1.
W.S. HUMPHREY

S.C.E
Software Capability
Evaluation

The Principle
TO REDUCE COSTS &
IMPROVE QUALITY BY
AVOIDING PROBLEMS
RATHER THAN REACTIN(
TOTHEM

t

/

ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENT
MILESTONES - RECENT HISTORY

1987

ISO 9001 published

1989

Esprit Project No 5441, BOOTSTRAP
started

1990 (Appr.)

Foundation of European Quality
Reward by EFQM

1991

CMM version 1.0 published

1992

BOOTSTRAP methodology version
2.22 published

1992

Software Proce~s Improvement and
Capability dEtermination Project
started

1993

CMM version 1.1 published

-------------~~~~~
BOOTSTRAP HISTORY

• Initially developed in an ESPRIT project, September
1991 to February 1993.
• Since February 1993, the methodology has been further
developed and managed by a European Economic
Interest Group, called Bootstrap Institute.

BOOTSTRAP INSTITUTE OBJECTIVES

From the document:
"BOOTSTRAP Institute European Economic Interest Group BIGEIE Statute"
The objectives of the grouping are:

a) the joint continuous improvement of the Bootstrap
methodology for the assessment of quality of software
processes, also taking into account the relevant ISO
standards and other international initiatives in the field ;
this includes the proper packaging of the methodology and
related training material;
b) the promotion of the Bootstrap methodology;
c) the licensing of the Bootstrap methodology to third Parties;
d) the proper handling of the database of the results of
assessments carried on by Bootstrap licenser;
e) the accreditation of Bootstrap Assessors"
fJ the certification of assessed organisations

-------------.6?~~~~
BOOTSTRAP INSTITUTE

Founding Members:

• CCCOy
• Etnoteam S.p.A
• HMS

• Leansoft Oy
• Synspace AG
• SWE Schynoll

Finland
Italy
Austria
Finland
Germany
Germany

Members:

• MARI Northern Ireland
• SQS

UK

Germany

Corporate Members:

• Technical University of Graz
• University of Oulu
• Labein

Austria
Finland
Spain

BOOTSTRAP - VERSION HISTORY

ISO-9001
ISO-9000-3
ESA-PSS-005

BOOTSTRAP
1.0

Phase I
Experiences
Rocky Mountain
SQPA

ISO-9001
ISO-9000-3
SPICE (partly)

BOOTSTRAP
2.3

SPICE
++++

BOOTSTRAP
3.0

TOWARDS STANDARDISATION:
ISO SC7/WG10 - SPICE

• ISO JTCl / SC7 / WGlO goal is to develop a standard
for software process assessment to be applied in the
context of process improvement and capability
determination
• SPICE is a privately funded project which is now
developing seven draft documents of the proposed
standard, that will undergo the ISO approval process
BOOTSTRAP is actively participating in SPICE /
WGlO activities

COMPONENTS OF ISO SC7/WG10
STANDARD

lntroducto1;
guide
I

Process
improvemen
guide

Capabili~
determinat101
guide

I

Assessor
train i ng and
qualificatior
guide

I

Process
assessment
guide
I
I

Baseline
practice
guide

Assessmen1
instrument

BACKGROUND AND MAIN
PRINCIPLES

BOOTSTRAP OBJECTIVES

To provide state of the art process assessment and
improvement methodology to European market with:
• emphasis on standards widely known in Europe (ISO
9000, ESA)
• guidelines to goal-oriented software process
improvement
• means to software process assessment and
improvement also for SMEs
• database support

BACKGROUND

ISO 9001

9000-3

SPICE

ESA PSS -

005

ADOPTION FROM ISO 9001 AND 9000-3
STANDARDS

• Quality system as a company wide organisation

• Assessments performed at two levels:
••

••

at the level of the so-called Software Producing
Unit (SPU)
at project level

• Life cycle dependent and independent functions

-------------~~~Sf~~
ADOPTION FROM SEl'S CAPABILITY
MATURITY MODEL

• General assessment approach
• Maturity scale
• Process related functions
• Complete process model from SEI's Maturity Model
(1987) and Capability Maturity Model (1991 and 1993)

ADOPTION FROM ESA

The life cycle dependent functions underline the ESA life
cycle.
• User Requirements Definition
• Software Requirements Definition
• Architectural Design
• Detailed Design and Production
• Transfer
• Operation and Maintenance
Yet no specific life cycle is recommended.

TECHNOLOGY

Technology is considered as support to organisation
and methodology and evaluated in relationship with
them.

ADOPTED FROM TQM

BOOTSTRAP PROCESS
ARCHITECTURE

BOOTSTRAP PROCESS
AROiITTCTURE

LIFE CYCLE
INDEPENENT
FUNCTION
Development Mod,

Project Manageme,

Process Descriptio1

Requirements Analy,
& Definitions

Quality Managemer

Process Measuremen-

Risk Managemen

Process Contr,

Architectural Desi!
Detailed Design &
Implementation
Testin\
Maintenanc,

Configuration &
Change
Subcontractor
Management

IMPROVEMENT PRINCIPLES - 1

ORGANISATION
PROCESSES
TECHNOLOGY
Improvement (particularly for SMEs) needs first a proper
organisation, and just then may proceed with processes.
Technology is supportive means to make processes more
efficient.

IMPROVEMENT PRINCIPLES - 2

Assessed
process-----1~
capability

Improvement
process

Measured
improvement

Bootstrap
process model
Improvement goals
based on
organisation's need
Industry Benchmark
from data base

Improvement action plan is based on an evolutionary
maturity model (as in CMM), where target capability is
derived based on organisation's needs.

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

------------~~~5!'~~
COMPONENTS

BOOTSTRAP assessment instrument includes:
• the questionnaire

• tool support for data gathering and result presentation

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Separate questionnaires are included for:
• SPU
• projects

Questionnaires are used to drive guided interviews, where
the assessors fill them based on discussion and analysis of
documented material like quality handbooks, project
documentation etc.

STRUCTURE OF THE
QUESTIONNAIRES

G1 - SPU
General
Questionnaire

G2 - SPU
Attributes
Questionnaire

Pl - Project
General
Questionnaire

P2 - Project
Attributes
Questionnaire

Gl-SPU GENERAL INFORMATION

Classification of the company:
• Industry sector of host company
• Size of company (turnover, n. of employees)
• Size of SPU (financial, staff and effort data)
• Business type of SPU
• Infrastructure and equipment
Company profile:
• Legal structure
• Geographic location of sites
• Organigram of company
• Infrastructure (Platform, HW, SW)
• Networking architecture
• Future policy for infrastructure
SPU profile:
• Organisational embedment of SPU and company
• SPU organigram
• Project classification within organigram
• Classification of product types
• Data concerning application characteristics

Pl - GENERAL PROJECT
INFORMATION

Classification of the project:
• Industry sector to which application fits
• Application area (multimedia, system software, control
system, safety critical, etc.)
• Application type (end-user, administration,
commercial, managerial etc.)
• Project type (Software product development, inhouse
development, etc.)
• Project general data ( product size, amount, skills and
experience of staff, effort, cost and duration)
Project profile:
•
•
•
•

Which life cycle phases are covered in the project
Current phase and status of project
Project organisation
Application characteristics (programming language,
HW /SW- environment, methods and techniques, reuse)

G2 QUESTION FORMAT

Most questions are based on the following terminology:
• Organisation and Methodology:
• • existence of a formal procedure
••

existence of recommendations

••

existence of a methodology

••

existence of guidelines

••

existence of a standard

• Technology:
• • availability
••

recommendation to use

P2 QUESTION FORMAT

Most questions are based on the following terminology:
• Adoption of a procedure, std, Methodology ...
• Use of technology
• Performance of tasks according to an existing
procedure
• Commitment of staff to specified roles / duties
• Decision making responsibilities
• Performance of systematic analysis of results of
performed activities
in addition to G2 terminology

G2 AND P2 QUESTIONNAIRE
STRUCTURE

Technology tnnovatio,
Technology for LifeCyclelndependent Functio
Technology for LifeC::ycleF unctions
Tool lntegratio
Life Cycle
Functions

Process Related
Functions
Process
Descriptior
Process
MeasuremenProcess Contr,

Risk avoidance and
management
Configuration &
Change Managemen
Subcontractor
management

Development modi
Requiremen~
Analysis & Definitio
Architectural Desi\
Det~iled DesjQn &
lmplementat,01
Testin!_
.
Operation & Maintenance
Special Purpose Syster

G2 - QUALITY SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES:
ORGANISATION

Management responsibility:
• defined roles, responsibilities and reporting channels
• quality goals within business planning
• quality policy and comrnibnent
Quality system (QS):
• supportive organisation and responsibilities
• supportive documentation
• internal audits
• change management
Resource management
• selection criteria toward job requirements
• training
• resource estimation
• environment
• staff motivation and morale

G2 - QUALITY SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES:
METHODOLOGY - PROCESS RELATED

F.

Process description:
• standardised process including procedures, methods
and tools
• process tailoring
• process and product quality models
• process modeling
Process measurement:
• recording measurement results
• review and test coverage measurement
• effort and cost measure and records
• project and process databases
• estimation
Process control:
• tracking of problems and error correction
• evaluation of review efficiency
• root cause analyses of errors based on statistics
• periodical assessments of software engineering process

BOOTSTRAP
I

•

,

I

I

1

~

I

•

G2 - QUALITY SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES:
(1 OF 2) METHODOLOGY- LC INDP. F.

Project management:

• sw development costs estimation
• development schedules, test, quality and configuration
plans
• sw development folders
• review milestones
• plan updates
Quality management
• standard quality plan templates
• quality records
• conducting and documenting design, code and testcase
reviews
Risk avoidance and management:
• identifying and managing risks
• estimating risk costs
• mitigation strategy

G2 - QUALITY SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES:
(2 OF 2) METHODOLOGY- LC INDEP. F.

Configuration & change management:
• document approval and version control
• controlling requirement, design, code and test data
changes
• managing corrective actions
• inspecting test status of documents, modules, products
etc.
Subcontractor management
• listing qualified subcontractors
• requirements and acceptance criteria for subcontractor
products
• assessment of subcontractor's process
• error-handling produres towards subcontractors

G2 - QUALITY SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES:
METHODOLOGY- LC FUNCTIONS

User requirements
Software requirements
Architectural design
Detailed design and implementation
Testing
Integration
Acceptance testing and transfer
Operation and maintenance

Including: prototyping approaches, re-use, special purpose
systems (safety critical, embedded, real time)

G2 - QUALITY SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES:
TECHNOLOGY

Technology innovation:
• identifcation of state of the art software engineering
• evaluate externally developed new software / hardware
• introduce new technologies into project
Communication:
• team communication facilities
• use of networking structures
Technology attributes:
• for each methodology attribute there is a technology
attribute
• technology questions measure the level of the
technology availablability

P2 - PROJECT ATTRIBUTES:
ORGANISATION

Management responsibility:
• defined roles, responsibilities and reporting channels
in the project
• alignment at project organisation to company's
procedures
• commitment at project manager toward project and
quality plan
Quality system:
• commitment towards quality system procedures
• performance at quality system audits
• quality assurance role in the project
• feedback to the quality system
Resource management:
• estimation at resources for the project
• training for the project
• staff selection for the project
• environment for the project

P2 - PROJECT ATTRIBUTES:
METHODOLOGY- PROCESS RELATED

F.
Process description:
• use of standardised process including procedures,
methods and tools
• process tailoring for the project
• process and product quality models for the project
Process measurement
• recording measurement results
• review and test coverage measurement
• effort and cost measure and records
• project and process databases
• estimation
Process control:
• tracking of problems and errors correction
• evaluation of review efficiency
• root cause analyses of errors based on statistics
• periodical assessments of software engineering process

P2 - PROJECT ATTRIBUTES: (1 OF 2)
METHODOLOGY- LC INDEPENDENT F.

Project management
• sw development costs estimation
• development schedules, test, quality and configuration
plans
• sw development folders
• review milestones
• plan updates
Quality management
• standard quality plan template
• quality records
• conducting and documenting design, code and testcase
reviews
Risk avoidance and management
• identifying and managing risks
• estimating risk costs
• mitigation strategy

P2 - PROJECT ATTRIBUTES: (2 OF 2)
METHODOLOGY- LC INDPENDENT F.

Configuration & change management:
• document approval and version control
• controlling requirement, design, code and test data
changes
• managing corrective actions
• inspecting test status of documents, modules, products
etc.
Subcontractor management:
• adoption of qualified subcontractors
• requirements and acceptance criteria for subcontractor
products
• assessment of subcontractor's process
• error-handling produres towards subcontractors

P2 - PROJECT ATTRIBUTES:
METHODOLOGY- LC FUNCTIONS

User requirements
Software requirements
Architectural design
Detailed design and implementation
Testing
Integration
Acceptance testing and transfer
Operation and maintenance

Including: prototyping approaches, re-use,, special purpose
systems (safety critical, embedded, real time)

P2 - PROJECT ATTRIBUTES:
TECHNOLOGY

Technology innovation:
• identification of state of the art software engineering
for the project
• evaluation of externally developed new SW / HW
• introduction of new technologies into project
Communication:
• team communication facilities
• use of networking structures
Technology attributes:
• for each methodology attribute there is a technology
attribute
• technology questions measure the level of use in the
project of the technology available

"a"'

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

ASSESSOR

LICENSEE

BCX)TSTRAP CENTEF

ORGANISATION

BootManager

BootBase

PC or
Macintosh

Client - server

UNIX

BOOTTOOLS

• BootCollector: to help consultants to collect the
answers to Bootstrap Questionnaire at the site of the
assessment
• BootRetriever: to help consultants to load data in and
out from BootBase
• BootCounter: to count the maturity levels from the
data retrieved from BootBase by BootRetriever
• BootAnalyzer: to display and print the maturity levels
and profiles
• BootManager: to help the operator of central BootBase
to operate

ASSESSMENT PROCESS

ASSESSMENT STEPS

BOOTSTRAP assessment process includes three major
phases:

• Preparation
• Assessment execution
• Action plan derivation

------------~?,q~~---

ASSESSMENT PREPARATION

PREPARATION

• INITIAL TRAINING
Goal: to get management commitment
• SELECTING THE UNITS (PROJECTS) TO BE
ASSESSED
Goal: to get the best coverage of the real activity of the
SPU
• DEFINING THE ASSESSMENT TEAM
Goal: to minimise any subjectivity due to the selection
of a particular set of assessors
• DEFINING THE STAFF TO BE INTERVIEWED
Goal: to get the best coverage of the roles involved in
the selected projects
• DEFINING CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
Goal: to guarantee that the confidential information
related to the assessed SPU and projects is not divulged

INITIAL TRAINING

Addresses the assessment "sponsor" and SPU managers
and key personnel
Includes:
• Presentation of licensee organisation
• Why to undergo an assessment
• BOOTSTRAP assessment main features
• BOOTSTRAP assessment results and benefits

standard template available

SELECTING THE UNITS (PROJECTS) TO
BE ASSESSED-1-

Selection criteria:
• CROSS-SECTION OF PROFESSIONAL

Goal: reasonable coverage of SPU's number and type of
professional
••

••

noting the proportion of staff involved in the
projects to be assessed relative to the full SPU
staffing
qualification and experience

• STAGE OF ADVAN CEMENT OF THE PROJECT

Goal: analysis of projects in different stages of evolution
••

at least one project in an early state of evolution
(analysis/ design)

••

at least one project in an advanced state of
evolution (coding/testing)

••

at least one project in maintenance (if it is
applicable)

SELECTING THE UNITS (PROJECTS) TO
BE ASSESSED -2-

• PRODUCT TYPOLOGY

Goal: The mix of product typologies should be
represented

••

distributed system/ centralised system

•• embedded/not embedded

••
• PROJECT SIZE, PROJECT DURATION, AND
DEGREE OF PARALLELISM

Goal: Referring to the product typology, take into
account duration, product size and degree of
parallelism

•• duration: short, medium, long
•• size: small, medium, large

••

parallelism: no distinct sub-team, multi-team
development

DEFINING THE ASSESSMENT TEAM

Goal:
to minimise any subjectivity due to the selection of a
particular set of assessors
Criteria:
• at least two assessors (certified as BOOTSTRAP
Assessor)
• balancing between the number of assessors and
interviewed personnel in any SPU or Project assessment
• an assessor cannot evaluate a project unless he has
participated at the SPU's assessment

DEFINING THE STAFF TO BE
INTERVIEWED

Goal:
the personnel to be interviewed should be selected in a way
that yields into reliable and repeatable assessment results
Criteria:
• at SPU level:

••

R & D Responsible / It Responsible

••

Quality Assurance Responsible

••

(Other personnel involved in: Planning role, C. &
Change Management, Testing, SEPG)

• at Project level:
••

Project Leader

••

Quality Control

••

Key Development personnel

DEFINING CONFIDENTIALITY
AGREEMENT

Goal: to guarantee that the confidential information
concerning the SPU and its projects is not divulged
Criteria: by signing the "Confidentiality Agreement"

..

TARGEi"COMPA:NY

BOOTSTRAP assessment
agreement
agreement

-------------~~~

ASSESSMENT EXECUTION

EXECUTION

The following activities are performed:
• OPENING BRIEFING
Is devoted to get collaborative approach with people to
be interviewed
• GLOBAL SITE ASSESSMENT
Includes the evaluation of defined production processes
• PROJECT ASSESSMENT
Includes evaluation how the defined software processes
are applied in practice by the selected projects
• ASSESSMENT REVIEW
Is aimed to present the findings of the assessment
before the final meeting
• ON-SITE FINAL MEETING
Is aimed to present the assessments results and to get
commitment for the improvement phase

OPENING BRIEFING

Goal: to get collaborative approach with people to be
interviewed
Subgoal: to demonstrate to middle and technical personnel
the sponsorship accorded to the initiative by top
management
Audience:
• A top management representative (at least)
• SPU staff to be interviewed
• Project staff to be interviewed
Contents:
• Presentation of Licensee organisation
(if needed)
• BOOTSTRAP main concepts
• Assessment steps
• Processes to be assessed
• Interviews agenda

standard template available

GLOBAL SITE ASSESSMENT

Goal:
collect information to evaluate current status and set-up the
improvement plan.
Includes a two level discussion, one informal and one
formal
• Informal discussion:
• • SPU data collection (supported by Gl)
••
••

SPU actual role and positioning in its "market"
(external/internal)
SPU expected evolution and objectives

• Formal discussion:
• • SPU processes evaluation (driven by G2)

R&D/IT RESPONSIBLE INTERVIEW

Main topics:
• Role of SPU in the Company
• Organisation
• Objectives
• • high level business objectives to be deployed into
improvement initiatives (e.g. increased profitability)
• • certification achievement
• • change in production focus (e.g. from Customer
development towards standard products
development)
••

specific effectiveness/ efficiency goals
• • • defects reduction
• • • increased time - to market capability
• • • costs reductions
• • specific process areas improvement (e.g. i testing)
• Understood strenght/weakness points
• Additional information comments on culture,
management style, SPU on/ going initiatives

TtMP. CVl: • OI

QA RESPONSIBLE INTERVIEW

• Quality Manual evidence
• Diffusion of the Quality System procedure (application
evidence)
• Organisational position of the Q .A. function
• Role and weight of the Q.A. function
• Q.A. software experience

PROJECT ASSESSMENT

Goal:
collect information to evaluate to what extent each project
applies the defined processes

Includes a two level discussion, one informal and one
formal
• Informal discussion (driven by Pl) addresses projects
main characteristics
• • product typology
••

size, duration, effort, degree of parallelism

••

organisation

••

main technological information

• Formal discussion
•• project processes evaluation (driven by P2)
Additional information can be collected, when needed,
through:
• the project organisation questionnaire
• the product questionnaire
• the technology questionnaire

RECOMMENDATIONS ABOUT THE
GLOBAL AND PROJECT ASSESSMENT

• Name the Leading Assessor
• Only one assessor conducyts the assessment meeting
and asks questions
• Avoid to score each question during the interview
• • using the questionnaire templates and assessor
tools assessors are able to take notes and define
provisional score
••

after each interview an assessor meeting is
expected to agree each question's score among the
assessors

ASSESSMENT REVIEW

Goal

• To give an immediate feedback to the professionals
interviewed. Only the professionals involved in the
project interviewed are present.
Criteria

• Comment strengths and weaknesses in Project
Organisation
• Comment strengths and weaknesses in Project
Methodology
• Commentontooling
To be performed generally immediately after the interview

ON-SITE FINAL MEETING

Goal

• Presentation of the assessment findings for the whole
site.

The presentation respects the confidentiality with respect to
individual projects

Topics

• Comment SPU-wide strengths and weaknesses in
Organisation
• Comment SPU-wide strengths and weaknesses in
Methodology
• Comment SPU Tooling
Audience

• A management representative
• SPU staff interviewed
• Project staff interviewed

SCORING AND RATING
PRINCIPLES

SCORING PRINCIPLES

Assessors answers are scaled to one of five intensity values:
• absent
• weak
• fair
• extensive
• non-applicable

The non-applicable questions are left out from the
evaluation in order to avoid disadvantage for the assessed
SPU or project.

RATING

Maturity levels are determined:
• on a five level scale (from 1 (low) to 5 (high)) equal to
CMM and including quartiles on each level for
organisation and methodology.
• on two level scale (A and B) for technology, where "A"
means low and "B" high use of technology

• Capability profiles are defined for each process areas
and process using the five-level scale

ALGORITHM

• Defines maturity levels for both the SPU and projects
• Defines maturity levels that are equal to CMM but
include quartiles on each level
• Determines capability profiles that contain maturity
level rating for each process areas describing their
weaknesses and strengths
• Defines BOOTSTRAP maturity levels by taking into
account also positive answers of the subsequent level

RESULTS PRESENTATION
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ASSESSMENT RESULTS - AN ISO
9001 CERTIFIED COMPANY
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OBJECTIVES

• To improve SPU capability
• To address the three main categories:
••

Organisation

••

Methodology

••

Technology

according to assessment finding's and SPU objectives
• To support improvement priority definition
• To provide improvement guidelines for organisation
by taking into account existing risks
• To suggest a short-medium time schedule (18-24
months) for improvements

IMPROVEMENT CONTEXT

• Process improvement
• Set up of a quality system for ISO 9001 certification

• Achievement of a defined target capability

TOtP. CP:z ·OI

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT: ACTION
PLAN DERIVATION
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EVALUATION OF ORGANISATION'S
NEEDS

Organisation's needs may generally be reconducted to the
ability to control the following drivers:
• Product and service quality
• Time-to market
• Development costs
• Product and project risks

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITISATION OF IMPROVEMENT
AREAS: AN EXAMPLE

Software quality (defect reduction)
Process name
Requirement analysis
Architectural design
Detailed design and
implementation
Testing
Maintenance
Project management
Quality management
Risk management
Configutation management

Impact
high
medium
medium
high
low
NA
medium
low
medium

HIGH

<.,

z
i=
ci:

a:

MEDIU~

Testing

Arch. Des.

Proj . rnng.

Det. des.

Low

Medium

High

IMPACT
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GUIDELINES FOR ACHIEVING A
DEFINED TARGET CAPABILITY
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Gap analysis between the ISO-9001 and the current profile
shows areas to be improved and actions to be taken.
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OBJECTIVES

• to support improvement

• to support tuning the methodology

• to be used for statistical surveys

DATABASE CONTENT: SPU MATURITY
DISTRIBUTION
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PLANNED EVOLUTION
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STATUS OF BOOTSTRAP RELEASES

• Bootstrap is currently at release 2.3

• Release 3.0 is planned by the end of this year to assure:
••
••

SPICE conformance
Full methodology modularity through three levels
of assessment:
•••

self assessment

•••

miniassessment

•••

full assessment

-------------~~~~

BOOTSTRAP ADVANTAGES

ORGANISATION

Problems:
• Exceeded costs
• Exceeded schedules
• Unpredictable quality
• Improvised, ad hoc processes
• Inadequate design, testing, and reviews
• Reactionary, firefighting management
• Results depend on individual talents
• Results depend on heroic effort
Bootstrap answers:
• Good picture in short time
•
• Structured and granular
•
• Quantitative
•
• Strengths and weaknesses
• Multiple level evaluations
• Basis for detailed discussions and actions
• Recommendations for improvements
• Monitoring of improvements: follow-up assessment

EXECUTIVES

Problems:
• Low visibility into progress
• Low visibility into quality
• Constant surprises
• Excessive maintenance costs
Bootstrap answers:
• Clear identification of the software process capabilities of
theSPU
•
• Efficiency
•
• quality
• Planning for further actions
• Comparisons
•
• Distinct SPUs
•
• SPU vs. the state ofthe industry

MANAGERS
Problems:
• Inaccurate estimates:
•
• Code and schedule growth, inadequate resources
• Unmanaged work:
•
• Untracked plans
•
• Unplanned commitments
• Unruly subcontractors
• Uncontrolled deliverables:
•
• Volatile requirements, fluctuating baselines
• Organization's help - few institutionalized management
processes
• Obsolete technical knowledge, inadequate training, no
opportunity to practice
• Scaling up - what are the forces affecting projects?
• • Explosive system and size growth
Bootstrap answers:
• Proven methods to implement state-of-the-art software
engineering practices
•
Adequate introduction of corresponding management
procedures
•
Comparisons:
•
• Distinct SPUs
•
• SPU vs. state of the industry

DEVELOPERS
Problems:
• Poorly stated specifications
• Volatile requirements
• Versioning and configuration problems:
•
• Inadequate, or lack of documentation
• Too low resources
• Overtime
• Compromised deliveries
Bootstrap answers:
• Clearly defined and commonly understood software
process
• Identification of the real needs and demands
• Feedback
• Discussion and action
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Softwar~ Reliability Engineered Testing
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Dr. John D. Musa is Technical Manager of Software Reliability Engineer~
ing at AT&T Bell Laboratories. He has varied and extensive experience as a
software developer and software development manager. He has been involved in
the field of software reliability engineering since 1973, developing two models,
originating the concept and application of the operational profile, and the integration of SRE into all phases of the software development cycle. Dr. Musa is an
international leader in software engineering and is a Fellow of the IEEE, cited
for "contributions to software engineering, particularly software reliability." He
was recognized in 1992 as the individual that year who had contributed the most
to testing technology.
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Software-Reliability-Engineered
Testing (SRET)
John D. Musa
J.musa@leee.org

Software-Rellablllty-Englneered
Testing (SRET)
What is SRET?

1.

• Testing that is designed and guided by reliability
objectives and expected relative usage and
criticality of different operations in the field

Crttlcaltty: Safety or value added by satisfactofy
execution; or risk to human life, added cost, or
reduced capablHty resulting from failure

• Can include feature, integration, load, regression
testing

-

• Difficult to
practice

use for unit testing at current state of

"1

SMl'K-a

Software-Rellablllty-Englneered
Testing (SRET)
2.

WhySRET?
• SRET is unique in helping system and
component testers ensure necessary reliability in
minimum delivery time and cost
• SRET increases tester productivity and reduces
test time
., • SRET improYeS customer satisfaction, reduces
risk of angry customers

• Standard, proven best practice

-

..

Software-Rellablllty-Englneered
Testing (SRET)
3.

Where U88 SRET?

• Every software-based product •
• Frequently used members of component libraries

4. When UM SRET7
• Entire life eyde, al releuee, with focus on
system teat {lncludN load and venflcatlon testing)

5. How use SRET?
• Goal of this course

.,

SRET - A Valuable Standard,
Proven Best Practice Based on
Software Reliability Engineering
SAE and hence SRET Is:
1. AT&T Best Cunent Practice since 5191 (based on
widespread practice, documented strong benefit/cost
ratio, probing review)

2. Widespread standard

'°

A. McGraw-HIii handbook
be published March
1996
B. AJM standard NlCe 1993

C. IEEE standards under development

"2

What Testing Is Needed?
1. Product plus:
A. Components of unknown reliability or high
reuse
B. Supersystems with high interactivity

2. One or both:
A. Development testl~: tnee to remove faults;
tracks failure intensity, taking correctiVe action
and guiding 'release, ~~ used for software
developed by your organization
B. Certification testing: no debugging {failures
resolved or faults removed); measures
reliability to accept or reject software; typically
used for acquired softwate

-

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Product Description
1. User comecta IO voice response system (mostly
between 7 and 9 AM each day) and enters planned
phone numbers for where he/she plans to be vs time.

2. Incoming calls from netwofk to user are forwarded as
per program. H no responae, they go to pager (If
user has one) and then voice mall.
FONE FOLI.OWER will use vendor-aupplled
operating system of unknown rellabilily whose

3.

operational profile can be readily determined.
4.

---7

FONE FOLLOWER does not Interact extensively
with other systems.

.,

FONE FOLLOWER: Systems Tested,
Testing Types

1.

FONE FOLLOWER Product development testing

2. Operating system: certification testing

.,

SRET Process

Develop Operational Profilea

.____ Prq,arc Test Cases

System Test and
Accepw,oeTest

.,

Define "Necessaa:y" Rellablllfy In
Partnership with System Engineers
• 1. Oetennlne operational modes
• 2. Define faBure with seventy clasaeS
• 3. Set failure lnten8tty objectives (FIOs) per operational
mode, per severity claaa

• Covered In more detail later

.,

Determine Operational Modes
1.

Operational mode: distinct pattern of system usage
and/or set of envirorvnental conditions needing
separate testing because:
A.

likely to stimulate different failures

B. rarely-oc:cuntng crttlc:al operations need more
testing

2. Cost and time for test preparation and execution
Increase with number of operational modes

D'*,e_,.._..,..- ~ SAE11+11

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Determine Operational Modes
We will select four operational modes:
MODE

1
2
3
4

CALLS

ENTRIES
TRAFFIC LEVEL

TRAFFIC LEVEL

Average
Average
Peak
Peak

Average
Peak
Average
Peak

Although Mode 4 occurs rarely, It Is considered twice as
critical as the others because of the larger number of users
affected by failure

'2

Define Failure with
Severity Classes
1. ConcepCa

• A. Failure and fault

• B. Severity clasaea
• 2. Requirements for definition

_

_,,,

______ _
.,

9MlK-1,

Failure and Fault

FAILURE

FAULT

Departure of system
behavior In execution

Defect In system that
causes lhe failure when

from ueer requirements

executed

User-oriented

Developer-oriented

.,

Severity Classes
1.

Severity class: set of failures with same degree of
impact on users

2. Classification criteria
A. Human life impact

3.

• 8.

Cost Impact (Including loss of present or
potential buslness)

• C.

Service impact

Classes widely separated (for "xample, order of
magnitude for cost)

Requirements for Definition

1. Define fallunt In project-specific. consistent fashion
per severity clasa
2. If user convnunity is dissatisfied with eome system
behaYlor In exec:ution, assign a failure, unles8 there
are predominating . . lssuel

FONE FOLLOWER lllustratlon:
· Severity Classes
Based on S'ervlce Impact
SEVERITY CLASS

NATURE OF FAILURE

1

Calls not forwarded

2

Calls forwarded, phone number
entry Inoperable

3

4

System administration more difficult
although possible through alternate
means; for example, can, add or delete
users from graphical user Interface
Function that is deferrable, such as
pn,venttve maintenance Inoperable

--.-----,_
8AEmt7

Set Fallure Intensity
Objectives (FIOs) - Concepts
1. Reliability: probability of failure-free execution for specified
mission time
ILLUSTRATION:
Reliability of 0.992 for 8 hr of execution time (time
processor(s) is/are actually executing program, In CPU hr)
2. Failure intensity: failures per unit execution time
ILLUSTRATION:
Failure intensity of 1 failure/1000 CPU hr

.,

Set FIOs - Concepts
Converting failure Intensity to reliability

3.

R • reliability

R = e,cp(->..-i) • e,cp((-0.001)8)

).. - falure intenelty
't - mlseion time
(in execution time)

• exp (-0.008) • 0.992

4.

Converting reliability to failure Intensity

). = -In R = -In (0.992)
't
8

=

o.ooe

= 0.001

_

8

_,. ______ _
.,

-'"""

Set FIOs - Procedure
For each operational mode and failure severity class:
• 1.

Set system FIOs in clock hr based on analysis of
specific user needs, existing system reliability and
user satisfaction, competitor capabilities. If this
information not available, use guidelines.

2.

Determine expected failure Intensities of hardware
and acquired software components in system per
clock hr

3.

Subtract to get developed software FIOs per clock hr

4. Convert developed software FIOs per dock hr to per
CPU hr by dividing by utilization

.,

System FIO Guidelines
TYPICAL
OBJECTIVE
(FAILURES/CLOCK HR)

TIME
BETWEEN
FAILURES

10- 9

114,000 years

10- 6

114 years

Around $100 cost

10-3
10-2

100 hr

Around $10 cost

10- 1

10 hr

Around $1 cost

1

FAILURE IMPACT

f

Hundreds deaths, more
than $1 o cost
One or two ~aths,
around $10 cost
Around $1000 cost

6 weeks

1 hr

SRET Process

.,

Develop Operational Profiles

• 1. Definition

• 2. Procedure

.,

What Is an Operation?
Complete task perfonned by system
FONE FOLLOWER illustrations:
Phone number entry

Connect call
Audit phone number data base

What Is an Operational Profile?
Set of operations and their probabilities of oocumtnce

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration (5000 operations/clock hr):
OPERATION

Connect call
Connect to voice mall

...

OPERJHR

PROB.

2000
1600

0.40
0.32

5000

-1

---

°""'*"~Develop Operational Profiles -

Procedure
For each operational mode, system testers and engineers
work closely with expected users to:

Identify initiators of operations

• 1.

• 2. Choose tabular or graphical representation
Crea1e operations *list* for each operation initiator;

• 3.

then consolidate

Develop Operational Profiles -

Procedure
• 4.

5.

Detennine occurrence rates

Determine

occurrence

probabllJties

by

ocx:urrence rates by total occurrence rates

dividing

Identify Initiators of Operations
1.

List user types (sets of ueere who are expected to
employ system In same way):

A. List expected cuetomer types, based on system
business cue, marketing data for related

systems

8 . Analyze customer types for expected user
types. consideftng job rolee
2. Ust external systema lhat might lnlliate operations In
system under study
3. System Itself (usualy lnltlatN a«hlnistratiYe and
maintenance functions such as aucils and backups)

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Identify Initiators of Operations
1. User types:
Subscriber
System Administrator

2.

External systems:
Telephone netwon(

3.

FONE FOLLOWER

--~~---

Choose Tabular or Graphical
Representation - Definitions

1.

Tabular representation: operation represented by
in table
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
OCCUR.
PROB.

Connect call
Connect to voice mail

0.40
0.32

-1

name

entered

Choose Tabular or Graphical
Representation - Definitions
2. Graphical representation: operation represented by
path through graph
A.

Node .. attribute of operation

B. Branch • attribute value with occurrence
probablUty (conditional on previous branches In
path)

Illustration: Graphical Representation
Telecommunications switching system
:

!
:

"DIALING
TYPE"
ATIRIBUTE

.

:

"CALL

!

ATTRIBUTE

! DESTINATION"

:
\
:

•••

...._

____

--

.' ______ ______ _______________ .,.__ ___ ____ -------- --- -----~'

Choose Tabular or Graphical
Representation
1. Tabular: if operations can be described by very small
number (typically one or two) of attributes (e.g.•
operations described by the one attribute "function•)
2.

Graphical: if operations are deecribed by multiple

attributes, so that it's easier to consider them
attribute by attribute

.,

Create Operations ·List•

Preferred infonnation source Is system requifements,
but aJeo uk systems englneera; check WOfk prot:111
now diagrams, draft Ul8f' rnanuala. prototypes, and
previous versiont of system; and hold diacuasions

1.

with expected users

2. Tabular representation: List operations dlredly
3.

Graphical repreaentatlon: lJ8t operations lnclrectly by
graphing attributes and attribute values

Determine Occurrence Rates
lnfonnatlon sources (in order of preference)

1.

A.

Use existing field data

B. Record field operations
C. Simulate ueoclated aystema that determine
arrtval ratee of eventa that Invoke different
operatlonl
D. Make estimates
2. Tabular representation: occurrence rates of
operations
3. Graphical representation: occurrence rates of
attribute values

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Use Tabular Representation and
Create Operations List
For all operational modes:
INITIATOR

OPERATIONS LIST

Subscriber

Phone number entry

System administrator

Add subscriber
Delete subscriber

Telephone networ1<

System controller

"--~--SR£,.....

Connect call
Page and connect call
Page and connect to voice mail
Connect to voice mail
Audit phone number data base

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:

Determine Occurrence Rates (per
clock hr) from Existing Field Data
OPERATION

OPERATIONAL MOOE
ENTRIES TRAFFIC:
AVER. AVER. PEAK PEAK
CALLS TRAFFIC: _ .AVER. _ PEAK _ AVER. _ PEAK

I

I

I

I

Phone number entry
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Connect call
Page and connect can
Page and connect to voice mail
Connect to voice man
Audit phone number data base

200
50
50
2000
500
500
1600
100

200
0
0
4400
1200
1200
300
0

1800
0
0
1800
600
600
1200
O

1800
O
O
4800
1200
1200
3000
O

Total

5000

10000

6000

12000

I

--~--SRETM-37

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Determine Occurrence Probabilities
OPERATIONAL MOOE

OPERATION

ENTRIES TRAFFIC:
CALLS TRAFFIC:

Phone number entry
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Connect call
Page and connect call
Page and connect to voice mail
Connect to voice mail
Audit phone number data base

I AVER. I AVER. I PEAK I PEAK I
AVER.

PEAK

AVER.

PEAK

0.04
0.01
0.01
0.40
0.10
0.10

0.02
0
0

0.30
0
0
0.30
0.10
0.10

0.15
0
0
0.40
0.10
0.10

0.32

0.30

0.02

0

0.20
0

0

0.12
0.12

1.0

1.0

--~--Illustration: Graphical
Representation - Create Operations
"Last" Indirectly by Attribute Values
For all operational modes:
DIALING TYPE
ATTRIBUTE

CALL DESTINATION
ATIRIBUTE

Standard

External

Abbreviated

Internal

Illustration: Graphical Representation
- Determine Occurrence Rates from
Existing Field Data (per clock hr)

For prime hours operational mode:
.

1

"DIALING
TYPE"
A ITRI BUTE

"CALL
:
: DESTINATIOW

:

ATI'RIBUTE
External=

°""'*"'~---

.,

Illustration: Graphical Representation
- Determine Occurrence Probabilities
For prime hours operational mode:
"DIALING
TYPE"

:
"CALL
:
: DESTINATION" :

AITRIBUTE

:

ATTRIBUTE

.

...

~~---

~·

SRET Process

Develop Operaliona1 Profiles

Requirementa
and Architecture

Design and
Implementation

System Test and
Acceptance Test

.,

Prepare Test Cases
• 1.

Estimate number of runs to execute for each
operational mode

• 2. Oetennine number of different test cases needed
• 3. Specify test cases
• 4. Write cue and test
operational mode) scripts
• 5.

procedun,

(drives

Provide for recotdng operations executed

.,

Definitions
1. test case:

spec:ific instance of an operation,

independent of operational mode
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
between Miss G and Ms. B

2.

Connect fax call

run: . test case executing in an operational mode
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Connect fax call
between Mias G and Ma. 8 during the average
entries, peak calls operational mode

Estimate Number of Runs to
Execute for Each Operational Mode
1.

Detennine load testing period in dock hr, based on
duration and testing intensity planned

2.

Estimate expected relative time of operational modes
in field in dock hr

3.

Allocate load testing period to operational modes in
proportion to expected clock time running in field,
adjusting allocations to give critical operational
modes more time

4.

Compute number of runs for each operational mode,
based on period and expected traffic for operational
mode

-z

Estimate Number of Runs to
Execute - FONE FOLLOWER
Illustration - Development Testing
1. Schedule devolel two weeks of development testing
to load testing after feature testing has been
completed

2. We will plan 25 dock hr of load testing

3. Although clock time in field for mode 4 Is only about
1%, we have Increased the docation to 2% and
adjusted other allocations because mode • is critical

Estimate Number of Runs to
Execute - FONE FOLLOWER
Illustration - Development Testing
3. Allocate period and compute number of runs for each
operational mode in load testing:
TEST
PERIOD
(CLOCK HR)

OPERATIONS

MODE

CLOCK
TIME
(AELD)

1
2
5
4

7-4%
15%
9%
2%

18.5
3.75
2.25
0.5

5000

PER
CLOCK HR
10000
6000
12000

RUNS
92500
37500
13500
6000
149500

.
Determine Number of
Different Test Cases Needed

Number of different test cases = aum of runs of all
operational modes
FONE FOUOWER Illustration:
Test cases needed = 149500

Specify Test Cases
For each operational mode, specify each test cue by
selecting:

1. Operation wi1h probability equal to oocurrenoe
probability of operational profile for that operational
mode

FONE FOLLOWER IUustration: In average entries,
· ~ calll operational mode, the connect cal
operatiOn is choeen with probabllity 0.40.
• 2. Run within operation baaed on unlfonn l8lection
among all runs, possibly wilh guaranteed CCMtrage
for certain domains
3. Random selection not essential but helps avoid
unconscious bias
4. Automate selection wherever possible

SRET Process

Develop Opcraaiona1 Profila

SySICID Test and
Acceptance Test

Requirements
and Archirecture

..

SAETH-IIO

Execute Tests
1.

Execute feature tests and then test each operational
mode

2.

Don't repeat a run because repetition provides no
new infonnation and is hence inefficient. Exceptions:
A.

Gathering

more

Information

on

failure

conditions
B.

Vertfying fault removal

C. Checking for faults spawned by fault removal
(regression testing)
3.

lmpl~ Mmt
used in field

dita baH Qloanup procedure as

Execute Tests

4.

Use test management system to help you set up,
execute, and dean up test procedu1'9S, wtlh capture
of Input and output

5.

Identify failurN promplly

• 6.

Oetennlne fallunt characteristics

.
Determine Failure Characteristics
1.

Preferalexecution times of failures (ILLUSTRATION: 3.1279
CPU hr but can be failures In execution time period
(ILLUST TION: 7 failures/CPU hr).
A. Record elapsed execution time at intervals during execution
B. Execution time approximations:
1. Elapsed clock lime (constant utllization)
2. Elapsed clock time weighted by utilization (e.g., number
of users)
3. Natural units (constant average in8tructions executed):
runs, transactions (e.g.,
reservations, updates).
telephone calla, copies
C. Ensure actual failure times (not report completion times)

2. Failure severity class - may require manual recording

-T_..,...,,

SRET Process

Develop Operatiooa1 Profiles

Prepare Teat Cues

Rc:quiremenlS
and Architecture

I

Design and
lmplementalion

I

SySICm Test and
~ Test

.,

Interpret Failure Data

1. Development Testing

2. Certification T8111ng

.,

Interpret Failure Data Development Testing
For each operational mode (including feature test):
* 1.

Estimate

total and

per severity class failure
compare
with

intensities
periodically
and
corresponding objectives to:

A. Identify •at risk" echedulel or reliabilities
B. Gutde release to beta test, general aval1ablltty
(usually baled on all severity classes for al
systems and operational modes associated
with product)

.,

Interpret Failure Data Development Testing
• 2.

OisplaY. and analyze trend behavior of total failure
intensity,
detennining
causes
of
significant
discontinuities and recommending appropriate
action:

A.

System evolution: control or compensate for
evolution

B.

Nonstationary test selection probability

.,

Estimate Total and Per Severity
Class Failure Intensities ·
Execute an SRE estimation program such as CASRE (4)
for total and per severity class failures
1.

Input failure times or faHures In period, failure
Intensity objective

• 2.

Set lnllial model choice (same for total and per
severity class executions)

3.

For IOlal failures, activate cumulative failures
experienced w execution time plot and failure
Intensity plot

-----r-.

.

~

Estimate Total and Per Severity
Class Fallure Intensities
• 4.

Check model fit for total failures, change model if
indicated

• 5.

Read present failure intensity (with confidence limits)
from tabular output for total failures and per severity
class

A.

If failure sample sizes per severity class are
small and proportion of failures in a class is
stable over time, estimate class failure intensity
by multiplying total failure intensity by

proportion.

Prepare Program Inputs:
Choose Initial Model
1.

2.

If system evolves with
substantial program size
changes, spread throughout,
use
exponential
model.

Number

of

Failures

·································· ··

If not (1) but If experience
from
similar
system
available, use model found

best there.
3.

If neither ( 1) nor (2), use
logarithmic model (default).

Execution time

.,

Check Model Flt,
Change Model If Indicated
Failures

Logarithmic

Execution time

.,

Read Present Failure Intensity
FAILURE INTENSITY OBJECTIVE (FAILURES/1000 CPU HR): 25
95%CONF.
LIMITLOWER

MOST
LIKELY

95%CONF.
LIMITUPPER

1600

2000

2500

PRESENT FAIL INT.

95% confidence limits represent the two extremes of the
range in which 95% of the true values occur

Display and Analyze Trend Behavior
of Total Failure Intensity
10000
5000

1000
Failure
intensity 500
(failures/
1000 hr) 100

Most Likely

50 ................. ............ ................ .... FIO

1 0 ~ - ~Aug

- ~ - ~~ - Sept

Oct

Nov

Interpret Failure Data Certification Testing
1.

Establlah acceptable dilcrlmination ratio and risk levels (usually

same for all operational modes and severity dasses)
RECOMMENDED
DEFAULT

A. Di8crimination ratio (factor of error

2

In estimating failure lntenalty)
B. Consumer risk (risk of falaety saying

objecliYe la met or that system is
good when It Is bad)
C. Producer risk (risk of falsely saying
objective is not met or that system
Is bad when It la good)

0.1
0.1

.
Interpret Failure Data Certification Testing

2. Normalize each failure time by multiplying by failure
intensity objective for operational mode and severity

class.

3. Using separate reliability demonstration chart for
each operational mode, plot normalized failure times,
identifying severity classes.

.
Reliability Demonstration Chart
Failure 16
number14

2

Discrimination ratio
Consumer risk
Producer risk

12
10

8

0 .1
0 .1

(For charts at other discrimination ratios and risk levels, see

6

[5D

4

2
0

0

8
2
6
4
Normalized failure time

10

.

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Certification Testing
1.

The failure intensity objective for 88Yerity class 1
failures for all 4 operational modes tor lhe operating
system Is 10 falhna/1000 CPU hr. No F10s are set
for other severity dassel.

2.

Integrate the operating system with the application,
implementing a separate system clock for it.

3.

Execute the system for each operational mode

4. For each operational mode, record severity class 1
failure times for the operating system and plot on
reliability demonstration chart
5. Certify acceptance If and when •accepr occurs for all
operational modes.

.
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Reliability Demonstration Chart Mode1
Failure 16
number14

FAILURE NORMALIZE
TIME
FAILURE
NO. (CPU HR)
TIME

FAIL

12

Reject

1
2
3

10
8
6

75
125
500

0.75

1.25
5

Failure intensity objective:
0.01 failures/CPU hr

4
2

o~---~~-~
0

2

4

6

8

10

Normalized failure time (CPU hr)

.,

Conclusions

1.

SRET is unique In providing you with a standard
proven way to engineer and manage your testing so
you can be confident In the reliability of the
software-based system you deliver as you deliver it
In minimum time with maximum efficiency

2. SRET is a vital skill for being competitive

,

To Explore Further
1. Musa, lannino, Okumo&o; Sotlware Reliability:
Measurement, Prediction, Appl/cation, McGraw-HO!,
1987.
Musa, J. 0., "Softwant Reliability Enaineenng: Dulce
Dlst/ngulsh«J LBCfure &mes Video, University Video
Communicallona, 415-813-0508
3. Musa, J. 0., "Operational Profiles in Software
Reliability Engineenng•, IEEE Soltwate, March,
1993.
4. Lyu, M. _(Editor), Software Rellabllty Ena/nSBrlng
Handboolc, McGraw-HU, IO be published Mar. 1996
(includes diskette of CASRE program~.
5. Musa, J. 0., Software-Reliability-Eng Testing,
book in preparation.
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Software Quality Evaluation and Certification

Mr. Hans-Ludwig .Hausen
GMD Gesellschaft fur Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung mbH

Hans-Ludwig Hausen holds degrees in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from the Technical University of Berlin and is currently a Senior
Researcher at GMD German National Research Center for Information Technology. In the las 15 years he was employed as manager, consultant and lecturer on
CASE, Quality Engineering, Software Process Programming, and on Conformance Testing in national and international projects. Based on that experience he
has written more than 50 publications on software engineering environments,
software quality and productivity, and on process engineering. He is a contributer to intema~ional standardization bodies, including ISO and IEEE, and an
expert advisor to national and European government. Details of current work
are to be found on www.scope.gmd.de.
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Tel: +49-2241-14-3224;
home: +49-2251-51-998
Fax: +49-2241-14-3043; +49-2241-14-3006/2618
WWW: http://www.scope.gmd.de

The early days
© I 996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

THE ENTIRE POPULATION PROGRAMS
In the early days of the telephone, they were employing many
young women to act as telephone operators. Someone
calculated that, at then current growth rates, the number of
operators required would quickly reach the entire population.
The solution, of course, was to make the entire population
become operators. Every time you dial a telephone, you are
acting as your own operator.
Ultimately, I don't know if we can do this with software, which
is substantially more complex than the user-interface for the
telephone.
Of course, we can try to generate application programmers as
much as possible.

Are Today's
Software Engineering Problems Being Solved?
e, 1996 Hans-1.uctwle H,rnsen

'MoD wastes 38 Million GB£ on Military Satellite Tracking System',
Daily Express Report (21/10/94 )

WHY?- 'The specification did not reflect the true scope of the work that was
needed'
'System Disasters can be Avoided',

Computer Weekly Report (1218194)

HOW?- 'Study showed that 44.1% of all system faults occurred in the
specification stage'
'UK Companies spend over 1 Billion GBP per year on Software
Inappropriate to their Needs', Computing Report ( 16/11195)

WHY?- 'Study claimed that systems do not perform as intended'

Basic Evaluation Concept
Q I 996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Conditions - Constraints - Control
quality requirements
regulations
laws

Evaluation
Objects
product
process
project

Evaluation
Process

Evaluation
Products

planning
conducti ng
controlling
reporting

process report
metrication report
assessment report

Resources & Support
evaluation method
product and process metrics
assessment criteria and procedure
instrumentation and environment conditions

ISO 9000 is a set of standards which provides detailed generic models of quality assurance. Companies can
go through a certification process which compares the system against the standard. When challenged by
ISO requirements, all employees may be involved to optimize and document the processes they use to
deliver quality. It gives us a framework for quality management. The series of standards was first
published in 1987.

Essentially, ISO 9000 requires us to document what we do -- and do it.
ISO9000:
• Internationally accepted standard
• Total company involvement, especially by management
• Application and documentation of common sense
• "Springboard" for managing more effectively
• A registration technique establishes compliance and involves an assessment by an outside organization
• Continuous improvement and compliance checked every 6 months. Re-registered every 3 years.
• Should result in smoother development, reduction of time & cost to market, & better communications between projects and
departments.
• ISO 9000 and SEI Capability Model arc complementary.

ISO 9000 defines the requirements for good business practices.

ISO 900x Registration Process
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

•
•
•
•

Formalities
Review of Quality Manual (desk audit)
Initial visit (Pre-assessment audit)
Corrective action and follow-up

'

• THE FULL AUDIT
• Certificate issuance
• Periodic audits to maintain registration (every 6 months)
• Renewal audit (every 3 years)
It is a quality systems registration, not a product certification.
ISO audit is a pass/fail approach.
• bi-annual audit requires constant attention to quality
• SEI CMM gives a complementary road map for improvement.

Approach is to audit compliance to the declared process rather than assess the quality of the
process.
~

I

ISO 9000 Conspectus
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

1) Management Responsibility
a) The quality policy shall be defined, documented, understood, implemented and maintained.
b) Responsibilities and authorities for all personnel specifying, achieving, and monitoring quality
shall be defined. In-house verification resources shall be defined trained, and funded. A
designated (executive) management representative sees that the ISO 9001 program is
implemented and maintained.
c) Quality program shall be periodically reviewed to ensure its suitability and effectiveness.
2) Quality System
a) Procedures shall be prepared and implemented.
b) The structure of the documentation covering the quality system shall be in a quality manual.
c) Quality planning shall be defined and documented.
3) Contract Review
a) Incoming contracts (and purchase orders) shall be reviewed to see whether the requirements are
adequately defined, agree with the bid, and can be implemented.

ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 1)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

4) Design Control
a) The design project shall be planned.
b) Organizational and technical interfaces shall be defined.
c) Design input parameters shall be defined.
d) Design review shall be planned and conducted. Records of reviews shall be maintained.
e) Design output, including crucial product characteristics, shall be documented.
f) Design output shall be verified to meet input requirements.
g) Design validation shall be performed.
h) Design changes shall be controlled.
5) Document and Data Control
a) Generation of documents and data shall be controlled.
b) Distribution of documents and shall be controlled.
c) Changes to documents shall be controlled.

ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 2)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

6) Purchasing
a) Potential subcontractors and subsuppliers shall be evaluated for their ability to provide stated
requirements.
b) Requirements shall be clearly defined in contracting data.
c) Effectiveness of the subcontractor's quality assurance system shall be assessed.
d) Documented procedures shall be established and maintained.
7) Control of Customer Supplied Product
a) Any customer-supplied material or products shall be protected against loss or damage.
8) Product Identification and Traceability
a) The product shall be identified and traceable by item, batch or lot during all stages of
production, delivery and installation.
9) Process Control
a) Production, installation and servicing processes shall be defined and planned.
b) Production shall be carried out under controlled conditions: documented instructions, in-process
controls, approval of processes and equipment, and criteria for workmanship.
c) Special processes, which cannot be verified after the fact, shall be monitored and controlled
throughout the processes .

ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 3)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

10) Inspection and Testing
a) Incoming materials shall be inspected or verified before use.
b) In-process inspection and testing shall be performed.
c) Final inspection and testing shall be performed prior to release of finished product.
d) Records of inspection and test shall be kept.
l l)Control of Inspection, Measuring, and Test Equipment
a) Equipment used to demonstrate conformance shall be controlled, calibrated, and maintained.
- identify measurements to be made
- identify affected instruments
- calibrate instruments (procedures, status indicators)
- periodically check calibration
- assess measurement validity if found out of calibration
- control environmental conditions in metrology lab
b) Measurement uncertainty and equipment capability shall be known.
c) Where test hardware or software is used, they shall be checked before use and rechecked during
use.

ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 4)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

12) Inspection and Test Status
a) Status of inspections and tests shall be maintained for items as they progress through various
processing steps .
b) Records shall show who released conforming product.
13) Control of Nonconforming Product
a) Nonconforming products shall be controlled to prevent inadvertent use or installation.
Documented procedures are required.
b) Review and disposition of nonconforming product shall be accomplished in a formal manner.
14) Corrective and Preventive Action
a) Problem causes shall be identified.
b) Specific problems and their causes shall be corrected.
c) Procedures for preventative action be established and maintained.
d) Effectiveness of corrective and preventive actions shall be assessed.

ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 5)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

15) Handling, Storage, Packaging, Preservation and Delivery
a) Procedures for handling, storage, packaging, preservation and delivery shall be developed and
maintained.
b) Handling controls shall prevent damage and deterioration.
c) Secure storage shall be provided . Product in stock shall be checked for deterioration.
d) Packing, preservation, and marking processes shall be controlled.
e) Quality of the product after final inspection shall be maintained. This may include delivery
controls.
16) Control of Quality Records (electronic records are acceptable)
a) Quality records shall be identified, collected, indexed, accessed filed, stored, maintained, and
dispositioned.
17) Internal Quality Audits
a) Audits shall be planned and performed. Documented procedures shall be established and
maintained.
b) Results of audits shall be communicated to management.
c) Any deficiencies found shall be corrected.

18) Training
a) Training needs shall be identified and documented.
b) Training shall be provided.
c) Selected tasks may require qualified individuals.
d) Records of training shall be maintained.
19) Servicing
a) Servicing activities shall be performed to written procedures .
b) Servicing activities shall meet requirements.
20) Statistical Techniques
a) Statistical techniques shall be identified and documented.
b) Statistical techniques shall be used to verify acceptability of process capability and product
characteristics.

ISO 9000-3 Conspectus
Subject: Status of ISO/CD 9000-3
e

The first draft of a revision of ISO 9000-3 was available for
limited public review in mid-1995. It was issued as a
Committee Draft (CD) for ballot, dated 14 June/95 with a
ballot closing date of 29 September, 1995, and distributed
under document reference number ISO/TC176/SC2/N273. 27
members voted positively and 7 voted negatively, with 97 pages
of comments being submitted against this CD .
· The time and place of the next TC176/SC2 meeting has been set
for London , 24-26 June, 1996, where the discussion will focus
on the comments submitted against the second CD . Advancement
to the Draft International Standard (DIS) stage is planned ,
upon conclusion of that meeting, with the publication of the
next edition of ISO 9000-3 expected to be late 1997/early 1998.

I 996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
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ISO 9000-3 Conspectus (cont 1)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

ISO/CD 9000-3.2 Table of Contents
1 Scope and field of application
2 Normative references
3 Definitions
4 Quality system - Framework
4.1 Management responsibility
4.1.1 Quality policy
4.1.2 Organisation
4.1.3 Management review
4.2 Quality system
4.2.1 General
4.2.2 Quality system procedures
4.2.3 Quality planning
4.3 Internal quality audits
4.4 Corrective and preventive action
4.4.1 General
4.4.2 Corrective action
4.4.3 Preventive action

9001, 4.1.1
9001, 4.1.2
9001, 4.1.3+
9001,
9001,
9001,
9001,

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.17

9001, 4.14.1
9001 , 4.14.2
9001 , 4.14.3

ISO 9000-3 Conspectus (cont 2)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

5 Quality system - Software life cycle processes
5.1 General
5.2 Contract review
5.2.1 General
5.2.2 Review
5.2.3 Customer's responsibilities
under the contract
5.2.4 Amendment to a contract
5.2.5 Records
5.3 Requirements specification
5.3.1 General
5.3.2 Requirements specification content
5.4 Development planning
5.4.1 General
5.4.2 Development plan content
5.5 Quality planning in development projects
5.5.1 General
5.5.2 Quality plan content

9001, 4.3.1 +
9001, 4.3.2+

9001, 4.3.3
9001, 4.3.4

ISO 9000-3 Conspectus (cont 3)
© 1996 Hans-Lud wig Hausen

5.6 Design and implementation
5.6.1 General
5.6.2 Organisational and technical
interfaces
5.6.3 Design activities
5.6.4 Design output
5.6.5 Design changes
5.7 Review, verification and validation
5.7.1 General
5.7.2 Reviews
5.7.3 Verification
5.7.4 Validation
5.8 Tests
5.8.1 General
5.8.2 Test planning
5.8.3 Test environment
5.8.4 Test execution

9001, 4.4.3+
9001, 4.4.5+
9001, 4.4.9

ISO 9000-3 Conspectus (cont 4)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

5.9 Acceptance
5.9.1 General
5.9.2 Acceptance test activities
5.1 O Inspection and test status
5.11 Replication, release , delivery and installation
5.11 .1 General
5.11 .2 Replication
5.11 .3 Release
5.11.4 Delivery
5.11.5 Installation
5.12 Maintenance
5.12.1 General
5.12.2 Maintenance plan
5.12.3 Support organisation
5.12.4 Maintenance records and reports

\

ISO 9000-3 Conspectus

(cont 5)

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

6 Quality system - Supporting activities (not phase dependent)
6.1 Configuration management
6.1 .1 General
6.1.2 Configuration management plan
6.1.3 Configuration identification
6.1.4 Configuration control
6.1 .5 Storage and library
6.1 .6 Configuration audit
6.1.7 Control of nonconformities
6.2 Document and data control
6.2.1 General
6.2.2 Types of documents and data
6.2.3 Document and data approval and issue
6.2.4 Document and data changes
6.3 Quality records
6.3.1 Control of quality records
6.3.2 Considerations for software quality records

9001, 4.5.2+
9001, 4.5.3
9001, 4.16

ISO 9000-3 Conspectus

(cont 6)

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

6.4 Measurement
6.4.1 General
6.4.2 Product measurement
6.4.3 Process measurement
6.5 Rules, practices and conventions
6.6 Tools and techniques
6.7 Purchasing
6.7.1 General
6.7.2 Evaluation of subcontractors
6.7.3 Purchasing data
6.7.4 Verification of purchased product
6.8 Control of customer-supplied product
6.9 Control of acquired and included
software product
6.10 Training

'

9001,
9001,
9001,
9001,
9001,

4.6.1 +
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4+
4.7+

9001, 4.18+~

Notes: - "9001 , 4.xx" indicates that the identified ISO
9001 :1994 clause has been copied exactly.
- "9001, 4 .xx+" indicates the identified ISO
9001 :1994 clause has been copied exactly, plus
~ggj\jQnill 9Yifililnv~ 1~Xl h?~ been added.
- no "9001" entry means that no ISO 9001 text has
been included .

Cause of Noncompliances

I

Lloyds Register published a survey a couple of years ago which concluded with 4.5 as being the major cause of
noncompliances .
A rough analysis of about 30 internal and external audits of the customer services component of a large UK company gave
the following breakdown of non-compliances or observations against clauses:
Clause 1SO9000

.16
.14
.05
.15

.11
.04
.09
.01
.18
.13
.03
.08
.20
.19
.02
.12

frequency

Control of Quality Records
Corrective and Preventative Action
Document and Data Control
Handling, Storage, Packaging, Preservation and Delivery
Control of Inspection, Measuring and Test Equipment
Design Control
Process Control
Management Responsibility
Training
Control of Nonconforming Products
Contract Review
Product Identification and Traceability
Statistical Techniques
Servicing
Quality System
Inspection and Test Status

1111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111
111111111111111
11111111111111
111111111111
11111111111
111111111
11111
1111
1111

Ill
II
II
II
I

An auditor will look for:
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

• • Conformance to specifications
• • Fitness for purpose
An ISO auditor is "looking for evidence of compliance." It is assumed you are following
your process, unless the auditor finds otherwise.
( You are assumed to be
innocent, even if it feels otherwise! )
They will ask things like:
• Do you have a quality policy?
• Can you paraphrase it for me?
• What do you do ?
• How do you do it?
• How do you know its right?
• Do you always do it like that?
• What is the procedure in that case?
• Show me or make it otherwise evident ! ! !

What an auditor looks for: Management Commitment
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

• Evidence of Management Commitment
• A vision of the future
• Formation of problem-solving teams
• Dismantling of barriers between departments
• Perceptive listening to suggestions
• Prompt implementation of solutions
• Commitment of resources to quality improvement
• Back up "words" with action
• ISO 9001 Management Style

• A formal organization
• Provisions for planning
• Procedures for key activities
• Quality records
• System review and corrections

ISO Quality Steering Committee might include:
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Software / Hardware Engineering
Commercialization & Marketing
Software Support & Training
Contract Administration
Accounting
Computing Services
Sales
Personnel
others?

Chrysler, Ford, and GM have jointly released QS-9000
e 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Chrysler, Ford, and GM have jointly released a single supplier quality standard,
QUALITY SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

or

QS-9000.

Designed for production and service parts suppliers. It replaces
• Chrysler's SUPPLIER QUALITY ASSURANCE,
• Ford's QIOl, and
• GM's TARGETS FOR EXCELLENCE/ GENERAL QUALITY STANDARD.
The new manual is also being adopted by five truck OEM's:
Volvo, Navistar, Paccar, Mack, and Freightliner.

QS-9000 is divided into three sections:
• ISO-9000-based requirements;
• Sector-specific requirements; and
• Customer specific requirements.
For more info contact the Automotive Industry Action Group

@

(810) 799-4228

Bull

ISO 9000 Experience presented at the4/21 Boston SPIN Mtg.
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

John Woish (Director of QA and Process Development for Bull)

1. Senior Management needs to be fully committed to this effort.
2. Management views the methodology and quality as significantly more successful than
the individual contributors do.
3. You need to converge on a high level Software Process.
4. Quality planning is necessary: defines product quality goals and the process to achieve
them.
5. Do plenty of internal audits and pre-audits. Get ready.
Related issues:
getting management and the employees involved,
going at the pace everyone can absorb,
the kinds of training,
running 1SO9000 introduction as a project, etc.
All the kinds of things one generally hears about TQM or BPR or registration activities.
John Woish seemed to think that management was the one to :,et up the

process and analyze it.

Xylogics ISO 9000 Experience presented at the 4/21 Boston SPIN Mtg.
0 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

John Sax (Director of Corporate Quality at Xylogics, a small company which makes network servers).
He didn't speak much about their IS09000 registration effort, because they were already registered when he got there.
He did say that he was not pleased with the way they did things, and started to look at processes.

1. Xylogics revised almost the whole process, and set out to develop a concurrent engineering model instead
of the waterfall model.
2. Xylogics developed guidelines for technical reviews, software testing, coding.
3. Lots of internal training: process overview, how to hold a review, testing procedures.
4. Xylogics keeps metrics on schedule, bugs, customer incidents arid analyze them to find problems.
John Sax explained: Although ISO9000 is useful, it does not demand that quality is built into products. One must demand
quality from the employees, and work with them to achieve it.

DEC R&D in Westboro. ISO 9000 Experience presented at the 4/21

Boston SPIN Mtg.
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Nancy Araway (Program Manager for DEC R&D in Westboro)

DEC R&D in Westboro had
1. many teams, each working on their interfaces, so that the interfaces could get
documented.
2. no documentation when they started, and had to get rid of the team fmgerpointing and
fault-blaming.
3. some internal audits, but they failed the audit the first time due to less than 6 months
history and and unclear project management process.
They passed the audit 3 months later.
Their focus was more on hardware than software.
The results of getting 1SO9000 registered are that there is consistency in the corporation, improved resource
utilization, and improved job satisfaction.

Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Model CMM

Overview
!::I 1996 Han,-1 .nrlwig Hausen

SEI's CMM:
• The CMM is a model attempting to define software developers' process
maturity.
• The overall goal of the CMM is to assist developers in attaining the goal
of an optimized system of control, utilizing the concepts of
TQM (Total Quality Management).
• The development system should essentially be a well defined,
DOCUMENTED set of processes, ultimately going through
continuous process improvement (CPI).
• The end result of such a system is the ability (and, indeed the
commitment to follow the defined system procedures) to produce
consistent results at the output of each process (in the form of products),
the characteristics and quality of which is measurable under statistical
process control.

Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Model CMM

Structure

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Maturity Level

Questions

Key Process Area (KPA)

Process Capability

Key Practice

Goals

Implementation or
Institutionalisation
Activities

Key Indicator

software Engmeenng Instltute Capa

1

ty Matunty Md
0 elCMM

Levels
@

Optimizing
(5)

Process change management
Technology innovation
Defect prevention

_J_

continuously
improving
process ~

Managed
(4)

-r-

l
predictable
process ~

Defined

Quality management
Process measurement and analysis

-

Peer reviews, Intergroup coordination
Software product engineering
Integrated software management
Training program
Process definition, Process focus

1

(3)
standard
consistent
process ~

--l

Repeatable
(2)

disciplined
process ~

Initial

-
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•

,..

Software configuration management
Software quality assurance
Software subcontract management
Software project tracking and oversight
Software project planning, Requirements management

r

???

(1)

Level 2: Repeatable: Goals
© 1996 Hans-Ludwi2 Hausen

Requirements Management
Goal I System requirements allocated to software are controlled to establish a baseline for software engineering and management use.
Goal 2 Software plans, products, and activities are kept consistent with the system requirements allocated to software.
Software Project Planning
Goal I Software estimates are documented for use in planning and tracking the software project.
Goal 2 Software project activities and commitments are planned and documented.
Goal 3 Affected groups and individuals agree to their commitments related to the software project.
Software Project Tracking and Oversight
Goal I Actual results and performances are tracked against the software plans.
Goal 2 Corrective actions are taken and managed to closure when actual results and performance deviate significantly from the software plans.
Goal 3 Changes to software commitments are agreed to by the affected groups and individuals.
Software Subcontract Management
Goal 1 The prime contractor selects qualified software subcontractors.
Goal 2 The prime contractor and the software subcontractor agree to their commitments to each other.
Goal 3 The prime contractor and the software subcontractor maintain ongoing communications.
Goal 4 The prime contractor tracks the software subcontractor's actual results and performance against its commitments.
Software Quality Assurance
Goal I Software quality assurance activities are planned.
Goal 2 Adherence of software products and activities to the applicable standards, procedures, and requirements is verified objectively.
Goal 3 Affected groups and individuals are informed of software qualityassurance activities and results.
Goal 4 Noncompliance issues that cannot be resolved within the software project are addressed by senior management.
Software Configuration Management
Goal 1 Software configuration management activities are planned.
Goal 2 Selected software work products are identified , controlled, and available.
Goal 3 Changes to identified software work products are controlled.
Goal 4 Affected groups and individuals are informed of the status and content of software baselines.'

Level 3: Defined: Goals
© 1996 Hans-Ludwi2 Hausen

Organization Process Focus
Goal 1 Software process development and improvement activities are coordinated across the organization.
Goal 2 The strengths and weaknesses of the software processes used are identified relative to a process standard.
Goal 3 Organization-level process development and improvement activities are planned.
Organization Process Definition
Goal 1 A standard software process for the organization is developed and maintained.
Goal 2 Information related to the use of the organization's standard software process by the software projects is collected, reviewed, and made
available.
Training Program
Goal 1 Training activities are planned.
Goal 2 Training for developing the skills and knowledge needed to perform software management and technical roles is provided.
Goal 3 Individuals in the software engineering group and software-related groups receive the training necessary to perform their roles .
Integrated Software Management
Goal 1 The project's defined software process is a tailored version of the organization's standard software process.
Goal 2 The project is planned and managed according to the project's defined software process.
Software Product Engineering
Goal 1 The software engineering tasks are defined, integrated, and consistently performed to produce the software.
Goal 2 Software work products are kept consistent with each other.
Intergroup Coordination
Goal 1 The customer's requirements are agreed to by all affected groups.
Goal 2 The commitments between the engineering groups are agreed to by the affected groups.
Goal 3 The engineering groups identify, track, and resolve intergroup issues.
Peer Reviews
Goal 1 Peer review activities are planned.
Goal 2 Defects in the software work products are identified and removed.

Level 4: Managed: Goals
t} 1996 Hans-Ludwii Hausen

Quantitative Process Management
Goal 1 The quantitative process management activities are planned.
Goal 2 The process performance of the project's defined software process is controlled
quantitatively.
Goal 3 The process capability of the organization's standard software process is known in
quantitative terms.
Software Quality Mana~ement
Goal 1 The project's software quality management activities are planned.
Goal 2 Measurable goals for software product quality and their priorities are defined.
Goal 3 Actual progress toward achieving the quality goals for the software products is quantified
and managed.

Defect Prevention
Goal 1 Defect prevention activities are planned.
Goal 2 Common causes of defects are sought out and identified.
Goal 3 Common causes of defects are prioritized and systematically eliminated.
Technolocr Change Management
Goal 1 Incorporation of technology changes are planned.
Goal 2 New technologies are evaluated to determine their effect on quality and productivity.
Goal 3 Appropriate new technologies are transferred into normal practice across the
organization.
Process Change Management
Goal 1 Continuous process improvement is planned.
Goal 2 Participation in the organization's software process improvement activities is organization
wide.
Goal 3 The organization's standard software process and the projects' defined software processes
are improved continuously.

CMMEvaInation Sh
C emel
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Maturity Level Determination
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BEGIN
Given 1987
Questionnaires of 101 (yes/no)
Given 1991
Questionnaires of 100+ (yes/no/does not apply/not applicable)

X= 1

determine % of YES responses
to
level (X +1) Questions
level (X+l) Key Questions

Is Yes-Rate of
All Questions >= 80 %
and
Is Yes-Rate of
Key Questions >= 90 %

QUALIFIED
at
Level X+l

?

THE END

Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Model CMM

Effort and Costs
© l 996 Hans-Ludwie Hausen

(a) timetable - how long from your typical rather poorly documented software process
with some Level 2 features) to certification?

(SE! Level I

o typicaHy 12 to 18 months (sometimes just under 9 months, in one case it took nearly 3 years). 1n the 9 month example, the

company was under some urgency to become registered. 1n the longer case, there was no urgency.
(b) timetable i.e. interim milestones (quality manual, initial assessment, etc.)?
Typical schedules have major milestones at 3 month intervals:
o Initial assessment to see where we are: + 3 months
o Quality Manual and procedures:

+ 6 months

o Begin internal auditing:

+ 6 months

o Pre-registration assessment:

+ 9 months

o Registration assessment:

+12 months

(c) effort i.e. manpower required duri ng this time?
o This is entirely dependent upon the size of the company, the number of different activies performed. and the length of the
project.
(Example: a project that took 12 months from the approval of the plan to register a company of 600 people that designed and
manufactured computer hardware and produced computer software to ISO 9001. It took approximately 15,000 person hours
to complete the task.)
result of evaluating a lot of different companies.
Note also that the results have normalized for both different languages (i.e. C
versus Cobal) and different problem domains (i.e. business versus real-time).
SE! Quality

Productivity

Cost

Cost

Development

Le,...-1 Defecu/KSLOC

SLOC/Hour

$ Millions

$/SLOC

Time

----- -----------1 9,0t
2
3
4

5

3.0
1.0
0.3
0.1

1.0

$33 M $66

40 Months

3.0
5.0
8.0
12.0

$ISM
$7 M
$3M
$1 M

32 Months
25 Months
19 Months
16 Months

$30
$14
$6
$2

The SEI CMM role with repect to ISO 9001
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

SEI addresses the software process exclusively; ISO addresses the entire
business.
• ISO 9000 and the SEI Capability Maturity Model are complementary for
software.
• SEI plays an important role in an ISO 9001 process.
• ISO 9000 requires that the process be repeatable (SEI Level 2).
• ISO 9000-3/fickIT is about SEI Level 2.5.
• SEI goes way beyond ISO in the software arena (5 levels).
• ISO is "looking for objective evidence of compliance" of a quality
management process throughout the business.
• SEI is a great way to improve the software process.
• ISO addresses a number of things that SEI does not.
• Prediction : SEI & ISO will merge, but not for a while.

The Trillium Model: Who and What
The Trillium Model describes a telecommunications

product development and support capability model
Trillium is used by Bell Canada to assess the product development and
support capability of prospective and existing suppliers of
telecommunications or information technology-based products. Trillium
can also be used as a reference benchmark in an internal capability
improvement program.
Trillium is the result of a partnering project between Bell Canada,
Northern Telecom and Bell-Northern Research.
The Trillium model is Copyright (c) 1994 Bell Canada, with perm1ss1on
given to reproduce the document in whole or in part as long as th
Copyright notice appears or proper credit is given.

I

Trillium incorporates the intent of:

I

• ISO 9001: 1994 International Standard,
• ISO 9000-3: 1991 Guideline,
• Bellcore TR-NWT-000179 Issue 2, June, 1993,
• Bellcore TA-NWT-001315 Issue 1, December, 1993,
• relevant parts of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award, 1995 Award Criteria,
• IEEE Software Engineering Standards Collection, 1993
Edition, and
• IEC Standard Publication 300: 1984

The Trillium scale spans levels 1 through 5

I

1. Unstructured: The development process is adhoc. Projects frequently cannot meet
quality or schedule targets. Success, while possible, is based on individuals rather than on
organizational infrastructure. (Risk - High)

2. Repeatable and Project Oriented: Individual project success is achieved through strong
project management planning and control, with emphasis on requirements management,
estimation techniques, and configuration management. (Risk - Medium)
3. Defined and Process Oriented: Processes are defined and utilized at the organizational
level, although project customization is still permitted. Processes are controlled and
improved . ISO 9001 requirements such as training and internal process auditing are
incorporated. (Risk - Low)
4. Managed and Integrated: Process instrumentation and analysis is used as a key
mechanism for process improvement. Process change management and defect prevention
programs are integrated into processes . CASE tools are integrated into processes. (Risk Lower)
5. Fully Integrated: Formal methodologies are extensively used . Organizational
repositories for development history and process are utilized and effective. (Ri sk - Lowest)

TRILJJUM Model
contains

contain
Processes
Functi ons
Te dmique.s
OOVf!/f

Adiw:ie.s:
• Implementation

eiem=~kation

Capability Areas
There are 8 Capability Areas within the Trillium model. Each Capability Area contains practices at multiple Trillium levels. For
example, Management spans levels 2 to 4 while Quality System spans levels 2 to 5. The span of each Capability Area is shown in the
following table.

I Contains practices
at level

Trillium capability area
2

Organizational Process Quality
Human Resource Development and Management
Process
Management
Quality

I 3

I 4

I 5

I_X_I_X_I_X_I_ _I
I_X_I_X_I_J(_I _ _I
I_X_I_X_I_X_I_X_I
1_x_1_x_1_x_1_ _1

I_X_I_X_I_X_I_X_I

System Development Practices

I_X_I_J(_I_J(_I_X_I

Development Environment

I_X_I_X_I_X_I_X_I

Customer Support

I_X_I_X_I_X_I_ _I

I

Capability Profile and Level

I

Capability Profile
A profile of the Capability Areas is an important measure of a software
development organization since it illustrates the relative areas of
strength and weakness. The following figure shows a sample profile. As
can be seen in this profile, organizations typically achieve some higher
level practice without having completed all the practices at the lower
levels (e.g. , DE, QS).
Capability Level
To achieve a Trillium level, an organization must satisfy a mm1mum of
90% of the criteria in each of the 8 Capability Areas ·at that level. Levels
3, 4 and 5 require the achievement of all lower Trillium levels (i.e.,
levels cannot be skipped) .

Example: Capability Area and Levell
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1
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Process Mgmt

Capability
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Areas
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Roadmapsl
Each Capability Area incorporates one or more roadmaps.
A roadmap is a set of related practices that focus on an
organizational area or need, or a specific element within the
product development process.
Each roadmap represents a significant capability for a software
development organization.
Within a given roadmap, the level of the practices 1s based on their
respective degree of maturity.
The most fundamental practices are at a lower level whereas the
most advanced ones are located at the higher level. An organization
matures through the roadmap levels.
Lower level practices must be implemented and sustained for
higher level practices to achieve maximum effectiveness.
The following table lists the roadmaps contained within each
capability area, as well as the distribution of practices by maturity
level and capability area.

Relationship to other Standards I
The following table provides a high level indication of the alignment of Trillium levels with key industry indicators and tbe standards which it
encapsulates.

- - ----------------------- - - Key Industry LEVEL 1

LEVEL2

LEVEL3

LEVEL4

LEVELS

Indi cators

--------------Process

Ad-hoc

Project based

Organization-wide

Standard s

None

IEEE(a),

SEI Level 3+,

SEI Level 2+

ISO 9001,

Bellcore

IEC 300c (system),

TR-NWT-

IEEE(b),

000179 (75%)

SEJ Level 4+,

SE! Level 5

Bellcore
TR-NWT-00179

Process

None

Deployed

Unstructured

Systematic

Improvement

------------------ - - - - - - - - -

-----------------------------------------------

(a)a. Stds. 730, 828, 830, 1016, 1028, 1058.1, 1063.
(b)b . Std. 1012.c. as applicable to the hardware component of a system

Example Achieving level 3 on the Trillium scale means

I

SEI Level 3,
ISO 9001 (and the associated ISO 9000-3 Guidelines for Software),
IEC 300 for system,
IEEE Standards 730, 828, 830, 1012, 1016, 1028, 1058.1, 1063,
Bellcore TR-NWT-000179,
the relevant parts of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award Criteria, and
additional Trillium practices not covered by these standards.

Meeting the requirements of a Trillium practice does not necessarily imply meeting all the requirements of the
corresponding referenced standards or documents.
Note: The IEEE Software Engineering Standards are mostly oriented towards work products, e.g., software design
description, project management plan. For the purpose of Trillium, these are used as guidelines only.

The set of practices m the Trillium model 1s built usmg the following algorithm:
I.Practices are taken from the SEI CMM Version 1. 1.
2.ISO 9001 and ISO 9000-3 clauses are mapped to this set of practices and where
possible, practices are modified to integrate these requirements .
3.All remaining ISO 9001 and ISO 9000-3 clauses (i .e ., which could not be mapped) are
added to the set of practices.
4.Bellcore standards clauses are mapped to the practices generated by steps 1, 2 &
Where possible practices are modified to integrate these requirements.
5 .All remaining Bellcore standards clauses (i.e. , which could not be mapped) are
added to the set of practices.
6 .The same process is repeated with relevant portions of the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award Criteria.
7 .Practices from IEC 300 are added.
8 .References to relevant IEEE standards are added.
9.Trillium specific practices are added to provide coverage of additional areas
important to the telecommunications industry. These are based on
professional benchmarks generated through the consensus of subject
matter
experts and validated in a pew review prn~vSS,

3.
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PROJECT

AN INITIATIVE OF
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC7/WG 10

ISO

International Organization for Standards

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

JTCl

Joint Technical Committee 1
»

SC7

responsible for Information Technology

Software Engineering

WG10 Working Group on Software Process Assessment

INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP REPORT- 19921

The Need and Requirements for
A Software Process Assessment Standard
• Principal Conclusions:
- International concensus on the need for an int'I standard
- Must be applicable to:
» Process Improvement
» Capability Determination
- Based on proven & best features of existing methods
- Concerned with all processes used for software and software
dependent systems
- Supported by developers of existing schemes
- Need for a rapid development route

SOFfWARE PROCESS ASSESSMENT
BENEFITS FOR DEVELOPERS

I

• The use of process assessment within an organisation should encourage:
- the culture of constant improvement and the establishment of the proper
mechanisms to support and maintain that culture.
- the engineering of processes to meet business requirements.
- the optimisation of resources.

• This will result in capable organisations that have:
- maximised their responsiveness to customer and market requirements.
- minimised the full life-cycle costs of their products.
- maximised end-user satisfaction.

• This translates into:
- lower development and support costs.
- shorter product cycle times.
- reliable project risk analysis and effort estimation.

SOFTWARE PROCESS ASSESSMENT
BENEFITS FOR PURCHASERS

I

• Its use in capability determination will:
- reduce uncertainties in selecting suppliers of software intensive systems by
enabling the risks associated with the contractor's capability to be identified
before contract award
- enable appropriate controls to be put in place for risk containment
- provide a quantified basis for choice in balancing estimated project cost against
the capability of competing suppliers.

• As process improvement becomes more widespread, purchasers
will see:
- overall cost savings passed on by contractors with improved processes
- reduced risks from more predictable outcomes to project costs and timescales
- more efficient selection of potential bidders with the right qualifications,
capability and experience
- reduced costs from the elimination of unsuitable bidders at an early stage.

An Introduction to the Documents: Overview

I

The SPICE Suite of documents provides a framework for the assessment of software processes. This
framework can be used by organizations involved in planning, managing, monitoring, controlling, and
improving the acquisition, supply, development, operation, evolution and support of software.
The SPICE Suite, now submitted to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 for ballotting as an International Standard, provides a
structured approach for the assessment of software processes for the following purposes:
•

by or on behalf of an organization to improve its own processes;

•

by or on behalf of an organization to determine its capability for a particular (class of) requirement;

•

by an acquirer to determine a supplier's capability for a particular (class of) requirement.

The framework for process assessment:
•

facilitates self-assessment;

•

takes account of the context of the process being assessed;

•

produces a process rating profile rather than a pass/fail result;

•

addresses the adequacy of practices relative to the process purpose;

•

is appropriate across all application domains and sizes of organization.

PROCESS VIEWS

Process

Process
Improvement

I

CAPABILITY DETERMINATION I
Selection
Criteria

Supplier
Proposal

What the
evidence says

What we
need...

What the

/

What is
offered...

risks are

How to control risk

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT!
Where the
world is ...

Where
we are

Norms for
Comparaison

Self
Assessment

Where we want to be

Business

Needs

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Q

KEY REQUIREMENTS
•
•

Capability Determination & Process Improvements
Flexibility: - applications, sectors, and size
- projects and organizations

•
•
•
•

Cultural Independence
Process, People & Technology
Outputs As Profiles
Supportive Of Existing Standards (ISO 9000)

I

Software Process Assessment Needs

I

The SPICE suite has been designed to satisfy the needs of acquirers, suppliers and
assessors, and their individual requirements from within a single source.
The benefits arising from the use of this suite of documents include:
For acquirers: an ability to determine the current and potential capability of a
supplier's software processes.
For suppliers:

an ability to determine the current and potential capability of their
own software processes;
an ability to define areas and priorities for software process
improvement;
a framework that defines a road map for software process
improvement.

For assessors: a framework that defines all aspects of conducting assessments.

PROJECT DELIVERABLES

Part 1

I

Part9

Concepts and Introductory Guide

Vocabulary

I

I

I

Part 7

Part8

Guide for use in
process improvement

Guide for use in
determining supplier
process capabiltty

I

I
Part6
Qualification and training
of assessors

I
Part3

Part4
Guide to conducting
assessment

Rating Processes

I
Part5
Construction, selection
and use of assessment
instruments and tools

I
Part2
A model for
l:lrocess management

new

I

Components of the SPICE Suite Part 1 &

21

1.Part 1 is an entry point into this International Standard. It describes how the
parts of the suite fit together, and provides guidance for their selection and
use. It explains the requirements contained within the Standard and their
applicability to the conduct of an assessment, to the construction and
selection of supporting tools, and to the construction of extended processes.
Extended processes are processes which include base practices additional to
those defined in the part 2 of the Standard, or which are entirely new
processes, for example to meet industry specific requirements.
2.Part 2 of this International Standard defines, at a high level, the
fundamental activities that are essential to software engineering, structured
according to increasing levels of process capability. These baseline practices
may be extended, through the generation of application or sector specific
practice guides, to take account of specific industry, sector or other
requirements.

Components of the SPICE Suite Part 3 & 4 &
3.Part 3 of this International Standard defines a framework for conducting an
assessment, and sets out the basis for rating, scoring and profiling process
capabilities.
4.Part 4 of this International Standard provides guidance on the conduct of
software process assessments. This guidance is generic enough to be
applicable across all organizations, and also for performing assessments
using a variety of different methods and techniques, and supported by a
range of tools.
5.Part 5 of this International Standard defines the framework elements
required to construct an instrument to assist an assessor in the performance
of an assessment. In addition, it provides guidance to acquirers or designers
on the selection and usability aspects of various types of assessment
instruments.

51

Components of SPICE Suite Part 6 & 7 & 8 &

91

6.Part 6 of this International Standard describes the competence, education,
training and experience of assessors that are relevant to conducting process
assessments. It describes mechanisms that may be used to demonstrate
competence and to validate education, training and experience.
7.Part 7 of this International Standard describes how to define the inputs to
and use the results of an assessment for the purposes of process
improvement. The guide includes examples of the application of process
improvement in a variety of situations.
8.Part 8 of this International Standard describes how to define the inputs to
and use the results of an assessment for the purpose of process capability
determination. It addresses process capability determination in both
straightforward situations and in more complex situations involving
constructed or future capability. The guidance on conducting process
capability determination is applicable either for use within an organization
to determine its own capability, or by a acquirer to determine the capability
of a (potential) supplier.
9.Part 9 is a consolidated vocabulary of all terms specifically defined for the
purposes of this International Standard.

Relation to Standards I
The SPICE suite is related in particular to the following components of the ISO 9000 series
• ISO 9001 - 1994, Model for Quality Assurance in Design, Development, Production, Installation and
Servicing;
• ISO 9000-3 - 1991, Quality Management and Quality Assurance Standards - Part 3: Guidelines for the
Application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply and maintenance of
software;
• ISO 9004-4 - 1993, Quality management and quality system elements - Part 4: Guidelines for
quality
improvement.
The SPICE suite, and particularly part 2, is strongly related to:
ISO DIS 12207-1 - 1994, Software Life Cycle Process.
Where software-based tools are developed or used to support assessments their conformance to the
requirements of part 5 of the suite may be evaluated following the requirements of:
ISO DIS 12119-1995, Software products - evaluation and test.
Criteria for the development and/or acquisition of software-based tools are based
on the characteristics defined in:
ISO/I EC 9126-1991, Software Quality Characteristics.

An assessment meeting the requirements of SPICE is one which:

I

• is conducted by an assessor, or a team containing an assessor, qualified as
described in part 6 of this International Standard;
uses an assessment process that at minimum meets the requirements specified in
part 3 of this International Standard;
• is based on a set of practices that at minimum include those defined in part 2 of
this International Standard for the processes assessed;
• uses an assessment instrument meeting the requirements of part 5 of this
International Standard;
• utilizes the process rating scheme defined in part 3 . of this International
Standard; and
• has objective evidence retained that demonstrates that the above conditions have
been met.
It is the responsibility of the assessment team, and specifically the qualified assessor, to
ensure that the requirements for conducting an assessment are met. The sponsor of the
assessment will normally be the party requiring that the assessment conforms
to the
requirements .

ASSESSMENT AND 1S09001 :
THE RELATIONSlllP
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SPICE

ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC7/WG10
(Software Process Improvement and Capability c!Etermination)

• The organisation and management of the project developing the suite of
standards for software process assessment is defined in WG10
document (WG1 0/N002R) entitled Modus Operandi.
• The standardisation project in its Preparatory Stage is being undertaken
by a development project named SPICE (Software Process Improvement
and Capability dEtermination). In addition to nominated experts from
standardisation bodies, other worldwide resources are available to the
SPICE project.
• SPICE Management Board
• SPICE Baseline Practices Guide
• SPICE Process Assessment Guide
• SPICE Process Improvement Guide
• SPICE Assessment Instrument
• SPICE Introductory Guide
• SPICE Process Capability Determination Guide
• SPICE Assessor Training and Qualification Guide

SPICE SCHEDULE
Preparation:
Modus Operandi
Quality Plan
Requirements Specification
Product Specification

92/06-93/02

Products Developed:
Introductory Guide
Process Assessment Guide
Assessment Instrument
Baseline Practices Guide
Process Improvement Guide
Process Capability Determination Guide
Assessor Training & Qualification Guide

93/04-94/09

Trial:

94/09-96/05

Awareness:

93/01 ~96/05

I

Level Of Contributionl
Core Team Member:
To be a core team member, an organisation commits in writing to a minimum of 20
staffdays/year of one or many resource(s). The resource must be allowed to attend all
SPICE meetings (4 international meetings per year) . The resource(s) must be allowed to
participate as a consultant to the trial.
Extended Core Team Member:
An organisation commits in writing to 10-20 staffdays/year of one or many resource(s).
The resource(s) must be allowed to participate in relevant conference calls.
Reviewer:
An organisation commits in writing to 10 staffdays/year of one/many resource(s) to
review the draft standards within the time-frame planned by the project.
Trial Participant:
An organisation agrees in writing to participate in a SPICE assessment (preparation,
training, etc.), and to provide standardized data for evaluation by the Project as a whole.
Sponsor:
An organisation willing to provide financial support to the SPICE team.

sficc

Software Engineering Institute, USA
AT&T Bell Labs, USA
Bellcore, USA
Bell Canada
Northern Telecom, Canada
British Telecom, UK
Defense Research Agency, UK
CCTA,UK
Digital, UK
Brameur, UK
Glasgow Caledonian Univ., UK
Oulu University, Finland

THE
PROJECT
MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS

I

ITDC, Finland
Etnoteam, Italy
Finsiel S.p.A., Italy
Technopolis Novus Ortus, Italy
Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche, Italy
CSELT, Italy
AFNOR, France
DGI, France
IBM, Australia
Griffith University, Australia
Fujitsu, Japan
NTT, Japan

ISO/IEC/JTCl/SC7/WG10 SPICE Contact Points
(Software Process Improvement and Capability c!Etermination)

USA
Dave Kitson
Software Engineering Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA15213-3890
USA
+412-268-7782 (tel)
+412-268-5758 (fax)
dhk@sei.cmu.edu
Canada
Jean-Normand Drouin
Bell SYGMA Telecom Solutions
700 La Gauchetiere W., rm 13El
Montreal (Quebec) H3B 4Ll
Canada
+514-870-0974 (tel)
+514-393-1391 (fax)
jndrouin@qc.bell.ca

I

Europe
Harry Barker
Defense Research Agency
St-Andrews Road
Malvern, Worcs WR14 3PS
United Kingdom
+44-68-489-6106 (tel)
+44-68-489-6246 (fax)
habarker@dra.hmg.gb
Asia Pacific
Terry Rout
Software Quality Institute
Griffith University
Queensland 4111
Australia
+61-7-875-5046 (tel)
+61-7-875-5207 (fax)
T.Rout@cit.gu.edu. au

Efficacy of Standards (N. Fenton, SMARTIE)I
Prof. Norman Fenton, CSR London, speaking in Manchester UK, at the 1993
NCC Information Technology Conference presented a paper entitled
"Are your software development standards effective?" and his conclusions
were
o Most current SE standards are not standards in the traditional
engineering sense
o Usefulness of standards has not been demonstrated
o Proper measurement based assessment of current standards is
generally difficult to impossible
o Some simple changes to standards writing can significantly
improve things
o SMARTIE case studies are revealing important quantitative
information but are not really assessing efficacy of standards

Some topics people often ask:

I

- what quality aspects (of the process and the product) are
measured and when are they measured (early on in the
development process or merely in the testing phase);
- what metrics are used to measure quality aspects (e.g. Lines
Of Code, number of Function Points, complexity);
- are the measurement results used for prediction of the quality
of the final product;
- are the measurement results used for process improvement;
- what methods for process assessment (and improvement) are
used (f .e. CMM, Bootstrap, AMI);
- are there certificates (f .e. ISO);

ISO 9000 Effort and Costs

We're not yet looking to become 1SO9000
certified yet but I did some looking into it
recently and found these very rough estimates:
o 0.5 personyear Senior Management time
o 0.5 personyear Internal Auditor's time.
o 2-3 personyears Engineering time.

ISO 9000 vs. CMM Effort and Costs
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Although there have not been many published ISO experiences there are a few SE! (Software Engineering Iastitute) Capability Maturity examples that we can
use. If we assume that an organization registered to IS09001 has characteristics to an organization at SEI level 2 with approximately half of the SE! level 3
key process areas under control, then we can do a rough comparison.
Bottom level 1 (very little of anything done):
2-4 years for level 2 plus 2-3 years for level 3
Total 4-7 years for level 3
ISO 9001 is approximately halfway between level 2 and 3
Mid-level 1 (basic planning and reviews done)
1-2 years for level 2 plus 2-3 years for level 3
Total 3-5 years for level 3
High-level 1 (process discipline, SQA done)

0.5-1.5 years for level 2 plus 2-3 years for level 3
Total 2-4.5 years for level 3
High-level 2 (processes defined are followed)
0.5-1 year for level 3

Total 0.5-1 year for level 3

If an organization does not have an active and working process improvement program in place, and there is a lack of tangible management support for such a
program, then it may take 3-4 years to achieve SE! level 2.

People-power required?
It is recommended that an organization has a Software Engineering Process Group staffed at 1-3% of the engineers being served and each engineer and
manager investing about 2-3 hours per weak in process improvement. In addition, engineers and managers should be receiving approximately 10 days
of training per year to learn the new skills required to become ISO compliant.

ISO 9000 Certification Effect Network Systems Corporation
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

We have been going through the registration effort for about a year with an ISO 9001 registration
assessment scheduled before the end 1993. Even though we are not yet registered, we have seen
improvements in product quality and cycle time reduction. For example, in the past 12 months we have
seen:
> 35 % reduction in development cycle time

> production yield improved from 56 % to 89 % on one of our products
> stress test yield improved from 67 % to 94 % on the same product
> system test yield improved from 80% to 90% on another product
> Cable assembly yield improved from 97% to 99.5%
> Option kits on-time delivery improved from 56% to 83%

While some of these improvements may not be "stunning" they are an example of what we have
accomplished just by getting our processes under control, documenting them, and consistently following
them. We haven't even begun to rigorously apply continuous improvement principles yet!
David S. Huyink, Director, Quality Systems, Network Systems Corporation, david.huyink@network.com

I

Product Evalaution and Certification
The Evaluator's Guide

Topics:
- Influencing Factors
- Method Development
- Guidance for Software Evaluation
- Information Flow and Activities within an Evaluation
- Interface to Legal Steps in the Evaluation
- Evaluation Report Structure

1S0/IEC JTCl SC7 WG6 on ISO 91261
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
1S0/IEC JTCI/SC7 has developed standards and guidelines for software engineering, which are instrumental to software quality improvement. ISO/IEC 9126 is the first standard in the
area of software evaluation and metrics.

PROJECT 07.13 01 · ISO 9126 ()991) WILL BE REVISED TO BECOME THE FOLLOWING MULTIPART STANDARD [Resolution 320)·
ISO/IEC
9126-1 Information Technology-- Software quality characteristics and metrics ---Part !:Quality characteristics and sub(including internal characteristics)
ISO/IEC

9126-2 Information Technology-- Software quality characteristics and metrics --- Part 2: External metrics

ISO/IEC

9126-3 Information Technology - Software quality characteristics and metrics -- Part 3: Internal metrics

characteristics

PROJECT0?.13.03.01 WILL PRODUCE THE FOLLOWING MULTI-PART STANDARD (Resolution 321\:
ISO/IEC CD 14598-1 Information technology-- Software product evaluation --Part 1: General guide (old CD 9126-2)
ISO/IEC

14598-2 Information technology -- Software product evaluation -- Part 2: Manager's guide

ISO/IEC

14598-3 Information technology -- Software product evaluation - Part 3: Developer's guide

ISO/IEC

14598-4 Information technology-- Software product evaluation -- Part 4: Buyer's guide

ISO/IEC CD 14598-5 Information technology-- Software product evaluation -- Part 5: Evaluator's guide (old CD 9126-6)
ISO/IEC

14598-6 Information technology -- Software product evaluation -- Part 6: Evaluation module

The General guide was originally planned as Part l of a series of guides to support ISO/IEC 9126. However, the general guide can also be used as an independent stand-alone guide for
evaluation of targets other than software.
Parts 2 and 6 are ge nerically applicable to all audiences . When an evaluation is to be done, planning is important. Part 2 gives guidance on how to develop a metrics plan and provides an
example of a typical plan. Pan 6 contains many indicators and metrics, which are not yet mature enough, but which are widely accepted. EvalualOrs are encouraged to select. use, assess
and refine these indicators and metrics to foster the growth of evaluation technologies and their standardization in the near future.
Pans 3, 4 and 5 are aimed at specific audiences, but, at the same time, each guide has strong generic features. The developer; 's guide is intended mainly for the use of developers during
software development. Therefore it focuses on the USC of those indicators which can predict end product quality by measuring intennediate products developed during the life-cycle.
The buyer' s guide is written assuming that buyers will use this guide when they evaluate software products for the purpose of selecting one for specific use. The buyer's guide introduces a
method of applying the set of quality characteristic;s defined by ISO/IEC 9216, but using subjective rating without using rigorous metrics.
The evaluator's guide applies to those who perform independent evaluation professionally, and who, in many cases, work for a third pany; organization. 1be evaluator' s guide takes a
quantitative approach to evaluation, making use of rigorous metrics. It also focuses on managerial and contractual issues relating to third pany evaluation.
For these reasons, any audience may use any guide, if he/she understands how to use these guides correctly. For example, a developer.may also use Part 4 and Pan 5.
Strongly related to these guides are other SC7 projects such as :
- Software Packages; Quality re.quirements and testing ;

-Bvi!luation aml Sele.lion of CI\SB 10111,
- Software Process Assessment."

ISO/IE Cl 4598 Information Technology - Software product evaluation
e 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

consists of the fo owmg parts

1 General guide This document is a guide to the ISO/IEC lxxxx series of documents which deal with software
product quality . It can be used by purchasers, users, producers and independent professional evaluators who wish
to evaluate the quality of software products.

2 Manager's guide Planning for software measurement is applicable to all audiences. When evaluations and
evaluations are to be done, planning is important. This part gives guidance on how to develop a plan for software
measurement and provides an example of a plan.

3 Developer's guide The Developer's guide is intended mainly for use during software development and
maintenance. It focuses on the use of those indicators that can predict end product quality by measuring
intermediate products developed during the life-cycle.

4 Buyer's guide The .Buyer's guide focuses on the evaluation of comparable software products for purchasers who
need to select one for specific use. The buyer's guide introduces a method of applying the set of quality
characteristics defined by ISO/IEC 9126-1.

5 Evaluator's guide The Evaluator's guide is intended for those who perform independent evaluation professionally.
Often they work for third party organisations. The Evaluator's guide describes a method of applying the set of
quality characteristics defined by ISO/IEC 9126-1. It also describes managerial and contractual issues relating to
third party evaluation.

6 Evaluation module guide This part provides guidance for developing, documenting and validating evaluation
modules. An evaluation module collects together quality characteristics, metrics and assessment techniques.

Influencing Factors: Roles within an Evaluation and Certification
0 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
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Evaluation Principles
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Repeatability: Repeated evaluation of the same product
to the same evaluation specification by the same
testing laboratory gives the same result.
Reproducibility: Repeated evaluation of the same
product to the same evaluation specification by
different testing laboratories gives the same result.
Impartiality: Evaluation is free from unfair bias
towards achieving any particular result.
Objectivity: The evaluation result is obtained with the
minimum of subjective judgement.

PERFUM

ISO 9126 Quality Characteristics
© 1996 Hans-Ludwi~ Hausen

~ortability A set of attributes that bear on the ability of software to be transferred from one environment to another
Subcharacteristics: adaptability, conformance, installability, replaceability = acir

E fficiency A set of attributes that bear on the relationship between the level of performance of the software and the amount of
resources used
Subcharacteristics: resource behaviour, time behaviour = rt

R eliability

A set of attributes that bear on the capability of software to maintain its level of performance under stated conditions for a
stated period of time
Subcharacteristics: fault tolerance, maturity, recoverability= fm

.E_unctionality

A set of attributes that bear on the existence of a set of functions and their specified properties. The functions are
those that satisfy stated or implied needs

Subcharacteristics: accurateness, compliance, interoperability, security, suitability= aciss

U sability A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed for use and on the individual assessment of such use by a stated or implied
set of users
Subcharacteristics: learnability, operability, understandability= lou

M aintainability

A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed to make specified modifications

Subcharacteristics: analyzability, changeability, stability, testability= acst

=> PERFUM-acirrtfmracisslouacst

Information needed for an Evaluation

evaluation = verification + validation + measurement + assessment

A Ten-Step Model
© 1996 Hans-Ludwie Hausen
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Information Flow and Activities within an Evaluatiom, 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
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EVALUATION LEVEL D
safety risks

no impact

economic risks

small loss

application domain

small office automaton, entertainment, household

techniques

inspection of important features, some program metrics

EVALUATION LEVEL C
safety risks

few people disabled

economic risks

company affected by loss

application domain

fire alarm, process control, financial systems

techniques

inspection, black box testing, selected program and specification metrics

EVALUATION LEVEL B
safety risks

some people killed

economic risks

company endangered by loss

application domain

fire alarm, process control, financial systems

techniques

inspection, black box testing, glass box testing, program and specification metrics

EVALUATION LEVEL A
safety risks

many people killed

economic risks

compruiy will not survive

application domain

air traffic systems, railway systems

techniques

inspection, black bcx testing, glass box testing, verification, all type of metrics

Number of possible evaluations on a single Product (I)
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CHARACTERISTICS vs. EVALUATION LEVEL
unctionality A set ot attn utes

at ar
on the existence of a set of functions
and their specified properties. The

EVALUATION LEVELD

functions are those that satisfy stated

or implied needs

·

Reliability A set of attributes that bear on

the capability of software to maintain
its level of perfonnance under stated
conditions for a slated period of time
Usability A set of attribmcs that bear on
the effort needed for use and on the
individual assessment of such use by
a stated or implied set of users
Efficiency A set of attributes that bear on
the relationship be<wcen the level of
perfonnance of the software and the

amount of resources used

no impact
small loss

application domain

small office automaton, entenainment, household

techniques

inspection of imponanl features, some program metrics

EVALUATION LEVEL C

safety risks

few people disabled

economic risks
applicruion domain
techniques

company affected by loss
fire alarm , process control, financial systems

Portability A set of attributes that bear on
the ability of software to be
transferred from one environment to

inspection, black box testing, selected program and specification

metrics

EVALUATION LEVEL B

safety risks

some people killed

economic risks

company endangered by loss

application domain

fire alarm, ..process control, financial systems

techniques
spc.cification metrics
EVALUATION LEVEL A

Maintainability A set of attributes that
bear on the effort needed to make
specified modifications

another

safety risks
economic risks

inspection, black box testing, glass box testing, program and

safety risks

many people killed

economic risks
application domain
techniques
metrics

company will not survive
air traffic systems, railway systems

inspection, black box testing, glass box testing, verification, all type of

If an evaluation level is selected for each characteristic:

5 *4

i.e. 20 assessment statements might be produced

Number of possible evaluations on a single Product (II)
O 1996 Han,-Luct-ig Hfflfnl

SUB-CHARACTERISTICS vs. EVALUATION LEVEL
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~
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~
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~
~
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~
~
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~
~
~
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stability
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~
~

portability
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time behaviour

~

adaptability

~

installability

~

~

conformance

~
~

~

replaceability

If an evaluation level is selected for each sub-characteristic:
84 assessment statements might be produced

Software Quality E:;~!~!~!?.,~H~~dule encapsulates:

I

- the definition of one or more atomic evaluation
procedures applied on product or process
information in order to measure software
characteristics or sub-characteristics,
- the attachment of metrics and evaluation levels to
those characteristics,
- the assessment procedure to be applied at the
particular evaluation level,
- the format for reporting results and costs.

Evaluation Module l1!~~~!~~~;H~~ructural Complexity
CONSTRAINT applicable for: sequential procedural software
EVALUATION METHOD cyclomatic complexity on control flow

INPUT
product item:

level D
executable program

definition: v(G)

level C

= #e - #n +

level B

2•(#p)

level A

executable program executable program executable program
system specification system specification system specification
requirements spec.

requirements spec.
application spec.

process item:

not applicable

expected value:

< 100

not applicable
< 70 for each

not applicable
< 40 for each

not applicable
10 <

x < 20 for each

OUTPUT
result

pass/fail

pass/fail

pass/fail

pass/fail

report:

required

required

required

required

data to be collected:

#e, #n, #p

#e, #n, #p for each

COST INFO
tool cost:
personnel:
conduction:
total:

#e, #n , #ploreach

#e , #n,#ploreach

I

Structure of a Documentation of the Evaluation Process:

Evaluation Report Structure
@
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A. Preface
ldentification of Testing Laboratory, Evaluation Report, and Client and Producer

B. Evaluation Requirements
ldentification of the Product, Product Overview, Scope of the Evaluation, Relevant Laws, Standards and
Regulations, Software Characteristics and Evaluation Levels , Available Product lnformation.

C. Evaluation Specification
Identification of Evaluation Items, Classification of Evaluation Items, Evaluator's Evaluation
Specification.

D. Evaluation Plan
Applicable Evaluation Modules, Optimized Set of Evaluation Modules, Evaluation Process Planing

E. Evaluation Results
Deviations from Evaluation Plan, Summary of Evaluation Module Results, Problems found in the
product.

F. Conclusions
Evaluation result, signature, responsibilities, limits of results, distribution of report

,
Product to be assessed _
an<I elements ot process
evidence

Sponsor needs

-

Workbench

User
Interactions

Q 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Assessment contract

-

Costs of evaluation

Assessor
Workbench

Assessment Reports
Evaluation data
Available briclcs

~

A&C process support tools

~

Technique support tools

-

-

Integration requires Common Metrics Format (CMF)

-~~~
existing data

--=

Checklist Manager

On screen forms

L

Stats. Package

Measurement Experience Gained
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Example:

mainlainability

Problem: Data to be collected
TI1e data to be collected are the following:
From the maintainability check-lists:
o M 1 - SYSTEM or SUB-SYSTEM Description Pan
A - High-Level Specification Description, Pan B High-Level Design Description, Part C - General
Description.
o M2 - MODULE Description Part A - Low-Level
Specification Description, Part B - Low-Level Design
Description, Part C - Low-Level Variable
Description, Part D - Low-Level Control Description ,
Part E - General Description.
o M3 - MODULE Implementation Multiplicity,
o M4 - COMPOUND MODULE Cohesiveness,
o M5 - DATAB ASE FILE Description
From Q-tool the following metrics are needed:
Length, Biggest Prime, Nesting, Product VINAP

From L-tool the following metrics are needed:

51ulcmcnt~, Lunguagc Level. Information Content. Pending
Nodes.

Terminology used: Gust one example)

Module: A Module is a single

logical item which is used with other logical items to form a software
subsystem. The definition of a module is dependant on the language. Here are
some examples of modules for different languages: FORTRAN - function,
subroutine, procedure and main program, Pascal
- function, main
program and procedure, BASIC
- subroutine and main program, C
- function. dbase
- procedure, functions CORAL66 - procedure and
main part of segment, PRO LOG
- procedure, COBOL
- procedures,
programs

The product level decision for determining the maintainability of the whole
product is dependent on the number of source code modules which pass the
pass/fail criteria set out above. The recommended product level assessment
for maintainability are:
Assessment Level

Required Pass Percentage

A

90%

B

70%

C

50%

D

40%

Problem: Decision Guidelines
Calculate the Check-list score by dividing the 'actual score' by the
'maximum possible score' and round-up the answer to 2 decimal
places. Actual Score: Maximum Possible Score: 8 Check-list
Score:
If only O-tool

js avajlable then the pass/fail criteria are:

If LENGTH <= 60 .and.

LENGTH <= 60 .and.

NESTING<= 5 .and .

NESTING <= 5 .and.

BIGGEST PRIME<= 5 .and.

BIGGEST PRIME<= 5 .and.

MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-LIST<= 40% .and.

MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-LIST<= 40%
If

If Q-tool and L-tool are available then the pass/fail criteria are:
PASS

PASS

If

Assessment Experie~~~H.~!!!!~~

STATEMENTS <= 46 .and.

.or.

PVINAP <= 69 .and.

LANGUAGE LEVEL<= 6 .and.

NESTING <= 5 .and.

INFORMATION CONTENT<= 83 .and.
PENDING NODES <= 2

BIGGEST PRIME>= 5 .and.
MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-LIST<= 40% .and.
manual inspection of module source code reveals a CASE type
construct.

.or.
If

PVINAP <= 69 .and.
NESTING <= 5 .and.

If only L-tool is avajlable then the pass/fail criteria are:

BIGGEST PRIME >= 5 .and.

PASS

MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-LIST<= 40% .and.

If

manual inspection of module source code reveals a CASE type
construct. .and.

MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-LIST<= 40% .and.
STATEMENTS <=46 .and.
LANGUAGE LEVEL<= 6 .and .
INFORMATION CONTENT<= 83 .and.
PENDING NODES <= 2

STATEMENTS <= 46 .and.
LANGUAGE LEVEL <= 6 .and.
INFORMATION CONTENT <= 83 .and.
PENDING NODES <= 2

Working Procedures of Testing Laboratory
(see ISO Guide 25 a number for requirements for working procedures of testing laboratories)

A. Quality System of the Testing Laboratory should include:
- General quality procedures
- Quality assurance procedures specific for each evaluation
- Feedback and corrective actions whenever evaluation discrepancies are detected
- Procedures for dealing with complaints

B . Handling of Test Items must include rules for:
- Confidentiality and Security
- Subcontracting
- Legal Aspects of the Working Procedures

I

Evaluation Contract: A Model Contract
Q 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

I
•

A. Specification of the Evaluation

I. Identification of the Parties
2. Identification of the Product
3. Purpose of the Agreement
4. Identification of Evaluation Procedure
B. Conduct of the Evaluation

I. The clienfs Obligations
Provisions regarding delivery of software and associated information
2. The testing laboratory's Obligations
a. Duration of Evaluation
b. Qualifications of Evaluation Staff
c. Conduct of the Evaluation

C. Evaluation Report
1. Presentation of the Results/Format of the Evaluation Report
2. Dispute Resolution Procedures
3. Use to Which the Report May be Put
4. Resubmitting of products/festing of New Versions
D. General Legal Terms and Conditions

I. Confidentiality
2. Intellectual Property Issues
3. Exclusion/Limitation Clauses
4. Choice of Law/Jurisdiction

OBJECT Model for YAQUAPMO (Y70BJECTMODEL)
C 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

QUALITY

GOALS
&
OBJECTIVES
OBJECT MODEL

&
METRICS
OBJECT MODEL

INTERDEPENDENCES
OBJECT
MODEL

SOFTWARE
PROCESS
OBJECT MODEL

SOFTWARE
TOOL
OBJECT MODEL

SOFTWARE
METHODS
OBJECT MODEL

GO * QM

*

PC

SOFTWARE
PRODUCT
OBJECT MODEL

* PD *

MT

* TL

or

GO -> QM -> PC -> PD -> MT -> TL

Quality
Characteristics
Metrics
Assessment
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

"When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you
know something about it;
but when you cannot measure it, and when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind;
it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts advanced
to the stage of science."
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, in: Popular Lectures and Addresses, 1891-1894
as Listed in Bartlett's Quotations I 980

Objectives => THE PQSA PARADIGM
General Mission w.r.t. Productivity and Quality and Service © 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

I

• .:e_roductivity of the Process
Delivered Feature Points per Staff Month
• Quality of the Process

to be

increased by xxx % by 199x

Delivered Defects per Feature Point

to be

decreased by yy % by 199x

to be

decreased by zz % by 199x

• £ervice of the Process
Response time per Customer Inquiry
• Attributes of the Product
controlflow ., ..... .,. ............. to be
data flow

.........

ti ...... ti....

to be

?? ??????

??? ?????

state transition ....................... to be ? ? ?? ????
annotation ....................... to be fogless
text
......
correctness

?? ?? ? ?? ?

by zz % by 199x
to zz % by 199x

by zz % by 199x
11, .. .,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,
to be proven/tested io tt % by 199x
by pp % by 199x
performance ............... ., ...... to be increased
ti . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .

to be

by zz % by 199x
by zz % by 199x

System Quality CharacteristI.cs

<produc1-re,ource-process)

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

McCall's Quality Model
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
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Software Characteristics

on ergonomics ISO 9241, Part 10:

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

• Suitability for the task
• Self-descriptiveness
• Controllability
• Conformity with user expectations
• Error tolerance
• Suitability for individualization
• Suitability for learning

Someones Quality Attributes
Maintainability: Characteristics of software which make it easy to extend
or alter in response to changing em·ironment or requirements.
Usability: The ease with which a new user can learn to use software or

Functionality A set of attributes that bear on the existence of a set of functions and their

with which either a casual or experienced user can use it.

specified propenies. The functions are those that satisfy stated or implied needs

Reusability: The extent to which sections of code ( modules) could form

Reliability A set of attributes that bear on the capability of software to maintain its level of

part of, or be taken from, a library of standard modules.

performance under stated conditions for a stated period of time

Portability: The extent to which software may be ported between different

Usability A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed for use and on the individual

hardware or operating systems without altering the source code.

assessment of such use by a stated or implied set of users

Reliability: The probability that software will function correctly for a

Efficiency A set of attributes that bear on the relationship between the level of performance

given length of time.

of the software and the amount of resources used

Efficiency: A measure of how close the software is to using the hardware

MaintainabilityA set of attributes that bear on the effort needed to make specified

resources optimally.

modifications
Po,tability A set of attributes that bear on the ability of software to be transferred from one

environment to another

·Quality Characteristics

(as in ISO/ IEC 9126 vs ISO 9241-11)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Q
reliability
maturity

fault tolerance
recoverability
- leamability
· operability
satisfaction
suitability

adaptability

maintainability

accurateness
interoperability

analyzability

compliance

changeability

security

stability

installability
conformance

replaceability

testability
qual\t~· ~ttribute

qualily factor I
quality foctor 2
Cle.

·> 6 quality :itlribut~. 21 quality factors, ?? quality metri~ '
Can we m.'lke objective, justified, repeat.able evaluation without quantification?

I

Quality Attributes - Factors - Metrics (as in ISO/ IEC 9126 vs ISO 9241-11)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

satisfaction .5
reliability .3

usability .1

maturity .3

understandability .2

fault tolerance .4

learnability .4

suitability .2
adaptability . I

accurateness .3

analyzability .25

interoperability .2

changeability .25

installability .2

compliaoce . I

stability .2

confonnance .3

security .2

testability .3

replaceability .4

performance metrics

~.
-

an cva1uation module produces 11 result
for each me:lSurcmem:
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ms ,...

Q•

ms

.83

Rating
in the
Evaluation

A

B

l...:.liII.

l
illill

to have a mapping of
all metrics within an
evaluation module
onto the 16
ranking categories

"""'
assumption:
metrics are normalized

I

Multidimensional Assessment © 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

QJ =

Q2 =

distance.a

distance.b

distance.x

distance.c

distance.y

permitted
distance.a

permitted
distance.b

permitted
distance.c

permitted
distance.x

permitted
distance.y

deviation.a

deviation.b

deviation.c

deviation.x

deviation.y

distance.z
permitted
distance.z
deviation.z

Assessment Function I © 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
One needs to distinguish:
a)

assessment of "goodness" of one measurement result

b)

assessment of "goodness" of aggregated measurement
ub

upper bound

1 => 100%
measurement result

lb

0=>0%

lower bound

µ := some-fct(software system attribute)

a:= some-fct(ub,mr,lb)

Assessment Function Villa © 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
a
a

= fct(ub, mr, lb)
if ulb ::::; mr ::::; lub
if llb ::::; mr ::::; lub
if llb ::::; mr ::::; lub

Assumption: ub, mr, lb E N
then 1 else
then 1-(cos(mr-llb,ulb-mr) / ((ulb-llb)) ))D else
then 1-(sin(mr-lub,uub-mr) / ((uub-lub)) ))n else O

1.0 ............... ............... ~ ................. .

0.75

0.50

.............. ..... ........... ; ........... .......

!

,

lI

-

[

r

!

f---------------4'-----,-----..a....--..,;,._.....___- + - - - - t -

cut
=0.5
in this
example

0.0 +--------4_.e-..--~.---......:......----+---+-~----;u·-b--.::,,,,,.,ir---llb= 4
lb
ulb= 9
(lb+ub)/2 mr lub=15
uub=20
= 6.5
= 12
=
17
.s
14

Example: Modularity
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Modularity

functions
per
module

rcq.valuc,: ....7. -

adva lue: .... 5._..

data
definitions
per
module

dp objects
per
dp spec
module

dp functions
per
dp spec
module

documents
per
ap module

activities
per
ap
module

Lower Bound of Metrics
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Consequence: 18 product metrics have to be identified.

I

Program versus Abstract Representation versus Measurement
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Program ------1,.'1bstract Representation

MeaM:Irement

Principles of Software Metrication
Analytical Approach

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Statistical Approach

SW-SYS 1

t

abstraction

measurement
text length I = 77777 loc
cf complexity
cfc =17 path/prg
df complexity
dfc = 7 uses/definition
st complexity
stc = 5 functions/transition
an complexity anc = 3 vocables/sentence
volume v = ???
type
t = C-Program
illity
i = ???
quality q = qfct(cfc,dfc,stc,anc,t, ... ) = ???
cost C = costfct(q) = 82.500.000,00 DM

SW-SYS 1

aggregation

Example: Cyclomatic Number Metrication

v(G)

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

#e - #n + 2*(#p)

where
denotes the complexity of a program ('cyclomatic number complexity') related
to the control structure represented by a graph G
#e= number of edges in the control graph
number of nodes in the control graph
#n=
#p= number of connected components
v(G):

I

Example: Halsted Software Science Metrication
E=V*D
V = ( tnor + tnod ) * logz(ndor + ndod )
D = ndor * tnod /2*ndod
E

= ndor * tnod * ( tnor

CJ9')6 Hans-LudwigHausen

=Volume
=Density

+ tnod) * logz(ndor + ndod) / 2*ndod

E : programming effort
ndor : number of distinct operators appearing in a program
ndod : number of distinct operands appearing in a program
tnor : total number of occurences of the operators in a program
tnod : total number of occurences of the operands in a program
log2 natural logarithm
E can be represented by T after the conversion to time units:
T=EIS
T : programming time of a program in seconds
S : Stroud number, mean number of elementary mental
discriminations in the vocabulary, 5:::; S:::; 20 per second, usually S = 18

TheCOCOMO
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

software development effort planning model offers complexity levels that
developers can map their proposed developments to.

PM

a- (KDSI)~

where

PM
alpha
beta
KDSI

= programmer months effort
= complexity coefficient
= complexity exponent
= estimate of thousands of delivered lines of code

and
Complexity Level
Application
Utility
System

a

2.4
3.0
3.6

~
1.05
1.12
1.20

Discussion of Effort Metrication 0
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Effort=

't · (

cr(µ 1(code), µ 2(specs), µ 3(reqs))) ~

where
't, ~ E 9\,

cr: 9\ X 9\

X

9\ ~ 9\

µ 1 : CODE ~9', µ 2 : SPECS ~9', µ 3 : REQS ~9\,

Effortsome-company =
Effortcocomo

1. 75 · ( #locode + #lospecs + #loreq)

= a· (#lines-of-code) 13

2 ·31

Effort-Estimatefuntion-points = Y· ( #function-points ) £
where #function-points = f(#loreq) =
(#loreq) u

s·

COCOMO METHOD
does not consider specs and reqs,
FUNKTION POINTS METHOD does not consider specs and code

How to do the Measurement

Grammar-based Metrication
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

program := statement
cfc

program:=

cfc statement

statement := < S 1 <; or II> S2 <; or II>
cfc statement= f

<; or II> Sn>

statement ( cfc s1, ... , cfc sn)

cfc assign := f assign ( cfc left hand side, cfc right hand side )
cfc assign
cfc

:= ( cfc left hand side + cfc right hand side )

right hand side := case
arithmetic expression : cfC arithmetic-expression
boolean expression :

cfc

cfc boolean-expression

if-then-else :=f if-then-else ( cfc cond-part , cfc then-part ,

cfc

Integrator's Metrics

verificat ion a nd symbolic execution connge
VC. l = programs fot which termination is verified/ programs
VC. 2
progmms for 1"hich spc.'dfic:ation fulfilment is verified/ programs
VC.3 = functioos for which acaivily fulfilment is verified/ funct:iom
VC.4 = dala for which object fulfilIDf:llt is verified / data
VC.5 = q,ecification stat.es for which requirements stata fulfil ~nt is ,'erif'Jed / sped.ficatioo sl.1.lCs
VC.6 = program execution states for whk::h specificalion states fulfilment is verified/ program execution states

=
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modularity
M. 1
modules / procedures
M .2
modules/ variables

SC.1 = programs symbolic e:itecutcd correctly/ programs
romplex.lly

C.01

code predicates/ rode predicate variables

C.02

procedures / code (Xedicatcs
(code variables - code predicate v:ariables)/ code variables
proo.."'Cfures / variables

C.03

C.04
C.05
C.06
C.07
C.08
C.00

fwlCtiom / data

activities / objects
acthi~s I functions
objcclS

cbta

control flow complexity of the progruns
data flow cocq,lexity of the programs

C . 12

C. 13
C .14
C .15
C. 16
C .17
C .18
C.19
C.20
C .21
C .22
C .23

t

functions / proc«!uru
data
/ variables

C. IO
C. 11

::i:

C.24 =
C.25 =
C .26 =
C .27 =
C.28 =

control flo,.\,· complexity or the spedficatioo
data OowcompleJ.ityoftbespecification
control Oow complexity of the requirements specification
dala flow ~
lcxily of the n.'qUiremcnts specification
module coruu.'Clion complcxily or the programs
module connection complexity of the specification
module conncctioo complexity of the requirements specification
min(data-to-varlablc-links) / max(data-t.o-variable-links)
min(function-to-procedurc-llnks) / mu(fu.nclion-to-procedure-links)
min(object-to-data-link.<) / max(object-«>-data-link.<)
min(acti"·ity-t.o-runction-Ji..uks) I ma.,(ac:tivity-to-function-li.nks)
test p~dicatcs/ tesl predicate v:uiablcs
prcx:tdures / tr.st predicates
(v:u-iables - test predicate variables)/ v:uiablcs
procedures/ test predicate variables
(variables - ~t predicate vari:i.bles) / test predicate variables

ExecutJon e[lklency
T. I = transactims / ld:Lt:1 processes per tnnsaction -times- lransac1ions)
T .2 = tranuctions / (module calls per transaction -times- transactions)
Stnnl!" effici~ncy

S. I
cbta items/ (average capsule leni;lh -times- number of cbt:1 module..)
S. I = aclivities / (avenge 3Ctivity length -times- number of dala modules)

rftlundancy
R.1
repeatable modu les/ modules
R.2 "" reproducible data capsules/ modules
R.3 '"' logged transactions / transactions

M.3

modules/ functions

M.4
M .5

modules/ objects
modules/ activities

M.6

modules / objects

M.7 '"' modules / module calls
M.8
modules / roodule interfaces
M.9
modules / statenrnts

Integrity
1.1 = edited system input da.ta items / system input data ilems
1.2 = edited system output data items / system output data items
generality
G.l
.application independent modules/ modules
G .2 = application independent procedures/ procedures
G .3 -= application indcpendc:nt variables / variables
G.4 = appUc:a.tion inck.-"J)CDdent fwl.ctiom / functiON
G.S
application independenl daLa / data
G .6
application independent activities/ activities
G.7 = application independent objects / objects
portability
P. I = environment independent modules/ modules
P.2
environment independent procedures I procedures
P.3
eR\ira.unent independent variables / vari.ablcs
P.4
cnvirooment independent functions / functions
P .5
environment independ.cut data / data
P .6
environ.meut indepcndcut activities / activities
P.7
environment indepcOOent objects/ objects

=

test coverage
TC.j.i = programs C.i li!su..-d / programs
TC.... ::: program., C. ... tested/ programs
TC.t.i = modules S.i tested/ modules
TC. ... = modules S. ... tested / modules
ln.spectloo coverage
IC. I = programs accepled after iuspcction / programs
IC .2 = modules accepted after inspection I modules
IC .3 = data accepted .after inspection/ d.3.t:i.
IC .4 = functions accepted afll.-r inspect.ion I functions
IC.5 = :iaivities :i.ccepted after inspection/ acthities
IC.6 = objects accepted :i.fter inspection/ objccu:

SUMMARY Software Evaluation and Certification
The quality

a~~JL~!!~~

make several dubious assumptions:

1. The market will wait while you perfect your product.
2. You'll have enough capital on hand to perfect your product.
3. Near-zero defects will automatically translate into increased
market share and eventual market dominance; but, being first into
a market is more important, so long as you don't rest on your
laurels.
4. Consumers are stupid, and would gladly pay more for fewer
defects, independent of whether or not they were affected (or
even inconvenienced) by any existing defect.

SUMMARY Software Evaluation and Certification
Mandatory vs Recommended vs BestPractises

-

© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Mandatory - These practises are adequate to meet :XXXXXXX certification, and are meant to be
assessed by external auditors.
Recommended - This is the internal target which all organization members are expected to meet. These
will be evalua~ed in the Internal Audit and an "Internal non-conformance " might be raised.
Best Practises - Employees who implement some of these best practises will be rewarded for adhering to
these best practises.
The Best Practises will gradually become recommended and recommended practises will gradually
become mandatory. The advantages are:
- No non-conformance from external auditor as the organization normally strives for a higher standard.
- A clear-cut definition of Best Practises exists.
- Practises , People, Products and Customer Focus are the various aspects of TOM.

To release a product faster, one can drop practises from the "Recommended" list and still retain the
certificate. At the same time, one is very clear about practises which cannot be abandoned.
In the same way, to keep a customer happy, one can skip some recommended practises, but not the
mandatory practises.
Only concern with this system, is that it may be too complex.

QM Key Problem Do~~~!!~
• 1. Leading the Commitment to Quality
• 2. Developing and Realizing the Full
Potential of Your Organization
• 3. Creating a Customer Focus
• 4. Measuring Quality and Performance
• 5. Using Quality Tools and Techniques to
Support Continuous Improvement
• QM might address the Problem Domains by practical "how-to"
Quality Awareness Workshops (QAW).

Quality is frei
Non-Quality
requires investrr
and
lifetime
support •'
I

hans ludwig hausen

00 Metrics u~-·1
• Method Complexity
• Instance Variables
• Number of Methods
• Method size in source
lines
• Method Size in byte
codes
• Class Heirarchy Depth

• Number of Direct
Subclasses
• Total Number of
Subclasses
• Method Access
Permissions
• Method Comments
• Class Comments
• Total Number of Key/
Support classes

Overall Process Metrics (general)
f!> 1 Q<U; l·b n .11.- I urlwio l-b111\en

r.o = <prsdt / nfr, prsqat / nfr, prcmdt / nfr, prspmt / nfr,
rsqat / nfr , rcmdt / nfr , rspmt I nfr >
prsdt = post-requirements-specification development time
prsqat = post-requ4"ements-specificati<;m qualit, ass-qrance time
.
prscmt = post-requµ-ements-spec~fj.ca4on configurat10n manage_ment hme
prspmt = pos~-reqmrement~-~pe9ficat10:q. project managemenftlme
rsqat = reqmrements-spec1f1~ati~m quality ass-qrance time
.
rscmt = reqt;11rements-spe<;af1cat1on coJ;1f1gurat1on manag~ment trme
rspmt = requrrements-spec1f1cat10n project management trme
nfr
= number of functional requirements in the requirements specification
t.o.d

= rst / prsdt

=11_

to.cm= rst I prscmt =11_

t.o.qa = rst I prqat

=11_

t.o.pm = rst / prspmt =11_

t.o.d = time of development ratio
t.o.qa = time of quali ty assurance ratio
t.o.cm = time of configuration management ratio
t.o.pm = time of project management ratio
rst
= requirements specification time
Required Baseline Representations:
Pr o duct : ............... . .............. ........ .... . ................ ... .... ... ,,.,,1111,111111111 11 11

Process: ..... ................... .. ................... ... .... .
Quality : ......... ......... ............ ........... ... ....... ............. ...... .

Method : ........... . ............ ......... ....... ....... .................... .
Tool:
.................... ........................................... .
O thers: ..... .

GQM Goal-Question-Measure/Metrics Paradigm (Basili/Rombach)
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

1. Establish the goals of the quality system!
What is the end goal and relation to the overall company business goals?

2. Establish questions?
What information do we need to know (what questions do we need to ask) to determine if we are meeting our goals?
3. For each question, what measure can we take to supply answers to the questions?

Q
questions to detennine
·whether we are meeting our
goals

G
goals of the
quality system

YAQUAPMO
or
Y7
© 1996 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Divide
and
Conquer

Objectives
and
Goals
if sub-objectives
then OBJECTIVE
if atomic-objectives
then sub-objective
software -part.z
then software

MissionOriented
Software
Quality
and
Productivity
Engineering
and
Management
MOSQUAPEM

if atomic-software-part
then software-part

Methods
for
Computer Aided
System Engineering

Software Process
if process-element.a ...
process-elemem.z
then process

if software-part.a ...

Mission
1I
product anJ J)roce.'i.,·
and
clwracterixtics and metrics
and
mctlwd,· and tools
then
objeL'live and goal

if atomic-process

then process-element

Tools
for
Computer Aided
System Engineering

Mission-

Oriented
Software
Eningieering
MOSE

if sub-methods

then METHOD

Quality
and
Productivity
Charactersitics and Metrics

if sub-tools
then TOOL
if atomic-tools

then sub-tool
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OUTLINE
o Definitions
o Client-Server Software ReHability Prediction
- Criticality and Redundancy
- Critical function
- Non-critical function
- Critical clients and servers
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o System Nodes
o Node Failure Probabilities
- Estimating Node Failure Probabilities
o Failure States
o System Failure Probability
o Model Concepts
o Application of the Model
- Node Failure Counts
- Failure Classification
o Prediction Curves
o Conclusions
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Definitions:
o Software Defect: Any undesirable deviation in the operation of
the software from its intended operation, which is usually
specified in the software requirements.
o Software Failure: A defect in the software that causes a node
in a client-server system to be unable to perform its required
function within specified performance requirements (i.e., a node
failure).
o System Failure: The state of a client-server system, which has
experienced one or more node failures, wherein there are
insufficient numbers and types of nodes available to perform its
required functions within specified performance requirements.

3

Client-Server Software Reliability Prediction
Too often the assumption is made, when doing
software reliability modeling and prediction, that
the software involves either a single module or
node. The reality in today's increasing use of

multi node client-server and distributed systems
is that there are multiple entities of software that
execute on multiple nodes that must be modeled
in a system context, if realistic reliability
predictions and assessments are to be made.
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Criticality and Redundancy
o If there are Nc clients and Ns servers in a client-server system,
it is not necessarily the case that a software failure in any of the
Nc clients or Ns servers will cause the system to fail. If such a

system were to be modeled as a single entity, the predicted
reliability would be much lower than the true reliability because
the prediction would not account for criticality and redundancy.
o The first factor accounts for the possibility that the survivability
of some clients and servers will be more critical .to continued
system operation than others.

o The second factor accounts for the possibility of using
redundant nodes to allow for system recovery should a critical
node fail.
o Identify which nodes -- clients and servers -- are critical and
which are not critical.
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Critical function:
o An application function that must operate for the duration of the
mission, in accordance with its requirement, in order for the
system to achieve its mission goal (e.g., the requirement states
that a military field unit must be able to send messages to
headquarters and receive messages from headquarters during the
entire time that a military operation is being planned).
- Usually this type of function operates in the network mode,
which means that the application requires more than a single
client to perform its function; thus client to server or client to
client communication is required.
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Non-critical function:
o An application function that does not have to operate for the
duration of the mission in order for the system to achieve its
mission goal (e.g., it is not necessary to perform word processing
during the entire time that a military operation is being planned).
- Often this type of function operates in the standalone mode,
which means that a single client performs the application
function; thus client to server or client to client communication
is not required, except for the possible initial downloading of
a program from a file server or the printing of a job at a print
server.
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Critical clients and servers:

Nodes with critical functions, as defined above.
These nodes must be kept operational for the
system to survive, either by incurring no failures
or by reconfiguring non-critical nodes to operate
as critical nodes.
Non-critical clients and servers:

Nodes with non-critical functions, as defined
above. These nodes also act as backups for the
critical nodes, should the critical nodes fail.

7.1

CLIENT-SERVER

SOFTWARE

RELIABILITY

SPECIFICATION
o In addition to the importance of modeling the correct system
configuration when making reliability predictions, it is equally
important to state software reliability requirements for a clientserver system that are meaningful for the actual operational mode
of the system.
o Typically, reliability requirements are stated as .999 .....
- What does this mean in operational terms?

* Technically it means there is a .999" probability that an
item will perform a required function under stated conditions
for a stated period of time".
o What is the "item" in the context of a client-server system?
- The IEEE SE Glossary definition suggests a single entity. In
the definition, "function" is singular, whereas in a client-server
system there are multiple functions.
o How do we operationalize the requirement ~f .999?
- Does it mean that a client should. be able to execute a given
function 99.9 percent of the attempts?

7.2

CLIENT-SERVER

SOFTWARE

RELIABILITY

SPECIFICATION (CONTINUED)

o How critical is this function relative to other functions? How do
we allocate .999 among the various clients and servers?
o What is needed is a software reliability specification that
addresses the following:
1) definition of critical and non-critical functions;

2) definition of what constitutes "success" and "failure" in
executing the functions;

3) consequences of failure to execute these functions correctly;

4) sequence of function execution; and

5) elapsed time in which functions must be completed. With this
type of specification in hand, we can map it_to a client-server
architecture with a definition of the. software and node failure
modes that would cause a system failure.
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System Nodes
Ncc:

Number of Critical Client nodes.

N 0 c(t): Number of Non-Critical Client nodes.
Ncs:

Number of Critical Server nodes.

N 0 s(t): Number of Non-Critical Server nodes.
where the total number of nodes N NCC+Nnc+Ncs+Nns.

As long as the system survives, Ncc and Nsc are constants because
a failure of a critical node will result in a non-critical node
replacing it. In contrast, Ncn and N 50 are decreasing functions of
operating time because these nodes replace failed critical nodes.
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System Nodes (Continued)
o N0 c(O) is the number of non-critical clients and Nns(O) is the
number of non-critical servers at the start of system operation,
respectively.
o If a non-critical node fails, the function that had been
operational on the failed node can be continued on another node
of this type and the system can continue to operate in a degraded
mode. When either a non-critical node replaces a critical node or
a non-critical node fails, Ncn(t) or Ns (t) is decreased by one, as
0

appropriate.
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Node Failure Probabilities
Pee: probability of a software defect causing a critical client node
to fail.

Pnc: probability of a software defect causing a non-critical client
node to fail.

Pcs: probability of a software defect causing a critical server node
to fail.
p115 : probability of a software defect causing a non-critical server
node to fail.
Thus given a node failure, we have the following function for
the probability of system failure:

10.1

Estimating Node Failure Probabilities
The four probabilities are estimated from data in a defect database
as follows:
Pee Llcc(i)ID, where fcc(i) is the critical client node failure count
in interval i;
Pnc=Linc(i)/D, where fnc(i) is the non-critical client node failure
count in interval i;
Pcs Li~(i)/D, where fcs(i) is the critical server node failure count
in interval i;
Pns=Lins(i)/D, where fns(i) is the non-critical server node failure
count in interval i;
and the total defect count is D=r,id(i), where d(i) is the defect
count in interval i.
In a specific application, Boolean expressions are used to
obtain the failure counts in these equations. These expressions
specify the conditions that qualify a defect as a node failure (e.g.
defect that is a General Protection Fault that affects network
operations on a Windows-based system).
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Failure States
At a given time t, the system can be in one of three failure
states that pertains to the survivability of the system, as follows,
in decreasing order of capability:

Degraded - Type 1: A software defect in a non-critical node

causes the node to fail. As a result, the system· operates in a
degraded mode, with one less non-critical node.

Degraded - Type 2: A software defect in a critical node causes

the node to fail. As a result, the system operates in a degraded
mode, but one that is more severe than Type 2, because there
would be both a loss of one critical node and one non-critical
node (i.e., one of the non-critical nodes takes over the function of
the failed critical node). Under certain conditions -- see below -this type of node failure can cause a system failure.

We assume that node failures are non-recoverable on the node
where the failure occurred.
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Failure States (Continued)
System Failure: The system fails under the following conditions:
1) all non-critical clients fail and one or more critical clients fail,

or
2) all non-critical servers fail and one or more critical servers fail.
The reason for this failure event formulation is that, in the event
of a failed critical node, a non-critical node can be substituted,
possibly with a different software configuration. However, if all
non-critical clients (servers) fail, and one or more critical clients
(servers) fail, there would be no non-critical clients (servers) left
to take over for the failed critical clients (servers).
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Table 1
Failure States

Non-Critical Client

Critical Client

Non-Critical Server

Critical Server

Degraded - Type 1

Degraded - Type 2

System Failure

Node Failure

Does Not Apply

Does Not Apply

Does Not Apply

Node Failure and

Node Failure and

Nnc(t)>O

Nnc(t)=O

Node Failure

Does Not Apply

Does Not Apply

Does Not Apply

Node Failure and

Node Failure and

NM(t)>O

Nm(t)=O
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System Failure Probability
The probability that one or more critical clients Nee fail, given
that the software fails, is:

The probability that all non-critical clients N0 c(t) have failed by
time t, given that the software fails, is:

The probability that one or more critical servers Ncs fail, given
that the software fails, is:

pcs=1-(1-pcs)Ncs
The probability that all non-critical servers N s(t) have failed by
0

time t, given that the software fails, is:
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System Failure Probability (Continued)

o The client equations assume that client failures are independent.
This is the case because a failure in one client's software would
not cause a failure in another client's software.

- However it is possible that a failure in server software could
cause a failure in client software, such as a client accessing a
server that has corrupted data. Unless information can be
obtained about such occurrences, this factor can be ignored.

o The server equations assume that server failures are
independent. This is the case because a failure in one server's
software would not cause a failure in another server's software.

- However it is possible that a failure in client software could
cause a failure in server software, such as a client with
corrupted data accessing a server. Unless information can be
obtained about such occurrences, this factor can be ignored.
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System Failure Probability (Continued)
Combining the four equations, the probability of
a system failure by time t, given that a node fails,

.
1s:
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MODEL CONCEPTS
o The model concepts are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, where
there are five critical clients, five non-critical clients, one critical
server, and one non-critical server.
o Figure 1 shows a surviving configuration, where a critical client
fails and a critical server fails but there are non-critical clients
and a non-critical server to take over the functions of the failed
nodes.
- The consequence of this configuration is a Degraded - Type
2 failure mode.

o Figure 2 shows a failing configuration where there are no noncritical clients and server to take over for the failed nodes.
- The consequence of this configuration is a system failure.
o In both figures, for illustrative purposes, we ~how both a failed
critical client and a failed critical server. A more typical case is
when only one of the critical nodes fails at a time.

18

Figure 1. Surviving Configuration

19

Sl
NS-Non-Crlllcal
Saw,

NC=Non-Crltlcal
Cll~nt

Figure 2. Failing Configuration
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APPLICATION OF THE MODEL
o We apply the model to the Marine Corps LOGAIS system -- a
client server logistical support system. The defect data used in the
example are from LOGAIS defect data. We use the configurations
in Figures 1 and 2.

o In this Windows-based client server system, we use the classes
of clients and servers previously defined, with corresponding
classes of defects and failures, as identified in the defect database,
and the following short-hand notation for identifying the
attributes of the defect database:

o S: Software Defect
o G: General Protection Fault
o N: Network Related Failure
o D: System Crash

21

NODE FAILURE COUNTS
o The LOGAIS defect database was queried in order to identify
the software defects that qualify as node failures. The following
Boolean expressions, corresponding to the four types of node
failures, were used:

1. Critical Client Failure: COUNT as failures WHERE
(S/\G/\N/\notC)

2. Non-Critical Client Failure: COUNT as failures WHERE
(S/\G/\notN/\notC)

3. Critical Server Failure: COUNT as failures WHERE
( S/\notG/\N I\ C)

4. Non-Critical Server Failure: COUNT as failures WHERE
(S/\notG/\notN /\C)

o The above classification associates GPF with ~lients and System

Crashes with servers; it also associates . Network Related Failures

with critical node failures.

22

FAILURE CLASSIFICATION
The classification associates GPF with clients and System

Crashes with servers; it also associates Network Related Failures
with critical node failures. The reasons for this classification are
as follows:

o The occurrence of a GPF in a Windows-based system causes a
node failure.

o The occurrence of a system crash renders a server inaccessible
by the clients (i.e., the server fails).

o The failure that prevents communication on the network (i.e.,

Network Related Failure) is critical (i.e., a critical function cannot
be continued).
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Conclusions
o Based on the above approach, it is feasible to develop a system
software reliability model for a client-server system.

o In order to implement the approach, it is necessary to partition
the defects and failures into critical and non-critical classes and
to further classify them as being associated with critical and noncritical servers and clients.

o Once this is done, predictions are made of time to next failure
for each class; the predictions are classified according to those
that would result in a software failure and those that would result
in a system failure; and the probability of system failure is
computed.
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Models for Software
Quality:
The SEI CMM

1987: The maturity framework
and questionnaire
• Two technical reports
• Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)
• MITRE Corporation
• 5 level model - maturity framework
• 101 questions, rating scheme

2 la
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• Large, complex projects
• In the language of software engineering
• Purpose: Provide a method for US DoD to
more effectively evaluate the abilities of
their software contractors to competently
perform on software engineering contracts

3 kl
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The 1987 questionnaire
• Small, optional step in the SEI assessment
process
• Often incorporated into companies'
business processes as a cookbook for
demonstrating improvement
• Common - but incorrect and unintended
use of the questionnaire

4LI
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1993 - CMM Version 1.1
• Capability Maturity Model for Software,
Version 1.1, CMU/SEl-93-TR-24, 70
pages
• Overview, background, summary
• Key Practices of the Capability Maturity
Model for Software, Version 1.1,
CMU/SEl-93-TR-25, 450 pages
• Summary, detail
© 1993-1995 ssac All rights reserved

1994 - Maturity questionnaire
• 124 questions - no rating scheme
... because MQ responses are only one of the
sources of information considered in the
[assessment], MQ responses alone will not
necessarily predict the outcome of these
methods.
(From MQ Cover Material)
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Purpose
• From TR-25 and The CMM Tutorial (April
1993)
• Software process improvement
• A guide for evolving to a culture of
engineering excellence
• A model for organizational improvement

711
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Audits and the CMM
• An underlying structure for reliable,
consistent
• Process assessment (first party)
• Capability evaluation (second party)

8 ml
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The five level framework
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Key Process Areas (KPAs)
1

Requirements Management

2

Software Project Planning

3

Software Project Tracking and Oversight

4

Software Subcontract Management

5

Software Quality Assurance

6

Software Configuration Management

LEVEL 3

7

Organization Process Focus

DEFINED

B

Organization Process Definition

9

Training Program

10

Integrated Software Management

11

Software Product Engineering

12

Intergroup Coordination

13

Peer Reviews

LEVEL 2
REPEATABLE

LEVEL 4

14

Quantitative Process Management

MANAGED

15

Software Quality Management

LEVEL 5

16

Defect Prevention

OPTIMIZING

17

Technology Change Management

18

Process Change Management
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Key practices
)
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I

KEYPROCESS
AREAS

KEY PRACTICES

I

I

GOALS

COMMITMENTS
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ACTMTIES

MEASUREMENT

VERIFICATION
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Key practices (cont.)
KEY PRACTICES
COMMIT- ABILIT- ACTIVIT- !MEASURE- VERIFI-

LEVELS

KPAS

GOALS

MENTS

IES

IES

MENT

CATION

TOTAL

LEVEL 2REPEATABLE

6

20

9

25

62

6

19

141

LEVEL3DEFINED

7

17

9

25

50

9

15

125

LEVEL4MANAGED

2

6

3

8

12

2

6

37

LEVEL 5OPTIMIZING

3

9

7

13

26

3

7

65

TOTAL

18

52

28

71

150

20

47

368
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General requirements
• Individuals are trained for the work they
are required to perform
• Adequate resources and funding for all
required activities
• Policies and procedures are both
required
• Activities are planned - plans are
monitored
• Activities are measured and verified
13 ti
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Lifecycle requirements
• Level 2 KPA Software Project Planning
• Level 3 KPA Organizational Process
Definition
The key practices are not meant to limit the
choice of a software life cycle .... there is
no intent either to encourage or preclude

the use of any particular software life cycle.
(TR-25 4.3.5)

14 ti
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LEVEL2
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Requirements management

ti' System requirements - allocatecl'; used
tl''Retjuirements:achan·ges>'man·aged
·tl'A'rnWritten organizational policy for
managing •s,ystem requirements
: l t-IPre>Ject.man~gementactivitiesare
measured '(e:tg., rate ofchange, open,
approved, incorporated)
tl'.Requirement~ . management activities are,
reviewed by SQA
LEVEL2
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REQUIREMENTS

SOFTWARE

~iE

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
PLANNING
~,L..
L--~-L.;;.:

IJ)'

11'~

NON-TECHNIC!AL

J!ESOUJWES,

Wl.UIW1WTS

Elll)qETS
Ar-@
S<Jf@llt£S

LEVEL2
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Software project planning
tl'Documented estimates (e.g., size, cost, and
schedule)
ti' Activities and commitments documented
I tl'Agreementby'all affected groups and
individuals to:t heir commitments
ti' A writtenorgFlnizational policy for planning
\ ti' Adequate,reSources for:,planning
ti' Planning activities are measured (e.g.,
progress against plan)
ti' Planning activities are reviewed on'both a .
periodic 'and event-driven basis
LEVEL2
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REQUIREMENTS

MANAGEMENT

SOFTWARE
PROJECT

SOFlWARE
PROJECT

IY' P' ·"H"INGG I~ TRACKING

~.LL - - ~ -_ L;;
AND OVERSIGHT

NON-TE<!HNIC!AL
~WIMS

~SOURCES,
lMX;ETS

AND

~s
LEVEL2
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SdftwareFproject.tracking & ,oy~rsight
t/ Actuahresults ·:c omparedto.plan estimates
t/ Corrective action taken for significant deviation
v :e hang~s , are:;a·greed to ,t!>y,:, all affected groups
/ andlhtlividuals .
t/ A :written organizationaHpplicy for both tracking
and,c:ontrollingrsoftware:developmentactivities
' ·:.,;~ ,o ·' · ," ·
, ·:ass1:gne
·
d·•·.::si. for· trac k.mg,so
·
ftw
:'i ,:'~f;§pOns1·b·1·t;
, 1-1e§;
. ar:e
· ·. wofk:: products,and activities against plan
t/ Activities for software tracking and oversight
are ,: measure<l(e.g. , effort)
-~s:er1i~:
review
'..... rrmanagement
.
'

LEVEL2
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Softvvare quality. assurance

:v'SCJA plans
,fl' ®ijj~ctive.verification
:¢ :'R esµltsofm
reviews1andraudifi:r provided'
'tb':~,ffected !i groupsandHhdividuals
!'v'iE$.gaJatiornof:noncompliance,
V 'A :Vtlrittentorgani:zational•• policyfor·' SGlA
'VSClk\ actiyities are measured
'v'Senior,manag~mentreview
1

.

..

..

.

. .

""

1

00

LEVEL2
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SQA activities
• Work with engineers to establish plans,
standards, and procedures
• Product testability
• Test methodology
• Efficacy of test cases
• Reviews project activities
• Test reports
• Test results
26 I;
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• Audits software work products throughout
the life cycle
• Phase audit
• Provides management with visibility

© 1993-1995 ssac All rights reserved
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1El!fJIML ~ S

SOFTWARE PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

IN
a:;RnV~AUl>rT
I SOFtWARE CONFIGURATION IIIANAGEIIENT
I
PR.~ESS
I SOFTWAREQUAUTYASSURANCE I
PR.~~

INTEc;RrTV

LEVEL2
@
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Soffivare::configuration·· mal'l~gement
t/Plans for SGM activities
t/Work products are .controlled through SCM

1c

f
\

.

~:~~~:;dn:~ :::~=·~ 7,es~ifu~~~~:=~~::
·
fe;.g., SCCB :minutes, change·request
status)
.
·t/V\ltitten:org·9nizationakpolicy for
'
implementingiSCM activities
t/SCM activities measured (e.g., effort)
t/Periodicaudits verify that base Iin.e s .conform,,:,
to:....i:the tlocun1eritation that defines them
.

D

1

LEVEL2
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·Sottwarei:subcontrac;t]n~n:~g:~rnerit:'

:~:[)ocu,nentef . . cedure lf6r:selecti611
1/'bhanges ,rnact~!i:,with ,t he\agreementofiboth,the
prime:corttractor.:1:.a11d 'fhe:subconttactor··
:¢f>eriodic techn·icalinterchanges
,!~ i:Rerformanceiitrackedagaihstcommitments·
. ,.irittern,poHqyuitorm
managtng::suoccmtracts .
·ctivili:i js:: n'lE?~§i!;Jre:dm
(e:ig i , p rog,re§s::ag ai nsl
.

.

... .. ,.
,

'planned :deliv$ey idates, effottexperttlechfor
m.•anaging the.;,$ub.·.•contract)
a/Activities ·reviewed , ,on,a :periodic and event. driven basis
.

.

-·

.

LEVEL2
@
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Subcontract management
• Assess and monitor subcontractor
• Technical
- Product content
-Effort
- Process, methods
• Business
• Ensure commitments are met - on both
sides
© 1993-1995 SSQC All rights reserved
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:::s~

ST~
ORGANIZATION PROCESS FOCUS

ORGANIZATION PROCESS DEFINITION

INTEGRATED 80F1WARE IIAIIAGEIEIIT

8

I~
8 ! TAtt.DellJq
6 I

LEVEL3
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Level3

ti Periodic process assessment

1c

I

t/ 0ocumentedJplan for developing,and
improving :its+$.Oftware-- process
fl' Software"Ehgineering Process Group
t/ Standard sottware process and written
policies fordeveloping, maintaining, using
t/ SQA review and audit
t/ Required training is planned andprovided
t/ Software projects are planned and managed
using the -organization's standardsoftware
process andTules for tailoring
LEVEL3
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,---------TRAIIING-8--------1
.

,v'iWork pr,oducts:produced according to the,
project'~ defined process
t/Consistencyacross work-products
t/ A written org?lnizational policy for performing
the,i.engineeri@g :a ctivities
vProducti: fdnctionality--and quality are measured t/ Intergroµp-agr~ement:'on commitments
R:e_
s olutionofiihtergroup •issues
~Tools supporti'communication and coordination
,t /Plans forpeer,reviews
·vDefect elimination 'a nd follow-up activities for
Q peer reviews
:~

1

...

LEVEL3
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Software product engineering
• Techniques are not specified
• The organization is required to define

the methods and provide standards as
part of the process definition
• Requirements definitions
• Specifications
• Plans
• Coding
• Verification
© 1993-1995

ssac All rights reserved
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.--------------e----------~
ORGANIZATION PROCESS FOCUS
ORGANIZATION PROCESS DEFINITION

INTEGRATBl SOf1WARE IIIANAGEIIEIIT

ISOF'IWARE PRODUCT ENGINEERING 11 PEER REVIEWS I

e

SOFTWARE ..

QUAUTYTG
·MANAGEIIENT,

e

r-=-,,..,-,'\,--"--=="

· INTERGROUP
COORDINATION

LEVEL4
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-------------e----------.
Level,4
v Plan for quantitative process management
v "The performance ofthe projecUs defined
software:,process ,controlled ,quantitatively
Quantifiedi,capability of the organization's
standard software process
Measurable .a nd prioritized goalsfor
managingthe quality of software products
v Measurements compared to goals
SOFlWARE
SUBCONTRACT
MANAGEMENT

INTERGROUP

@

COORDINATION

LEVEL4
© 1993-1995
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Software metrics
• Metrics are not specified
• The organization must implement a
metrics program
• Identify meaningful metrics
• Gather data
• Establish baselines
• Set goals
• Publish results

39 fl
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• Examples of measurement data
• Estimated/planned versus actual data
on software size, cost, and schedule
• Productivity (effort, KLOCs,etc.)
• Peer review and SQA results
• Test coverage and efficiency
• Number and severity of defects found
at each stage (density)
• Closure rate
© 1993-1995 SSQC All rights reserved
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ISO 9000-3
6.4 Measurement

There are currently no universally accepted
measures of software quality. However, at a
minimum, some metrics should be used
which represent reported field failures and/or
defects from the customer's viewpoint.
Selected metrics should be described such
that results are comparable.

@ 1993--1 995 SSQC All rights reserved
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VA plan forrmanaging1technology/changes
V'New1te9hnolo:gi~~ ·eV-'11uatediito q.etermine·:

'. their:~ffect:;9r,'qu~li{&1i: 1~n9 proctqqtivity.
,t/·A\90:ct.Jm~nted!proceclt.i'r~:f ar

.:

irypq[porating,:newtect"mpJqgies
:,
:V'[J)oc.urnentectiproqedur.~·1if or developing· I'
;ii
,and::imaintaihing::pla.nsrn:forrsoftvvare·
· process improvement
•t/d mprovem~nts.
·
·. .
.
+
:t/:A'INritten:policy:!::fori• implementing,softwar~rn
•PrQpeSSiJ1Jprovements.

• I

LEVELS
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Levels 2 and 3
• Audit scope
• Implementation
• Common activities
• Impact of multiple tools and methods
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Models for Software
Quality:
Comparing ISO 9001
and the SEI CMM

Comparing the models
• Common purpose
• ISO 9001 registered firm has strong
foundation at all levels
• Not necessarily achieve even Level 2
• An advanced maturity level is no indicator
of compliance with ISO 9001
• "Mature" organizations have "failed" to
achieve ISO 9001 registration

213
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• There are no Key Practices in the CMM
that conflict with the requirements of ISO
9001
• Every Key Practice supports some
requirement in ISO 9001
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The comparison
Rating: O=Not addressed in ISO 1=Posslble 2=Probable 3=Definite

Levels

G

LEVEL2REPEATABLE
LEVEL3DEFINED
LEVEL4MANAGED
LEVEL 5OPTIMIZING

20 2.7

9 2.1

Ab
25 2.8

62 1.9

6

17 2.4

9 2.2

25 2.6

50 2.1

9 1.4 15 1.8 125

2.1

6 2.3

3 1.9

8 2.5

12 2.1

2

0

6

2

37

1.8

9 2.6

7 1.8

13 2.8

26 2.1

3 0.7

7

1

65

1.8

CMMTOTAL

52 2.5

71 2.7 150 2.1 20 0.8 47 1.5 368

1.9

C

28

2

M

V
Tot
1 19 1.3 141
2

411
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An ISO registered firm ...
• Has a strong foundation at all levels

5 ti
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Areas in the CMM not addressed
in ISO
• Specific methods (3)
• Software architecture analysis
• Peer reviews
• Integration testing
• Software baselines
• Senior management involvement (3-5)
• Process database (3)
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• Processes for development of internal
training (3)
• Standard software process (3)
• Organization-wide measurement (4)
• Process improvement (5)
• Technology change management (5)
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In a Level 2 or Level 3 ...
organization, the software engineering
practices are probably ISO 9001
compliant
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Areas critical to ISO 9001 not
addressed in the CMM
•
•
•
•

Document control (4.5)
Records (4.16)
Post-release customer complaints (4.14)
Production (4.9), Packaging, handling,
storage, and delivery (4.15), Servicing
(4.19)
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Areas of agreement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audits
Corrective action
Prevention of problems
Training
Process and life cycle definition
Continuous improvement
Cook books and silver bullets
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• Audits
• CMM: Level 2 KPA SQA, Verification
key practices in all KPAs

• 9001: 4.17
• Corrective action
• CMM: Level 2 KPA Software Project
Tracking and Oversight, Goal 2 and
Activity 6
• 9001: 4.14
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• Prevention of problems
• CMM: Level 5 KPA Defect Prevention

• 9001: 4.14
• Training
• CMM: Abilities common feature in
every KPA

• 9001: 4.18
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• Process and lifecycle definition
• CMM: KPAs Software Project
Planning (Level 2) and Organization
Process Definition (Level 3)
• 9001: 4.4 and 4.9
ISO 9000-3

5 Quality system - Life-cycle activities
A software development project should
be organized according to a life-cycle
model. (9000-3, 5.1)
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• Continuous improvement
• CMM: Level 5
Achieving higher levels of software process
maturity is incremental and requires a long-term
commitment to continuous process
improvement. (TR-24, 1993)

• 9001: 4.14, 4.17, SCOPE
... but ...
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• Cook books and silver bullets
The CMM is not a silver bullet ... and does not address
all of the issues that are important for successful
projects. (TR-24, 1993)
This part of ISO 9000 is intended for application
irrespective of the life-cycle model used. (9000-3, 5.1)
The quality system of an organization is influenced by
the objectives of the organization, by the product or
service, and by the practices specific to the
organization, and, therefore, the quality system varies
from one organization to another (9000-1)
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Brief Background on the SPICE Project

The ISO/IEC working group, fTC1/SC7 /WGlO, is authorized to develop a suite of standards for software
process assessment.
The standardization effort in its Preparatory, Developmental, and Trials Stages is being undertaken by a
developmental project named SPICE (Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination). In
addition to nominated experts from national standardization bodies, qualified others can become involved in
the work of the SPICE project.
Those wishing to know more about the SPICE project and/ or possibly becoming an active participant in
the SPICE Project should download and read the file, "overview" (a simple ASCII text file), which provides a
high-level overview of the SPICE Project and describes how to become further involved.
Mike Konrad SPICE Technical Center Manager for the USA.

The ftp address for downloading the overview is: ftp.sei.cmu.edu
The directory is /pub/ spice.
The following is a reformatted version of the OVERVIEW. Information regarding access to electronic
copies of the SPICE documents has been added from other sources.
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SPICE
PROJECT OVERVIEW

This document is intended for information purposes and may be reproduced.
INTRODUCTION

In June 1992 in London (UK), the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International
Electrotechnical Commission's (ISO/IEC) Joint Technical Committee #1/Sub-Committee 7 (JTC1/SC7)
approved at its plenary meeting a resolution recommending the creation of a new Working Group (WG10) to
develop an international standard on Software Process Assessment. In January 1993, ISO/IEC JTCl adopted the
resolution and assigned the task to WG10.
WG10 created a special project called SPICE (Software Process Improvement Capability dEtermination) to
ensure a fast development route and to solicit the opinions of world leading experts. The Project Manager and
Project Architect are Alec Dorling and Peter Simms, both authors of the study report that led to the creation of
the working group.
OBJECTIVE

The objective of the SPICE project is to develop an international standard on Software Process Assessment.
The standard will deal with software processes (e.g. development, management, customer support, quality, etc.)
but will be also concerned with People and Technology. Organizations will be able to use this standard:
•
•
•

in capability determination mode, to help determine the capability of a potential software supplier,
in process improvement mode, to help improve their own software development process,
in self-assessment mode, to help determine their ability to undertake a new project.
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BENEFITS
The benefits of an International Standard on Software Process Assessment are numerous:
•
•
•
•

It will help purchasers determine the capability of software suppliers and assess the risk involved in
selecting one supplier over another,
Software suppliers will submit to one process assessment scheme instead of having to go through
numerous schema as is the case today,
Software development organizations will have a tool to initiate and sustain a continuous process
improvement program,
It will help managers to ensure that their software development process is aligned with and supports
the business needs of the organization. Software is an key component of a growing number of products
(Medical, Transportation, Military, Power, Telecom, etc.). The growth of these industries, and of the
software industry itself, depends on industry's ability to meet and even exceed International Standards.
By contributing today to the elaboration of this new standard, organizations assure themselves of being
at the forefront of this new technology and ready to meet, and even exceed, the standard when it finally
reaches the status of an ISO standard.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
To help distribute and manage the project around the world, four Technical Centers have been created.
The Technical Center Managers can be reached at the addresses listed in Sources of Standards and Infonnation,
below.

PROJECT SCHEDULE
The project has been broken down into five major phases:
Preparation Phase (92/ 06-93 / 02)
Development Phase (93/01-94/12)
Trial Phase (95/01-96/08)
Awareness Phase (93/01-96/12)
Standardization Phase (94/12-96/12)

project organization/ preparation.
standards development.
trial of the standards in the industry.
generate interest in the industry.
ISO route to standardization.

PROJECT DELIVERABLES
The standard consists of seven separate components or products that are organized as follows:

INTRODUCTORY
GUIDE

I

I
PROCESS
IMPROVEMENT
GUIDE

I

PROCESS CAPABILITY
DETERMINATION
GUIDE

I

I
ASSESSOR TRAINING
AND QUALIFICATION
GUIDE

I

PROCESS
ASSESSMENT
GUIDE
I
I

I

ASSESSMENT
INSTRUMENT
(QUESTIONNAIRE)

BASELINE
PRACTICES
GUIDE

IntroductonJ Guide

The Introductory Guide is the top level document which describes how the other parts of the Standard fit
together, and provides guidance for their selection and use.
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Baseline Practices Guide
The Baseline Practices Guide defines, at a high level, the goals and fundamental activities that are essential
to good software engineering, structured according to levels of capability. The guide describes what activities
are required, not how they are to be implemented. The baseline practices may be extended through the
generation of application/ sector specific Practice Guides to take into account specific industry sectors or other
requirements.

Assessment Instrument
The Assessment Instrument is a generic tool for extracting data relating to the Process(es) undergoing
assessment. It is linked to the Baseline Practices Guide and helps to confirm the presence of the set of baseline
practices. The document provides instructions for the construction of alternative instruments for assessment in
specific situations. It is envisaged that conformant instruments will act as sensors or probes into an area to open
up discussion and further investigation, rather than directly providing a score for an area. Any conformant
assessment instrument must provide complete coverage of the Baseline Practices. The document specifies how
this is to be demonstrated.

Process Assessment Guide
The Process Assessment Guide specifies the assessment method which defines how to conduct an
assessment using the Assessment Instrument and Baseline Practices, and sets out the basis for rating, scoring
and profiling process capabilities.

Process Improvement Guide
The Process Improvement Guide provides guidance on how to use the results of an assessment for process
improvement. Embedded within, or companion to, the Process Improvement Guide, are a number of guidance
models applicable to particular situations.

Process Capability Determination Guide
The Process Capability Determination Guide provides guidance on how to use the results of an assessment
for the purpose of determining the capability of suppliers. The guide specifically addresses capability
determination both for use within an organization to determine the risks associated with undertaking a new
project (1st party) and for use by a purchaser for assessing external suppliers (2nd party contractual).
Embedded within the Guide, or companion to it, are a number of guidance models applicable to particular
situations.

Assessor Training and Qualification Guide
The Assessor Training and Qualification Guide provides guidance for the development of training
programs to train people as assessors using this Standard. The Guide also defines procedures for the
qualification of assessors.
ELECTRONIC ACCESS TO SPICE DOCUMENTS
The documents are released and available freely from the SPICE Project File Server, sisyphus.cit.gu.edu.au,
by anonymous ftp.
Hypertext versions of the documents are also available on the World-Wide Web at URL

http:/ /www-sqi.cit.gu.edu.au/ spice/
CONTRIBUTION TO SPICE
Each SPICE product development team requires the following resources.

Core team member
An expert who drafts parts of the documents. The expert must attend all face-to-face team meetings, write
parts of the documents, and participate in conference calls.

Extended Core Team member

An expert who acts as a consultant to the core team. The expert may attend some of the core team
meetings, may be asked to write parts of the documents and participates in conference calls.
Version4
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Reviewer
A resource who reads the various draft documents within a specified time frame and submits comments
back to the core team.

Trial Participant
An organization that executes a SPICE software process assessment during the trial phase.

Sponsor
Any organization (company, government agency or professional association) which provides financial
support to the SPICE team.
LEVEL OF CONTRIBUTION

Core Team Member
To be a core team member, an organization commits in writing to a minimum of 20 staffdays/year of one
or many resource(s). The resource must be allowed to attend all SPICE meetings (4 international meetings per
year). The resource(s) must be allowed to participate as a consultant to the trial.

Extended Core Team Member
An organization commits in writing to 10-20 staffdays/year of one or many resource(s). The resource(s)
must be allowed to participate in relevant conference calls.

Reviewer
An organization commits in writing to 10 staffdays/year of one/many resource(s) to review the draft
standards within the time-frame planned by the project.

Trial Participant
An organization agrees in writing to participate to a SPICE assessment (preparation, training, etc.).

Sponsor
An organization willing to provide financial support (in multiples of $1,000) to the SPICE team.
LEVEL OF EXPERTISE REQUIRED

•
•
•

To qualify as a core or extended-core team member, an individual must have performed or been
subjected to assessment(s) using a known methodology.
To qualify as a reviewer, an individual must be familiar with software process assessment.
To be a trial participant, an organization must be willing to submit itself to a SPICE assessment and to
follow the SPICE directives on how to prepare, train and conduct the assessment.

BENEFITS TO THE PARTICIPANTS

By contributing to the SPICE project, organizations receives the following benefits:
• SPICE project progress reports,
• copies of the draft standards during the development phase,
• copies of all SPICE working documents,
• expertise in the SPICE process assessment/improvement methodology.
IMPORTANT RESTRICTIONS

To accelerate its work, the SPICE team exchanges documents in electronic format using Internet. Therefore
each SPICE participant must have an Internet mail box and access to ftp, a file transfer protocol facility available
on Internet. Some private and/ or commercial electronic mail facilities (e.g. CompuServe) do interface properly
with Internet electronic mail but may not provide ftp facilities. The participant must therefore ensure that they
have access to both Internet and ftp . SPICE documents are stored on international file servers. SPICE
participants may access these file servers using the ftp protocol and download documents to their workstations
where they can read them and make comments. No paper or fax documents are distributed to participants.
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SPICE documents are available in WinWord 2.0, MacWord 5.0 and PostScript format. Furthermore,
uuencoded versions of the three file formats are available on the servers.
Core and extended-core team members may need special tools (i.e. uuencode, compression utility) to mail
files to the Internet Manager for posting on the file servers. MacIntosh, PC and UNIX versions of these tools are
available (freeware).
A Project Master Plan is maintained by the SPICE Project Manager. This plan outlines the review dates for
the various products. It is important that all SPICE participants (core, e-core and reviewers) check their
electronic mailbox regularly to keep up with the project progresses and to know when drafts are available for
review.
When a draft document is ready for review, a Call For Review is issued to the SPICE community.
Reviewers must access the SPICE server and get the files on their own. Review comments must be submitted
within the time frame defined in the Call For Review using the SPICE Review Comment form.
One of the important benefits of contributing to the SPICE project is the early access to the SPICE draft
documents before they become a standard. This remains a benefit only if all SPICE participants exercise proper
discretion when they handle the documents. Therefore, SPICE draft documents should not be left in public
areas or handed out to non SPICE participants.
USA PARTICIPATION TO DATE (LATE 93)
- ABS Quality Evaluations
- ADC Telecommunications
- AlliedSignal
- AT&T Bell Labs
- Baxter Healthcare
- Bellcore
- Borland
- Cemer Corp.
- Computer Application Specialists
- Computer Institute, BRAZIL
- Computerized Medical Systems

-

Cubic Defense Systems
DEC
Defense Information Systems Agency
EDS
Electroglas
Hewlett-Packard
Hughes
IBM HQ
John J. Kozacik, Inc.
Lawrence Livermore Nat'I Lab.
Microsoft

- Naval Surface Warfare Center
- POCA Consulting
- PRC
- Process Enhancement Partners
- The Software Engineering Institute
- The Software Productivity Consortium
-TRW
- Unisys
- USAF
- Westinghouse

HOW TO BECOME A SPICE PARTICIPANT

Send a letter/ email/ fax to your regional coordinator with the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

name
company
job title
mailing address
phone and fax numbers
brief description of relevant experience
type of participation (core, extended-core, reviewer, trial, sponsor)
list of product to which you want to contribute
Internet email address

Upon reception of this information, your regional coordinator will acknowledge you as a contributor and
inform the proper product managers of your availability as a resource for their respective work. The Internet
Manager will send you a test note to ensure that you can be reached by email and then add your Internet email
address to the appropriate SPICE distribution lists. He will also tell you where to find the two SPICE servers
and how to access them.
We hope you will join the SPICE effort.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT SPICE

In January, 1993, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International
Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTCl) assigned responsibility for
developing a suite of standards for software process assessment to Subcommittee 7 (SC7)1 • The standards
development project is designated as SPICE (Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination).
As outlined in the initial requirements specification2, the purpose of the Software Process Assessment
Standard (SPA) is to examine the processes used by an organization. The aim is to:
•
•
•

Characterize current practices within the organization identifying strengths, weaknesses and the risks
inherent in the process,
Determine to what extent they are effective in achieving process goals,
Determine to what extent they conform to a set of baseline practices.

Process assessment includes the determination of business needs, an assessment (measurement) of the
processes used by the organization, and analysis of the current position.
The analysis results are used to drive process improvement activities or to determine the capability of an
organization.
In late 1995, a proposal3 was introduced for a change in the architecture of the SPA standard in response to
U.S. concerns. The goal of the suggested changes is to ensure that SPICE serves as a framework for comparing
models and assessment methods. The U.S. proposal addresses four perceived needs:
• For closer alignment of the SPA product suite with ISO 12207 including terminology
• To make the standard less prescriptive
• To simplify the model to address problems encountered during the first phase of trial assessments.
• To provide a clear route for migration/harmonization of existing models such as Bootstrap, Trillium,
the CMM, etc.
Phase 2 trial assessments will be conducted from March 1996 until March 1997. To find out about
becoming a participant in the Phase 2 trial assessments, download the following document
www.esi.es/projects/spice/trials.html The regional coordinators for the trials are identified in the document and in
Sources of Standards and Information, below.
Contact information for SPICE is included in Sources of Standards and Infonnation, below.
Trillium
Trillium is a model for determining the capability of a supplier's processes for the development of
telecommunications products. It was developed by Bell Canada, Northern Telecom, and Bell Northern
Research. In use since 1991, the Trillium model, now at Release 3, is based on the SEI Capability Maturity
Model (CMM) version 1.1 and incorporates other standards, including: ISO 9001 and ISO 9000-3, Bellcore
TR-NWT-000179, the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) criteria, and the IEEE Software
Engineering Standards. Trillium defines a set of best practices that reflect its specific telecommunications focus .
Like the CMM, Trillium is intended for use as a self-assessment and improvement tool and as a supplier
assessment tool. Trillium defines the benefits of higher capability in terms of responsiveness and minimum time
to market, reduced costs, and increased ability to manage and meet commitments.
Contact information for Trillium at Bell Canada is included in Sources of Standards and Information,
below.
Bootstrap

A project funded by the European Commission as part of the ESPRIT program (ESPRIT 5441 BOOTSTRAP:
A European Assessment Method to improve Software Development), Bootstrap is administered and maintained by the
Bootstrap Institute European Economic Interest Group (BI EEIG) in Milan, Italy. The focus of Bootstrap is to
assess and improve the capability of a Software Producing Unit (SPU).
Bootstrap combines the ISO 9000 standards, European software engineering standards, and the SEI
Capability Maturity Model (CMM) to create a basis for assessment and for consulting. The Bootstrap
methodology includes both a diagnostic assessment of a software development process - including organization,
methods and engineering capability, and tools and technology - and the creation of an action plan that defines
the steps, implementation details, and time frames to improve the organization's ability to deliver quality
JTCl SC7 is responsible for software engineering standards. TC176 is responsible for the ISO 9000
standards.
WG10/N017R Version 1.0, June 3, 1993
WG10/N080
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products and services. The result of the assessment is a profile based on a Bootstrap assessment instrument that
adds a second dimension to the CMM's levels: the process quality attribute.

Bootstrap attempts to identify the attributes of a software development organization
and a project and assigns all the questions in the questionnaire to process quality
attributes as well as maturity levels.
Contact information for the BI EEIG is included in Sources of Standards and Information, below.
SOURCES OF STANDARDS AND INFORMATION
The following organizations provide information and source documents on the standards and programs
described in this seminar. The documents and programs are listed alphabetically.
For BOOTSTRAP
BOOTSTRAP INSTITUTE
Via Adelaide Bono Cairoli 34
20127Milan
ITALY
Tel: +39 2 261621 Fax: +39 2 2610927
FortheCMM
Software Engineering Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890
USA
TEL: 412-268-7700, (412) 268-6815.
FAX: 412-268-5758
Internet:customer-relations@sei.cmu.edu
ftp address: ftp .sei.cmu.edu (for technical reports and documents, including TR24 and TR25
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/SEI/HomePage.html
For ISO standards and standards information
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
11 West 42nd Street, 13th Floor
New York NY 10036
USA
TEL: 212-642-4900 and 202-639-4090
FAX: 212-302-1286 and 202-628-1886
http:/ /hsdwww.res.utc.com
American Society for Quality Control (ASQC)
POBox3066
611 East Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee WI 53201-3066
USA
TEL: 414-272-8575, 800-248-1946
FAX: 414-765-8661
http://www.asqc.org
International Organization for Standardization
Central Secretariat
1, rue de Varembe
CH-1211 Geneve 20
SWITZERLAND
TEL: 011-41-749-01-11
FAX: 011-41-22-733-34-30
Internet: ISO9000@ISOCS.ISO.CH

http'.//www.iso.ch/w~kom~.html (in Hnglish)
http:/ /www.iso.ch/welcomef.html (in French)
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gopher:// sunny.stat-usa.gov:70/11/NTDB/Is
For SPICE
The following are the four regional contacts for SPICE.
EUROPE

PACIFIC RIM

- Harry Barker

-Terry Rout

- Defense Research Agency

- School Of Computing

- St-Andrews Road
- Malvern, Worcs WR14 3PS

- Griffith University

- UNITED KINGDOM

-AUSTRALIA

- +44-68-489-6106 (tel)

- +61-7-875-5046 (tel)

- +44-68-489-6246 (fax)

- +61-7-875-5051 (fax)

- habarker@dra.hmg.gb

- terryr@kurango.cit.gu.edu.au

- Queensland 4111

CANADA
- Mike Konrad

- Jean-Normand Drouin

- Software Engineering Institute

- Bell SYGMA Telecom Solutions

- Carnegie Mellon University

- 700 La Gauchetiere (rm 13El)

- Pittsburgh, P A15213-3890

- Montreal (Quebec) H3B 4Ll

-USA

-CANADA

- +412-268-5813 (tel)

- +514-870-0974 (tel)

- +412-268-5758 (fax)

- +514-393-1391 (fax)

- mdk@sei.cmu.edu

- jndrouin@qc.bell.ca

The following are the regional coordinators for the Phase 2 trial assessments.

Europe and South Africa
Phase 2 Trial Assessment Coordinator
- Bob Smith
- SPICE Trials
- European Software Institute
- Parque Tecnol6gico de Zamudio #204

Pacific Rim
Phase 2 Trial Assessment Coordinator
- Francis Suraweera
- School of Computing and Information Technology
- Griffith University
- Nathan Campus, Kessels Road

- 48016 Zamudio Vizcaya

- Nathan Queensland 4111

- SPAIN

-AUSTRALIA

- (Tel) +34.4.420 95 19

- (Tel) (+61) 7-3875-5018
- (Fax) (+61) 7-3875-5207
- e-mail: F.Suraweera@cit.gu.edu.au
- www: http://www-sqi.cit.gu.edu.au/spice/

- (Fax) +34.4.420 94 20
- e-mail spice-trials@esi.es
- www: http://www.esi.es/

-

Canada and Central and South America
Phase 2 Trial Assessment Coordinator
- Jerome Pesant
- 1801 McGill College A venue
- Suite 800
- Montreal (Quebec)
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USA
Phase 2 Trial Assessment Coordinator
- Dave Kitson
- Software Engineering Institute
- Carnegie Mellon University
- 4500 Fifth A venue
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-CANADA
- H3A2N4

- Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890
-USA

- (Tel) (+1) 514-398-8142
- (Fax) (+1) 514-398-1244
- e-mail: pesant@crim.ca

- (Tel) (+1) 412-268-7782
- (Fax) (+1) 412-268-5758
- e-mail: dhk@sei.cmu.edu

India
Phase 2 Trial Assessment Coordinator

- Srinivas Thummalapalli
- 8th Floor
- Diamond Jubilee Commercial Complex
- Hudson Circle
- Bangalore 560 027
- INDIA
- (Tel) (+91) 080.2211143
- (Fax) (+91) 080.2211152
- e-mail: tsrini@3se.soft.net
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Presentation Outline

• Motivation and History of Formal Methods.

• Industrial uses of Formal Methods.

• Introduction to EVES and Z/EVES.

• Technology transfer and conclusions.
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Motivation and History
of

Formal Methods
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\Nhat's the Problem?

• Security- and Safety-critical systems: How
do we know it is safe to field a system
which could result in the accidental loss of
life, limb, revenue or information?

• Complexity:
How can we intellectually control the
increasingly complex artifacts that we
are designing?
- How do we overcome the limitations of
existing technology? (Hardware.)
-

Copyright
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\Nhat's the Problem?

• Erecting complex edifices on a foundation
bereft of engineering principles and
scientific foundations.

• Cannot provide scientifically rigorous
predictions of system behaviour.

• Need solid evidence for "fitness-for-purpose."
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\/\/hat are Formal Methods?

• Loose analogy:
Formal Methods is to Software Engineering

as
Calculus is to Engineering

• Discrete systems v's continuous systems.
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VVhat are Formal Methods?

• Use FM and Calculus for
modelling,
analysis,
- communication,
reasoning (calculation), and
- assurance.

• Both are used as "integral" components of
evolving engineering disciplines.
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\Nhat are Formal Methods?

• So, in brief, we can define Formal Methods
as:
"Methods that add mathematical rigour
to the development, analysis, and operation of computer systems and to
applications based thereupon."

• The technology is of fundamental
importance in achieving assurance and
controlling complexity.

Copy r ight
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\/\/hat are Formal Methods?

• It is believed that the technology will also
reduce economic factors such as "time to
market," "development costs" and
' 'q LI a Iity. ' '

• The technology is founded on discrete math-

ematics; experience, however, is important
for effective modelling and reasoning.
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Predictability
Informal conceptualization of system
System specification

I

System implementation

I

Implementation language compiler
I
Assembler

I

Specification of hardware

I

Gate level description of hardware
Models of physical reality

• Interpretation of data (e.g., tax codes)
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Search for Tractable \Nays of Reasoning
about Programs

• Pioneers were aware of the need to reason
about programs to ensure that they have
desired properties

• Usually, the property was to show a program satisfied a specification

• Search has been for tractable ways of reasoning about programs [systems]
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Goldstine and von Neumann, 1947

• Were convinced, both on general grounds
and from their actual experience that the
main difficulty lies in translating from one
language (the language of mathematics used
to conceive the problem) into another (the
source code).

• " ... it has to be viewed as a logical problem
and one that represents a new branch of
formal logics."

• Assertion boxes and Operation boxes.

• Already, the essential point of using assertions, separate from operations, but describing the operations, was in place.
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Alan Turing, 1949

• "How can one check a routine in the sense
of making sure that it is right?"

• "In order that the man who checks may
not have too difficult a task the programmer should make a number of definite assertions which can be checked individually,
and from which the correctness of the whole
programme easily follows."
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The Gap!

• " ... mathematicians coming to computing
would have found that the key difference
between the notations of mathematics and
programming languages was that the former had been designed with manipulation
in mind whereas it was difficult to reason
about the latter because they had mainly
been designed so as to facilitate translation
into efficient machine coded." [Jones]

• Aside:

"It was stated that everyone was

a gentleman and no one would propose
something that he didn't know how to implement." [McCarthy; re. Algol 60]

• Decade long gap to McCarthy. Why?
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John McCarthy, 1961

• Called for a "mathematical theory of computation."

• "It is reasonable to hope that the relationship between computation and mathematical logic will be as fruitful in the next century as that between analysis and physics
in the last. The development of this relationship demands a concern for both applications and for mathemtical elegance."

• Stimulated work on formal semantics for
languages.

• Important for proofs of programs; compiler
correctness.
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John McCarthy, 1961

• "Primarily, we would like to be able to prove
that given procedures solve given problems
. . . Instead of debugging a program, one
should prove that it meets its specifications, and this proof should be checked by
a computer program. For this to be possible, formal systems are required in which
it is easy to write proofs."

• But, complementary techniques needed!
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Naur, 1966

• "General Snapshots" as comments.

• Clear and careful; rather than formal.

• "It is a deplorable consequence of the lack
of influence of mathematical thinking on
the way in which computer programming
is currently being pursued, that the regular
use of systematic proof procedures, or even
the realization that such proof procedures
exist, is unknown to the large majority of
programmers."

• Proof is one of many techniques to be used
in understanding programs.
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Floyd, 1966

• "Assigning Meaning to Programs."

• Floyd more influential than Naur.

• "If the initial values of the program variables satisfy the relation R 1 , the final values on completion will satisfy the relation

R 2· "

• "the notion of an interpretation of a program: that is, an association of a proposition with each connection in the flow of
control through a program, where the proposition is asserted to hold whenever the connection is ta ken."
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Floyd, 1966

• "Verification conditions" and "strongest verifiable consequents."

• strongest statement true after statement
execution

• "The establishment of formal standards for
proofs about programs in languages which
admit assignments, transfer of control, etc.,
and the proposal that the semantics of a
programming language may be defined independently of all processors for that language, by establishing standards of rigour
for proofs about programs ... "
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Hoare, 1969

• "An Axiomatic Basis for Computer Programming"

• Motivated, in part, by the axiomatization
of geometry

• "The suggestion that the specification of
proof techniques provides an adequate formal definition of a programming language
first a pp ears in [Floyd]. . ..
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Hoare, 1969

• a suggestion that axioms may provide a
simple solution to the problem of leaving
certains aspects of a language undefined;

• a comprehensive evaluation of the possible
benefits to be gained by adopting this approach both for program proving and language definition."

• {P}Q{R}
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Hoare, 1969

xxl==x
Vx(x

< M)

Axiom of assignment:
f-- {P[f /x]}x :== f{P}

Rules of consequence:
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S

if I- { P}Q{ R}and f-- S
then I- {S}Q{R}

=:)

P
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Hoare, 1969

Rule of composition:

If

r {P}Q1 {R}and{R}Q2{S}

then {P}Q1; Q2{S}
Rule of iteration:

If

r

{PI\ B}Q{P}

then
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Hoare, 1971

Proof of the program "Find."
"Top down" method of analysis; not post facto.
Same rules as Hoare, 1969.
Step-by-step justification of design decisions.
"The motivation for taking this extra trouble
during the design and coding of a program is
that it is hoped to reduce or eliminate trouble at phases which traditionally come laterprogram testing, documentation, and maintena nee."
Operation decomposition~
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Richer Data Structures

• Specs ought to be shorter and clearer than
programs.

• Specs in terms of abstract values.

• Relationship of abstract values to computer
store.

e.g., Relational database

• Specification in terms of mappings from
"relation keys" to sets of tuples.

• Implementation in terms of pointers.
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Richer Data Structures

• Functional relationship between concrete
and abstract states (Abstraction and retrieve functions)

• Data refinement (reification)

• Correctness conditions for design of data
(rather than algorithms)

• Hoare, Jones, Milner instrumental.
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Industrial Uses
of

Formal Methods
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Case

Who

What
Decision-making
Ontario Hydro,
DNGS:
logic for the
Darlington AECL, Atomic
Energy Control shutdown
Nuclear
Generator Board of Canada systems
implemented in
Trip
(AECB),
software
Computer consultants

MGS:
Multinet
Gateway
System

Ford Aerospace,
US National
Computer
Security Center,
MITRE Corp.
NIST SW Eng &
Security
Technology
groups

Secure Internet
device for
transmitting
datagrams

UC Irvine,
US FAA,
aviation working
group

Intended to
reduce the risk of
mid-air & near
mid-air collisions

TBACS:
Token
based
Access
Control
System
TCAS: Air
Traffic
Alert &
Collision
Avoidance
SACEM

Security
properties of a
smartcard (for
network access)

Why

How
Three separate
Safety-critical;
AECB would not teams developed
license DNGS
formal spec,
program
without
convincing
function tables,
demonstration of & proof of
equivalence
correctness of
code
Security critical; Followed
prescribed
aimed at high
rating by US
computer
Trusted Comp.
security
System Criteria methodology
Gain experience Specifier located
using FMs and
developer &
underlying tools worked in
parallel

Clarify complex
components to
mcrease
assurance in
TCAS II
functionality
GEC Alsthom,
Automatic train Increase volume
Paris regional
protection system by 25% to obviate
train network &
building new line,
Paris Rapid
maintaining
Transit Authority
safety

Groups worked
together to
develop method,
redo spec from
pseudo code
Applied various
FMs and other
techniques to
assure
regulators

Figure 1: Case Descriptions: Part I (Regulatory)
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Case

Requirements

Design/Scale

Assurance

Other

DNGS

A-7 /SCR style
(tabular
descriptions of
requirements)

Pre- & post
conditions (1362
LOC Fortran,
1185 LOC
Assembler.)

Hand proofs of
consistency

No FM tools, but
extensive testing
& SW hazard
analysis

MGS

Gypsy &
graphical notation
for security
model/system
structure

Gypsy
implementation
methodology (10
pages math, 80
pages Gypsy, 6
KLOC OS)

Proof of security
properties

Non-FM Security
analyses

Reverse
engineered model
from emulation
code (300 LOC
FDM from 2500
LOC C)

Security proofs
and
indentification of
flaws

Estimations of
effort/ payoff,
input to new
standards

TBACS Defined security
policy and
smartcard system
model

Reverse
None (7 KLOC
engineered two
pseudo-code,
subsystems using specifications
Statecharts
com parable size)
variant
SACEM Hoare Logic & B Hoare Logic & B
to express
to relate
requirements
requirements to C
code (9 KLOC
verified code)

TCAS

Review by domain Aimed for
experts of formal reviewable
requirements
notation and basis
for safety analysis
B tool for
verification

FM one of many
safety techniques

Figure 2: Formal Methods Usage: Part I (Regulatory)
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What
System
Bristol (UK)
HP
Applied Methods component;
Group, Waltham real-time
database of
(US) Medical
patient
Instruments
division
monitoring data
IBM Hursley & Large transaction
CICS
processing system
(Customer Oxford PRG
Information
Control
System)
Case

Who

Why

How

Evaluate general
utility of FM &
an HP specific
FM (HP-SL) in
product
environment
Re-engineering,
adding features,
improving quality
& reducing
dvlpmnt costs

Waltham
developer
interested in FM

Cleanroom IBM Federal
COBOL
Systems Division restructuring
facility
(COBOL/SF)

Combined FM,
review, statistical
testing

Inmos

Specify and
transform into
implementation
language

Inmos Ltd.
(Bristol, UK) &
Oxford PRG

Full-scale FM
development
process;
COBOL/SF a
technical
challenge
Components of 3 Tractable R&D
generations of
example led to
transputers
reduced testing
and increased
assurance

Formally specified
using Z at
module interfaces

Figure 3: Case Descriptions: Part II (Commercial)
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Case

Requirements

HP

HP-SL to produce HP-SL (55pgs)
top-level spec
carried through
levels of spec to
code

CICS

Reflect changes in Z specs used to
market
implement new
code (50 KLOC)

Cleanroom

Specification
using grammars,
transformations,
etc.

Inmos

FPU to be
consistent with
IEEE floating
point standard

Design/Scale

Refinement with
design verification
through reviews
(80 kloc with 20
kloc reused)

Assurance

Other

Rigorous reviews
via Bristol
methods, test
generation from
specs
Z specs
augmented
English
descriptions,
replaced
pseudo code

FM taught along
with more general
SE methodology

Reliability testing,
stepwise
refinement &
reviews of
correctness
questions
Transformation
Reduced testing,
tool generated
discovered error in
Occam then
rounding
VHDL; (100 page algorithm
Z spec of FPU)

Tech transfer from
Oxford PRG,
resulting in
industrial
feedback into Z
Case-based
Cleanroom
courses, ongoing
support from
Cleanroom
developers
Positive
interaction
between FM
group and
developers

Figure 4: Formal Methods Usage: Part II (Commercial)
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Case

Who

What

Why

How

LaCoS:
Large
Correct
Systems

ESPRIT: CRI,
Lloyds Register,
Matra Transport
and others

RAISE Trials
(Rigorous
Approach to
Software
Engineering)

Evaluate
industrial utility
of RAISE and
technology
transfer

Wide variation of
applications

SSADM

Praxis (Bath,
UK)

Toolset for
SSADM

High-level Z spec,
0-0 design

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

R&D lab and
engineers in
business unit

Family of
oscilloscope
products

Feasibility
analysis of
requirements and
to improve
understanding
Shorten
time-to-market
with a reusable
platform

Z specifications of
oscilloscope
system & user
interfaces

Figure 5: Case Descriptions: Part III (Commercial)

Case

Requirements

LaCoS

Use of RAISE for Follow RAISE
modeling
method to derive
specs and code

Design/Scale

Assurance

Other

RAISE proof
Develop
editor and reviews pedagogical
material and
specification
library
SSADM Z spec used to
Z spec (340 pages) Specification used Met BS 5750
test requirements, informally
to improve
quality
understanding
translated to
communication
requirements,
and complexity
Objective C (37
used only
KLOC)
primitive tools
TekCapture
200,000 KLOC
None, specifically Z spec has been
tronix
vocabulary &
abstracted as two reported
replaced by object
architecture
15 page Z specs
library

Figure 6: Formal Methods Usage: Part III (Commercial)
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Methods: usage

• ANALYSIS (of domain): Where formal meth-

ods are used to further understanding of
the domain of interest

• COMMUNICATION: Where communication
between system stakeholders is the primary
need.
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Methods: usage

• ASSURANCE: Requiring high degree of confidence in systems with auditable information

• RE-ENGINEERING: Where a product is undergoing long-term upgrades and requiring
recovery of structure or enhancement of
function.

• TESTING: Systems that use simulation or
black-box testing methods use formal specification to test both to and from the specification.

Not restricted solely to software; looking at
systems.
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Methods: usage

• "Intellectual control" of complex designs
and implementations. Is this a quality issue? What does it mean?

• Injecting faults into the specifications.

• Generating test cases from the specification.

• Animating the specifications: a kind of walkthrough coupled with inspection and simulation.

• What is the role of verification?
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Industrial Cases Using
Specification-based Testing

• InMos Transputer:

a 32-bit microproces-

sor; components developed for 3 generations of the Transputer chip.

• Saved money and time by ''testing" from
formal specification; the formality eased analysis. (3 million Pounds and 3 months testing time on the T-800.)

• Not as much coverage testing needed by
the simulation group.

• Freed up time for the simulators to concentrate on the real-time behavior.

(A really

hard problem beyond the FM capability.)
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Cleanroom: Combining Inspection,
Testing and Formal Methods

• Used in NASA and IBM on some 70 projects
over the past 8 years.

• Three "independent" components: i nspection, statistical testing, formalism (box structure).

• Relationship between the formal aspects
of Cleanroom and the statistical testing
through the verification reviews.
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Cleanroorn: Combining Inspection,
Testing and Formal Methods

• Goals: Cost savings and high quality.

• Principles:
- Near zero defect w/o executing code.
(Prototypes OK for rqts and initial understanding.)
- Test teams can certify reliability, but not
fundamentally improve quality.
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Introduction
to
EVES and Z/EVES
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A Few VVords on EVES:
Primary Project Goal

To develop a Formal Methods tool that supports development of security- and safety-critical
applications. This goal entailed the

• development of an expressive (wide-spectrum)
language;

• development of a sound mathematical
foundation;

• development of a usable and powerful
automated deduction capability;

• development of a coherent amalgamation
of the above in EVES.
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A Few VVords on EVES:
How EVES differs from other FM
Projects

• "Wide-spectrum," expressive language.

• Expressive set-theoretic framework.

• Mathematical semantics and soundness.

• Powerful automated deduction capability.

• continued ....
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A Few vvords on EVES:
How EVES differs from other FM
Projects

• Compiler.

• Rigorous development.

• Engineering.

• Proof checking.

Targetting utility and trust.
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EVES Development and Applications

Significant support has focused on technology
development and is now trending towards
application.

• Verdi compiler.

• Proof checking and browsing.

• SID Legacy Code (w / ADGA).

• PC and Z/EVES ports.

• Security modelling (cascade analysis).

• GUI/EVES.
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EVES Development and Applications

• Z/EVES and Z Browser.

• Aiming for a minimum of 1 % of the 25,000
Z news group readership.

• Legality (U.Washington).

• Boiler control system (for AECB,

w/

CGI).

• One Way Link.

• Authentication protocols.

• Safety-critical proof obligations.
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Technology Transfer
and
Conclusions
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Relative advantage: An analysis of the tech-

nical and business superiority of the innovation over technology it might replace.

Compatibility: An analysis of how well the in-

novation meshes with existing practice.

Complexity: An analysis of how easy the in-

novation is to use and understand.

Trialability: An analysis of the type, scope and

duration of feasibility experiments and pilot
projects.

Observability: An analysis of how easily and

widely the results and benefits of the innovation are communicated.
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Transferability: An analysis of the economic,
psychological and sociological factors influencing adoption and achieving critical mass.
Principal factors are:

Prior technology drag. The presence of
large and mature installed bases for prior
technologies.

Irreversible investments. The cost of investing in the new technology.

Sponsorship. The presence of an individual or organization that promotes the
new technology. Promotion includes subsidization of early adopters and the setting of standards.

Expectations. The benefits accruing from
expectations that the technology will be
extensively adopted.
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Effects on EVES

• Verdi to s-Verdi.

• PC Implementation.

• Z/EVES.

• Graphical Notations.

• Methodologies (through applications).
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Conclusions

• Apply engineering judgement in using FM
and EVES.

• Do not perceive FM as a critical systems
only technology!

• Technology is being used now on important
and sizeable applications.

• Needed to ensure and assure
fitness-for-purpose.
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Case
DNGS:
Darlington
Nuclear
Generator
Trip
Computer

Who
Ontario Hydro,
AECL, Atomic
Energy Control
Board of Canada
(AECB),
consultants

What
Decision-making
logic for the
shutdown
systems
implemented in
software

MGS:
Multinet
Gateway
System

Ford Aerospace,
US National
Computer
Security Center,
MITRE Corp.

Secure Internet
device for
transmitting
datagrams

TBACS:
Token
based
Access
Control
System
TCAS: Air
Traffic
Alert &
Collision
Avoidance

NIST SW Eng & Security
properties of a
Security
smartcard (for
Technology
network access)
groups

SACEM

UC Irvine,
US FAA,
aviation working
group

Why
Safety-critical;
AECB would not
license DNGS
without
convincing
demonstration of
correctness of
code
Security critical;
aimed at high
rating by US
Trusted Comp.
System Criteria
Gain experience
using FMs and
underlying tools

Intended to
reduce the risk of
mid-air & near
mid-air collisions

Clarify complex
components to
increase
assurance in
TCAS II
functionality
GEC Alsthom,
Automatic train Increase volume
Paris regional
protection system by 25% to obviate
train network &
building new line,
Paris Rapid
maintaining
Transit Authority
safety

Figure 1: Case Descriptions: Part I (Regulatory)

How
Three separate
teams developed
formal spec,
program
function tables,
& proof of
equivalence
Followed
prescribed
computer
security
methodology
Specifier located
developer &
worked in
parallel

Groups worked
together to
develop method,
redo spec from
pseudocode
Applied various
FMs and other
techniques to
assure
regulators

Case

Requirements

Design/Scale

Assurance

Other

DNGS

A-7/SCR style
(tabular
descriptions of
requirements)

Pre- & post
conditions (1362
LOC Fortran,
1185 LOC
Assembler.)

Hand proofs of
consistency

No FM tools, but
extensive testing
& SW hazard
analysis

MGS

Gypsy &
graphical notation
for security
model/ system
structure

Gypsy
implementation
methodology (10
pages math, 80
pages Gypsy, 6
KLOC OS)

Proof of security
properties

Non-FM Security
analyses

TBACS Defined security
policy and
smartcard system
model

Reverse
engineered model
from emulation
code (300 LOC
FDM from 2500
LOC C)

Security proofs
and
indentification of
flaws

Estimations of
effort/ payoff,
input to new
standards

TCAS

None (7 KLOC
pseudo-code,
specifications
comparable size)

Review by domain Aimed for
experts of formal reviewable
requirements
notation and basis
for safety analysis

Reverse
engineered two
subsystems using
Statecharts
variant
SACEM Hoare Logic & B
to express
requirements

Hoare Logic & B B tool for
to relate
verification
requirements to C
code (9 KLOC
verified code)

FM one of many
safety techniques

Figure 2: Formal Methods Usage: Part I (Regulatory)

Case
HP

Who
Bristol (UK)
Applied Methods
Group, Waltham
(US) Medical
Instruments
division
IBM Hursley &
CICS
(Customer Oxford PRG
Information
Control
System)
Cleanroom IBM Federal
Systems Division

Inmos

Inmos Ltd.
(Bristol, UK) &
Oxford PRG

What
System
component;
real-time
database of
patient
monitoring data
Large transaction
processing system

Why
Evaluate general
utility of FM &
an HP specific
FM (HP-SL) in
product
environment
Re-engineering,
adding features,
improving quality
& reducing
dvlpmnt costs

COBOL
restructuring
facility
(COBOL/SF)

Full-scale FM
development
process;
COBOL/SF a
technical
challenge
Components of 3 Tractable R&D
generations of
example led to
transputers
reduced testing
and increased
assurance

Figure 3: Case Descriptions: Part II (Commercial)

How

Waltham
developer
interested in FM

Formally specified
using Z at
module interfaces

Combined FM,
review, statistical

testing

Specify and
transform into
implementation
language

Who
Bristol (UK)
Applied Methods
Group, Waltham
(US) Medical
Instruments
division
IBM Hursley &
CICS
(Customer Oxford PRG
Information
Control
System)

Case
HP

What
System
component;
real-time
database of
patient
monitoring data
Large transaction
processing system

Why
Evaluate general
utility of FM &
an HP specific
FM (HP-SL) in
product
environment
Re-engineering,
adding features,
improving quality
& reducing
dvlpmnt costs

Full-scale FM
development
process;
COBOL/SF a
technical
challenge
Components of 3 Tractable R&D
generations of
example led to
transputers
reduced testing
and increased
assurance

COBOL
Cleanroom IBM Federal
Systems Division restructuring
facility
(COBOL/SF)

Inmos

Inmos Ltd.
(Bristol, UK) &
Oxford PRG

Figure 3: Case Descriptions: Part II (Commercial)

How

Waltham
developer
interested in FM

Formally specified
using Z at
module interfaces

Combined FM,
review, statistical
testing

Specify and
transform into
implementation
language

Case

Requirements

HP

HP-SL to produce HP-SL (55pgs)
carried through
top-level spec
levels of spec to
code

CICS

Cleanroom

Inmos

Design/Scale

Assurance

Rigorous reviews
via Bristol
methods, test
generation from
specs
Z specs
Reflect changes in Z specs used to
implement new
augmented
market
code (50 KLOC) English
descriptions,
replaced
pseudo code
Specification
Refinement with Reliability testing,
using grammars, design verification stepwise
transformations, through reviews
refinement &
etc.
(80 kloc with 20
reviews of
kloc reused)
correctness
questions
FPU to be
Transformation
Reduced testing,
consistent with
tool generated
discovered error in
IEEE floating
Occam then
rounding
point standard
VHDL; (100 page algorithm
Z spec of FPU)

Other
FM taught along
with more general
SE methodology

Tech transfer from
Oxford PRG,
resulting in
industrial
feedback into Z
Case-based
Cleanroom
courses, ongoing
support from
Cleanroom
developers
Positive
interaction
between FM
group and
developers

Figure 4: Formal Methods Usage: Part II (Commercial)

Case

Who

What

Why

How
Wide variation of
applications

LaCoS:
Large
Correct
Systems

ESPRIT: CRI,
Lloyds Register,
Matra Transport
and others

RAISE Trials
{Rigorous
Approach to
Software
Engineering)

Evaluate
industrial utility
of RAISE and
technology
transfer

SSADM

Praxis (Bath,
UK)

Toolset for
SSADM

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

R&D lab and
engineers in
business unit

Family of
oscilloscope
products

Feasibility
High-level Z spec,
analysis of
0-0 design
requirements and
to improve
understanding
Z specifications of
Shorten
time-to-market
oscilloscope
with a reusable
system & user
platform
interfaces

Figure 5: Case Descriptions: Part III (Commercial)

Case

Requirements

Design/Scale

Assurance

Other

RAISE proof
Develop
editor and reviews pedagogical
material and
specification
library
Z spec {340 pages) Specification used Met BS 5750
SSADM Z spec used to
test requirements, informally
to improve
quality
communication
understanding
translated to
requirements,
and complexity
Objective C {37
used only
KLOC)
primitive tools
None, specifically Z spec has been
TekCapture
200,000 KLOC
vocabulary
&
abstracted
as
two
reported
tronix
replaced by object
architecture
15 page Z specs
library

LaCoS

Use of RAISE for Follow RAISE
method to derive
modeling
specs and code

Figure 6: Formal Methods Usage: Part III (Commercial)
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devoted 80 pages of the earliest book describing inspection, Software Metrics
(1976), to a description of software inspection methods. _ He has actively taught
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Inspection Structure: Process
and Product Quality

-

For Half-Day
Tutorial Tuesday
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San Francisco.

Inspection has two major components

at 'Quality
Week '

Slide 1

Gilb@ACM.org

1. Find and fix defects in a project's
documentation

US Office 209
248 -0812

2. Find and fix defects in work processes

Slide
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Stages of maturity:SEI
Capability Maturity Model __
rM-,.---~C~hM~~~~
~ - ~lc-s~~r-S~oftwar~~.~l~n~~,c~tl~on~F~,~al~~~H~---,=a
LHtl

Inspection Proceduras

experience base

3 Defined
4

5

..-",.,.t,'.,,~s,

Defect removal, Entry, Exit

Optimum rxu, quality level at

Managed QuanUtallw goals for

exlt&entry,data summary,d-base

product & process

Optimizin =~=:=~ou ':~:~.::~
process improvement

1

55

1: ; : ; ~ •

Owners Proc. Chan a MgL Team

6 Design D..tgn to quality & cost
__ h .. •al · c.•...,._..,.~Wl'....,LI",

8 . Motivation

2. Measurement

9 . Help Author

•doewnent quality
•inspection vahie/ cost

WrlUng-Task Rules, QA Pollcles,

Repeatabl Pollcles, procedures,

Main Inspection Objectives-=:
1, Time-to-Delivery

•doc. proceu quality

none

2

none

1a:1:•..-.~1tn.

3. Releaae "downstream"

4 . Identify defects
S. Fix defects

avoid new defect htjection
6. Improve proceu

product producers
inspection itself
7. On-the-job

~

10. Effectiveness (Quality)
11 . Efficiency (Productivity)
12. Train Inspection team
leader
13. Certify the leader
14. Motivate Managers
15. Reduce Maintenance
Costs

16 . Relieve Project Leader.
17 .many others

tn.ininc

Inspection is NOT!
• Design Optimization
• Approval of level of ambition
• Approval of quality of design
• A discussion club
• A bureaucratic routine
• 1t

Sld, 2

.

IS

- inner-consistency checking (all related
documents)
- check a~ainst ~ best practices {rules1
ch eek.lists)
- only done if measurably profitable

Skde 6

Advanced Inspection Areas
• Sampling
• Entry based on source
quality level (<0.5 M)
• Exit based on product
quality level (<0.1 M)
• " Intelligent Inspection"
fact based control of
process
• Total control of
optimum checking rate

• Defect Prevention Process
(DPP, 15:1 Return on
Inv.)
• Well-defined critical
terms (defect, major)
• Focus on Major defects
(9:1 savings)
• Bureaucracy busting

Sido

7

llt

. A Sampling Case Study

-~~rnii~tiifi!~~~~~~~
- to permit optimum cbeddng rates when there ls not enough
...-rce to cbeck entire document
- when Initial chunks tell you that then Is no point In comlnulng
checking other chunks
- to demonstrate the pOWff of Inspection for skeptical peers aad
managers

Sam piing is not valid when
- The document Is very ,mall (less than 10 pages)- becau,e you
might just as well do the whole doCUDMnt
- It is not done on repreaientattve sectloas
- It Is necessary to ldeatlfy (and possibly also to fb:) all possllle
defects, even JI they are fewer than 1 per sample
- th• document Is not homogenlous.

representative
• 19 Major defects found in half day inspection

• declared to be

by the 7 managers
• director checks the defect log and confirms

SMd• g

Basic Misunderstandings
of Inspection

Too costly
Don't have time
A bureaucracy
Deals with trivia
We will find errors by test
anyway
• We already do reviews ·
• Just another meeting

.... 11

s,oo 12

Don't have time?

Too costly?

• Inspection can reduce total
project time by 50% (compared

• Inspection reduces development cost by
about 50% net. (IBM FSD 1-77)
• Inspection reduces maintenance cost by
ten-to-one, or more (2 Gilb client reports) .. .. ,·
• Inspection has roughly ten to one payoff .c:c, ;;:f t·

• Defect Prevention aspect over 15 to
payoff (Mays IBM 1995)

.,.. 10

• Here is a correction of
those misunderstandings!!

•
•
•
•
•

~~~ !:vl~s::!:~ns:,~:g~i~I:~:~ Ra

I

1986 Northern Europe
- Air traffic control trainer system for export
- 80,000 pages contracted documentation before code
- 40,000 pages already written
- Project seriously late already (customer informed)
- About 7 management signatures approving the
40,000 pages (pseudocode for coders)
- Inspection ofa sample of three pages
• chosen by random numbers

• Sampling is useful

Basic Misunderstandings
of Inspection

.... s

: :l!llir::=;::i::~/

to non-inspection reality, not to your
dream deadline)

• Inspection costs time up front
(requirements and design Qq, but
saves in test phases (20 to 1
cheaper to fix bugs earlier than
in test), and in maintenance life
cycle (10 to 1 and 28 to 1 observed).

A bureaucracy?
•

.,
t tt
*

\:: : : qp

«1

)'' , ~

s,., 13

• only if badly taught and managed!

Si do

- Planning focused on profitable tasks
- Intelligent Inspection ensures profit
- Many tactics to avoid trivia are known

• Should be continuously proved
profitable (or not done).
• Conscious emphasis on Major
defects (which have high
downstream costs, and thus save you
by dealing with them now)

15

•

T

Sldo

• Inspection is as different from "reviews" as
elephants are from butterflies.
• "Reviews" let over 20 Major-defects-perpage escape, and get "approved".
• Reviews should be limited to decision
making (go and no-go).
• Reviews should demand as "entry criteria"
clean inspected exited documents (<1
Major/page remaining)

17

• Inspection avoids meetings except when they
will prove profitable.
• Most work is done outside of meetings
• Meetings are highly focussed, measured on
cost and benefit.
95% on "Majors"
• People strongly prefer Inspection to
convenHonal meetlngs, because they are so
clearly organized, focussed, and productive.

J16

wwe already do "reviews"~

• Some: at 50% single-pass effectiveness, and at
10 to 20 times the inspection cosl
• It would be even better to prevent errors
(50% to 90% + can be)
• Test debugging will delay projects at
the last minute
~
• And tempt someone to release with partial '
testing.
• 50% to 88% effectiveness single pass, and
95% cumulative detection for Inspection.

"Just another
meeting"?

14

Deals with trivia?

• Yes! But fanatically minimalistic!
...,
• No simpler way known to get such
productivity.
• Maximum one page modules for all
standards, forms, rules, procedures.
• Intelligent analysis of real-time data is
used to save time, example dropping 2
hour meetings when checking data says.

We will find errors by test
anyway?

S ido

Hidden Aspects
•
•
•
•

Focus on Major Defects
True savings
True necessary costs
Application to all systems
documents
• Tracking results long term
• Prevention aspects

Sldo

18

Hidden Aspects

.... 19

• Inspection contains
aspects which are not
generally known and
appreciated.

Hidden Aspects

True savings

Hidden Aspects

• The only valid and profitable use of
Inspection is to focus on finding and
estimating MAJOR defects.
• These are defined as defects (= "rule
violations") which probably will have
order of magnitude larger consequences
at later stages, if not prevented or
removed during Inspection.
• We almost ignore minor defects. They do
not justify optimal checking-rate costs.

.... 21

• _Inspection savings are all downstream of
Inspection costs.
• Inspection is an investment, and a little
patience is required before it pays off.
• These savings must be calculated by
comparing previous project downstream
costs to the new downstream costs; resulting
after Inspection has been used.
• "A stitch in time saves nine" is a good rule.

Application__J_g,z,.:4fflf,.;
all systems documents

Hidden Aspects

• Widely held illusion; Inspection is for
software (read - 'code, logic' etc.)
• Reality: Document Inspection has been used
for military and civil aircraft engineering
since 1988-9 (Douglas, Boeing)
• Used for defence electronics since 1989 (UK,
Raytheon) including bids, contracts
• Military & Civil Mobile Telephone
Development (Ericsson (30% software),
Nortel)

Hidden Aspects

Sido

22

True necessary costs
• Inspection can seem expensive
at first sight
• One checking-hour per person per page
seems expensive, compared to scanning a
page
• But the best way to understand the costs
is that one work hour rids you ofa Major
defect, during Inspection, all costs told.
• The other option is to use nine times as
much during test, or even more in field.

Hidden Aspects

•••• 24

Tracking results long term
• Myth: Inspection is a short-term review
for approval of documents.
• Reality, the best practice of Inspection is
measurable continuous improvement of
productivity, quality and costs for several
years, at 40% per year! (Juran,
Raytheon)

The "bottom line" for Process
rovement (RAYTHEON)

s•••25

Gary's Personal Learning Curve
(Douglas 1988 report)

50

s ..

, 26

Issues
Ide tlfled

80

40

•

30

•

40
20

23

10

8
0

2

5

3

4

Raymond Dion, Process Improvement and the Corporate Balance Sheet (July 93)

IEEE Softwm: July 1993

pp

Experien~as

28.35

Cognizant
Gary
- - - -Engineer
wm document writer
at points I to 5)

, 28
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Hidden Aspects

Unexploited

Prevention aspects
• Myth: Inspection is about detecting

• Intelligent Decision
Making
• Management
Inspections
• Numeric Exit QC
• Sampling incoming
documents
• Numeric entry QC

• Reality: early inspections (1973-1983)
failed to deliver anything else, but tried.
• Mays and Jones IBM, 1983-on, invented
"Defect Prevention Process" DPP
(concurrently with IBM FSD) which
prevents well over 70% of all defects and
has a 15.5 to 1 ratio of return on
investment. It is "SEI CMM Level Five"

s... 29

Unexploited
• Here are some
powerful features of
Inspections
• which are too often
unexploited in
practice.

.

Unexploited!

Intelligent Decision Making
• "Intelligent Inspections" make use of
numeric facts to progress Inspection subprocesses, and to alter their conduct.
• this is an extension of the entry/exit
process control mechanism to all subprocesses of Inspection.
• the basis is usually efficiency
(effectiveness in finding Major defects
over cost)
• but can serve any set of objectives

ski, 30

s..

Sub-process Chart

, 31

s,d, 32

Unexploited!

Intelligent Decision
Making: Example 1

=!;::::s:=::t

• If too many or too few Major issues per
page have been found during "checking"
• the Logging Meeting (some alternatives)
- might be cancelled.
- would not double-check at optimum rate for
an extra 15% defects catch.
- might only log a sample page or so.
- would throw checker notes to the author.

Reporting Checking data

Sid•

33

UaapleltN!

(Entry Procedure into "Logging"
Master Plan

•

On the master plan formc,,.,., ......,

••• per page exceed the exit criteria level
• a/.. <-

• - the entire document might pay off to rewrite

Summary

- minor lssues..1..., - - - --w,~,;;,
- Improvements _L

8

~ •

(,,,-

-LH- -,.M

~--(lltoi)

Sid•

additional samples might be taken to verify
,;:; the conclusion
- repeated Inspections to reduce defect levels
are probably not a good solution (only at
borderline)
- if based on an early sam pie of first few
pages, then author teaching or process
improvement might be the intelligent way

35
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SEMA Checking Rate
Experience
16

25 . . . - - -20.4
---------Bu~ found

<- Defect Density: defects/page found

20

of21
maximum
known
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A Tel ecommunications application for AT&T & a French company.
S ource: Denise Lei gh, SEMA UK in '"Software lnspection" Fig 165
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Examjle 2 Exit O~°il:l;m

• Number of things to be potentially
logged:
Data
- Major lnues..1..

Side

- Major defects
• .LkV#Wh*
., . i ialculated remaining

o . . CollectJm; (lrJ you tbt di.Kiter)
• 1t.aualwork..UU.rr1pmt,JL.·~·
• 1'0.111JIJl!1.IU!d.(captananni.) ~

-

Intelligent Decision Making:

0

60
From Frank Buck IBM
1980

95

125

Checking Rate
in Lines per hour

160
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Typical Example of Influence of
Checking Rate on Defects Found

5
"'
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OPTIMUM RA TE IS A

M

10

Found
75
50

-

\

apa,amt111UC3111iffamc
....
.,__ ,1e_,.2

-111-.•HiflW'!,'tAcmc:J'
UK\t9J

0.5 0.6

____J)Pti·mum !We
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UCT

- FAMIL!ARJTY WITH DOCUMENTATION
• TYPEOFDOC.
• PARTICUJ..AR VEllSJON OF DOC,

1.0

-

INTELLIGENCE

PROBABILITY THAT MAJOR DEFECTS STILL EXIST
SERIOUSNESS OF CONSEQUENCE OF ANY REMAINING D

1.2

CTS

Opthman for wbkb objective? ffledh-enesr, eflldmcy, karnlog, tber?

Average Team Checking Rate in
Pages (300words, NC)/Hour

THIS IS SO COMPLEX 'THAT 'NE INTEGRATE MOST FACTORS BY SIMPLY OBSERVING lHE
OPTIMUM RATES FOR PAR:TICULAR DOCUMENT TYPES

s,o, 39

Unexploited!

t-Management Inspections

Unexploited!

s,.. 40

t '~

Numeric Exit QC

• MYTH: Inspection exit is attained when all

• MYTH: "No managers present" (intent
was IBM Code Inspections, no
supervisors, 1973 situation)

the most important
Inspections are done on the most
important documents Qike

• REALITY:

contracts, policies, plans) by the people
who write and approve them (managers!)

Unexploited!

?

---------

COMPLEXITY AND LANGUAGE IN PR
INDIVIDUAL CHECKER

25s..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,...
12
0.3

RULES
CHECKLISTS

- SOURCEDATA

R

o arr-•ia-du1

s

FUNCTION O F : ~
THE QUANTITY OF

Majors/Page

s,•• 3

s10,

Sampling incoming documents
• MYTH: incoming documents are not
evaluated by Inspection. "only the product"
• TRUTH: incoming documents (even exited)
contain at least 25% of all Major defects, and
even the more important kind of defects.
• CONSEQUENCES: Incoming source
documents should either be sampled for
defects, or have exited at acceptable levels. In
any case they are subject to defect detection.

41

Wgged defe<ts are co,rected.
• TRUTH: for each corrected defect you
probably have one undetected defect. To
approve now means approving those defects
and lOx downstream costs, for each one left.
• CONSEQUENCES: remaining defects must
be calculated using% effectiveness (of
defect finding) history, as well as other
information (checking rate, bad-fix rate,
defect-insertion rate)

·.

s,o, 42

Unexploited!

Numeric entry QC
• MYTH: we start Inspections when we are
"ready".
• TRUTH: we should start Inspection , and
its sub-processes based on numeric facts
of readiness and profitability. ":E ntry
Criteria"
• Intelligent Inspection.
• For example: (next slide)

_,,.,,,,

!

..,..-

Unexploited

Numeric entry QC Example

..,, 43

Avoiding Failure!

Source
documents must have exited with
less than 1 Major defect per page
remaining, or be sampled at that level.

• ENTRY CONDITION:

• Optimum Checking

Rate
• Focus on Majors
• Track results
downstream
• Upgrade
documentation
structures
• Focus on critical
upstream documents

• FAILURE CONSEQUENCES:
- reject source document until cleaner
- accept source with warning as to
consequences
- clean up source yourself
- correct process leading to bad sources

.... 45

Avoiding Failure?

J

Focus on Majors

Optimum Checking Rate

5

,.,
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• The optimum checking rate is the speed
of checking the product document
against all sources, rules and checklists
which gives the best number of Major
defects identified.

• Most users of
Inspection fail to get
anywhere near 100%
of the potential
• Most of them do not
seem to notice!
• Even 5%-of-potential
Inspections seem
better than nothing.
• Here are some tips
for full power.

Avoiding Fall1re

Avoiding Falllre

• It is found by experience with your
people and your documents.
• It is typically 1 page (plus-minus 0.9) ;::0: Checked
checked per hour. SAMPLE if necessary!

• British Aerospace was finding a peak as
they approached 0.1 pg/hr (March 96Harrier)

I

5

,._
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Avoiding Fallwe

Focus on Majors: Bow?

~ Inspections do not consciously

control the detection and logging of
minor defects. They wallow in trivia.
• By our definition, Majors are the only
defect that pays off to find! The only one
for which there is a downstream penalty.
Each major saves net 8 hours (Defence
Electronics Factory UK).
• So, if70% to 90% of your defects are
" minor" , that is your failure degree!

• All Rules and Checklists, describe only M
• Optimum Checking rates based on Maj.
• Log only Majors (throw minor notes to authors)
• Teach Majors at Kickoff, using examples
• Process Brainstorm only Majors cause-cure.
• Set Kickoff Objectives in terms of Majors
• Allow logging of minors when possibly Major

Avoiding Fall...,

Sid•

Track results downstream

49

Avoiding Failure

Sido50

The downstream alternative cost
of quality at a Defence Electronics
Factory (all types of documents).

• Inspection results are downstream.
• Hyou fail to measure impact, you might
drop it, wrongly, due to upfront costs.
• You need to track defects at all stages by
module (IBM practice for decades IBM SJ 1-95)

Number of'"
defects of
the 1,000 "'
sampled
Majors

Mean time to find and correct a Major
after Inspection was 9.3 Hours.

It cost a bout 1
hour to find and
0 10

30

SO

70

fix a Major using
Inspection

Estimated hours to find and correct
in test or in field
S.11ttr.T,nor Rtt·re,, Cut: Study CIYpter in •s.ftwut Inspection"
Philips MEL MC.-ne 'Tho,. EMI"', Uw.n ~Al Cnwlt:y UK.
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Avoiding Falhre

Avoiding Fall..-.

Upgrade documentation
structures: Example 1

Upgrade documentation _:'?:=r=':m'.i:==structures
-,l C::a
• The most significant defects are in
requirements and design.
• Unlike "code", there is no machine
readable rigorous standard them (r & d).
• Inspection can work better if the
documentation is better-structured than
"bullet-point english ".
• All processes benefit from better r&d
structure. Not just Inspection.

:

.. .

.

. .

.

.

-- - --

• Here are some fundamental standar
enable Inspection to find defects
economically: "Generic Rules"
-

territory) andfat (minors only). Optimum
rate on meat only!

. 53

.

~r:.

RELIABILITY:
GIST: World'sBest<-J.S.
SCALE: <Mean Time Between Failure>.
METER [ Acceptance) 30 runs to failure. Representative Sample
Inputs
PAST [Saturn, 1988) 16 hours. <- Sept. 1988 Test reports.
RECORD [FSD, Shuttle, 1985) one year "1985" <- Quality
Progress.
MUST [initial customer use) 16 hours <- Contract
Requirement. 6.4

fl.AN [ln3, J11pitcr] JOO Houn -.. Corporate Quality folicy.
" Expecting new policy soon"

ID Tag;,; for each elementary statement
Source reference in detail for each statem
One and only one base statement allowed
Author distinguishes between meat (Major

,,,
SOIU:N,g. ........ krlw*a

11n1111111iimi111llllll!l
M E D ~ dNIIOO..-.
MA?""3. Cldl'todl.lc1) ..........
~
Jlltco.,c.mil~ I.....,.._

Sldo
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Avoiding Falhre

Focus on cnt1ca
"' .::11
•• I
upstream documents ·. · ·.. Jf
• 62% Command & Control bugs (4
systems, TRW Study) crept through ba
reviews and test, and into operations• Inspecting "downstream" (code,
pseudocode, test planning, user
documentation) would merely serve to
"confirm" the existence of these errors.
• Inspection must start upstream at highest
levels, and deliver reliable sources
downstream. Otherwise it is a farce!

Strategies->
Objectives

"99"PAST->PLAN"
.9%->99.98"1,"
1

ll~l->1,1.
"3 mins.->1"

60
±20

99

50%

-5%

1

1

41

200

?

n.a.

Sido
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Get Full Power

• FourUS
Command&
Control Systems
studied

releases

(Inspection)
Soorc:e: J. L Pele Pence and Samuel E. Hon Ill,

Bell!!t~:--:.:.:.-.,-:_,.
s,,,,,
... , , . ~ - -

Te1Z"A'Ve1l_&_.:..

Source of data is TRW Series,
QuJftt\P'f>ffl!f~ Oct. 1993 pp. 95-'7
North-Holland Publishers,
·• nt~1?.tr~.l':t," an swkdlmc
"Software Reliability" (B. Boehm)

• Trained & approved
Team Leaders
• Follow the process
• Audit the process
• Target world class
results numerically
• Replace old
bureaucracies

(meeting;)

,y1t.ant11f\wu~~.=:=-::::,~~~---
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Get Full Power
• Most Inspection
practices are at some
srn all fraction of
potential power.
• In addition to earlier
advice here are a few
more things to do_

'"''"" "'- Trained & approvffi ~
Team Leaders
• Train Leaders of Inspection teams for a out
30 hours ( 4 or 5 days).
• Minimum 1 in 10 professionals, comfortable
1 in 5. Some (Ericsson) train almost all!
• Audit performance through statistics
(Douglas Engineering advice)
• Approve Leaders formally and independent
of training_ Approval= entry condition!
• Withdraw approval when they abuse
method ( like consistent too fast check rate)

Get Full Power

.,.. 62

Get Full Power

Audit the process

Follow the process
• The Inspection process is designed for
high power.
• People often ignore or change critical
things ( like exit criteria, optimum
checking rate) which reduce its power.
• They get away with this because they are
not measuring the effects.
• Measure your way to full power, and do
not make changes with negative effects.

• An Inspection audit we held recently
found over 20 serious violations of the
process. Like rediculous checking rates.
• Causes were poor supervisory training,
poor local level of experience, support
and expertise.
• It woke up top management and led to
far better support.
• Audit early (20 inspections) and per 100.
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Get Full Power

Target world class resu
numerically
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Defect Prevention Experiences:
Most errors can be prevented

• Know best in class results from
Inspections and use them to measure
yourself.
• Like 95% defect removal before test
• 70% ( to over 90%) defect prevention.
• 40% productivity per year increase
• 8 (to 30) times Return on Investment

Spaice Shuttle level
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IBM Research Trlangle Park NatY«>rklng Laboratory

Prevention + Pre-test Detection
is the most effective and efficient

Defect Prevention Process ..... 65
(DPP)
Process

product

Defect
Detection

90%
80%
70%

Process
Brainstorming

50%

<-Mays &: Jones 50"/o prevented(( BM) 1990

-Prevented-

htspection

1
Process Change
Management

Team
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Prevention data based on state of the art prevention experiences (IBM

RTf) 1Qlhm (~pl~ ~IIIIIIIG IHM iiJ M~ '5'/o
C umulative Inspection detection data based on state of the art
lmpedton (In an environment where prevention Is also being used, IBM
MN, Sema UK, IBM UK)
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Raytheon Productivity Using " Inspection"
meti,o'1..al!MI.JIIIAA~ll'O(~ improvements
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The Road To Wisdom: Piet .... 69
Hein
"The road to wisdom
is plain and simple to express,

to err, and err, and err again,

--

but,

less, and less, and less."

PietHein,

(Danish Philosopher, Scientist)

Get Full Power

Replace
old bureaucracies

• Inspection is capable of replacing older
ineffective processes to ~ degree.
Make the most of the opportunity.
• Testing and Debugging (95%)
• Rework, fixing problems (avoided or
detected earlier)
• Meetings and reviews, walkthroughs
- not approvals, but discussion and error
finding

• Management approval (delegated)
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USABILITY:A1
Design method A1 In all competitfve products and in
our lab prototypes shows user leaa1lng time to be
undertwo minutes. <- Lab Report u=s2.
user to learn to operate ovr product.

METER (accept] at least ICD users.
PASl[l 993, Old Product! 3 rrinutes.
PLAN(New Produc.1995tJ I rrinule.
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Strategies->
Objectives

-

"3 mins.->1"
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